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Interpenetrating motion of incompressible materials is considered. "Turbu-
lence" is denned as any deviation from the mean motion. Accordingly a nominally
stationary fluid will exhibit turbulent fluctuations due to a single, slowly moving
sphere.

Mean conservation equations for interpenetrating materials in arbitrary pro-
portions are derived using an ensemble averaging procedure, beginning with the
exact equations of motion. The result is a set of conservation equations for the
mean mass, momentum and fluctuational kinetic energy of each material. The
equation system is at first unclosed due to integral terms involving unknown one-
point and two-point probability distribution functions. In the mean momentum
equation, the unclosed terms are clearly identified as representing two physical
processes. One is transport of momentum by multimaterial Reynolds stresses,
and the other is momentum exchange due to pressure fluctuations and viscous
stress at material interfaces.

Closure is approached by combining careful examination of multipoint sta-
tistical correlations with the traditional physical technique of k—e modeling for
single-material turbulence (Launder and Spalding 1974). This involves represent-
ing the multimaterial Reynolds stress for each material as a turbulent viscosity
times the rate of strain based on the mean velocity of that material. The multima-
terial turbulent viscosity is related to the fluctuational kinetic energy k, and the
rate of fluctuational energy dissipation e, for each material. Hence a set of k and e
equations must be solved, together with mean mass and momentum conservation
equations, for each material. Both k and the turbulent viscosities enter into the
momentum exchange force.

Like the classical k—e approach, formulation of the multimaterial e equation
requires postulates. In this theory some new postulates are posed. Examination
of the equations in three engineering applications suggests the validity of the pos-
tulates made in the closure process. The applications are: a) calculation of the
drag force on a sphere fixed in a uniform flow, b) calculation of the settling rate
in a suspension and c) calculation of velocity profiles in the pneumatic transport
of solid particles in a pipe.
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Chapter I

Definitions, Background, Overview

1. INTRODUCTION

Multimaterial flows are a common occurrence in science, industry and every-
day life. Examples include the pulsating flow of blood in the human body, wheat
grain transported by the turbulent flow of air in a pipe and sediments moved
along the bed of a flowing stream. These examples each possess a common fea-
ture: dispersed entities of one material move with a velocity different from the
surrounding fluid medium. The term "interpenetrating motion" describes this
feature of multimaterial flows particularly well. The interpenetrating motion that
is characteristic of flows containing mixtures of different materials, or different
phases of the same material, gives rise to a class of physical phenomena unique to
such flows. The depressed sound speed in a suspension of g?,s bubbles in a liquid
is a well-known example of one such phenomenon. The combination of industrial
and scientific importance with the contrasting behavior to single-material flows
has made multimaterial flow theory a popular research topic.

For the purposes of this study a multimaterial flow is defined as any material
movement exhibiting interpenetrating motion on a macroscopic scale. Notice that
this definition classifies the motion of a liquid in a solid porous matrix as a mul-
timaterial flow. However, this definition precludes, for example, the motion of a
dye in water. In that case the particles of dye are so small that they move essen-
tially with the velocity of the water, precluding any interpenetrating motion on a
macroscopic scale. The foregoing definition classifies the motion of two immiscible
liquids as a muhimaterial flow, even though only a single phase of two materials is
present. In the literature the terms "multiphase" (e.g., Harlow and Amsden 1975)
and "two-phase" (e.g., Ishii 1975) have been used to describe multimaterial flows,
even though only a single phase may be present in the problem. Because of this,
the terms multiphase and multimaterial are used interchangeably here.

Interpenetration on a macroscopic scale must be distinguished from that
which can occur on a microscopic or molecular scale. Interpenetration on a molec-
ular scale occurs for example in the very thin regions of the earth's upper at-
mosphere when a rocket passes through the ionosphere. In this case the rocket
exhaust eventually expands to the point where a streaming interpenetration occurs
between ambient ions and molecules of combustion products. In this circumstance,
a distinct interface between regions of pure material does not exist; the interac-
tion between materials resides in the molecular mixing and subsequent collisions
between individual molecules of different species. Molecular interpenetration is
not the subject of this thesis. Here attention is limited to interpenetrating flow
systems in which an interface is present that separates regions of pure materials.



Despite the diverse industrial application and research attention that multi-
material flow problems have received in recent years, a fundamental theory, free of
empiricism, is still lacking. For instance, a general method based on fundamental
principles for determination of pipe pressure drop in the pneumatic transport of
solid fragments is still unavailable. This means that engineers must rely heavily on
experimental data for the design of such transport systems. For new applications
the appropriate data may not be available.

The goal of this study is to lay the foundation for the development of a
first-principles theory of multimaterial flow. In order to focus primarily on the
fundamentals of momentum transport, consideration is limited to the case of in-
compressible materials with no changes in phase. This means that the effects of
evaporation, condensation, chemical reaction, freezing and melting are all omitted
from this study. The high-speed effects of shocks and rarefactions are also omit-
ted. These restrictions are made only as a means of isolating the essential effects
of momentum transport in multimaterial flows. Many industrially-important flow
systems exist for which the limited theory is of considerable value. The transport
of coal fragments in a hydraulic slurry is one example.

Many industrial multimaterial flows are composed of a turbulent fluid carrying
suspended fragments of solid in a pipe or duct. The definition of turbulence in
a fluid requires familiarity with the concepts of mean (average) flow properties
and instantaneous (local) flow properties. The definition of a mean flow property
depends upon what is important to the observer. For example, the average flow
speed and average pressure drop in a length of pipe are generally of interest to
th^ engineer responsible for pumping a single fluid in a pipe. The engineer is well
aware that at any instant or at any location in the pipe the pressure gradient and
velocity may differ considerably from the average values that are really of interest.
The departure of local properties from the mean properties, called fluctuations,
are of concern only if they are sufficient in magnitude to affect the mean flow.
This idea provides a useful definition of turbulence in the flow of a single fluid.
In this study, a flow will be considered turbulent when fluctuations in the velocity
and pressure are large enough to produce a significant effect on the mean flow
quantities of interest.

Mu'timaterial flow is defined here as flow exhibiting interpenetrating motion
on a macroscopic scale. This interpenetrating motion is inherently accompanied
by fluctuations in the velocity and pressure that have an important effect on the
mean flow behavior, defined by almost any observer. For example consider the
motion of a single metal sphere falling under the force of gravity in a viscous fluid.
An observer may be interested in the rate at which the sphere descends in the
nominally motionless fluid. In this case, the motion of the sphere is determined
completely by the fluctuations in the pressure and velocity of the fluid.

In this thesis, the foregoing definition of fluid turbulence for the single fluid
case is considered relevant to the multimaterial case. With this definition, one can



readily conclude that multimaterial flows are usually turbulent. That is to say, an
interpenetrating flow has a local pressure and a local velocity field both of which
fluctuate from the mean in such a way that the average motion is influenced. In
this sense even a viscous flow creeping past a sphere is a turbulent flow.

The next section establishes some very essential physical features of multirna-
terial flows. These features are deduced partly on physical grounds and partly on
the basis of analytical results from the literature. The bulk of these results pertain
to the force on h. single rigid body in a well-defined flow field. Section 3 is a review
of the main theoretical methods that have been used in the various developments
in multimaterial flow theory. Section 4 provides a brief description of the ways by
which the theory of single-fluid turbulence has been approached in the literature.
In Sec. 4, the physical approach is highlighted as opposed to some of the more
mathematical approaches that have been used in turbulence theory. Finally, Sec. 5
gives an overview of the set of methods by which the theory is developed in the
present work. There it is seen that the methods employed here are a mixture of
techniques from statistical mechanics and physically based modeling methods that
have been successful in the theory of single-fluid turbulence transport.

2. PHYSICAL FEATURES OF MULTIMATERIAL FLOWS

This section contains a review of relevant analytical and experimental results
from the literature to provide the essential background knowledge for later devel-
opments. The literature contains a vast collection of information pertaining to the
analysis of fluid flow in the presence of a single submerged body. A great deal is
known, for example, about the nature of fluid forces exerted on a rigid sphere in
an incompressible fluid at low relative Reynolds number (Batchelor 1967). This
knowledge is gained by way of careful analytic study of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions for a well-defined fluid flow field and well-defined boundary conditions on
the submerged body.

The statistical ensemble provides an important means by which the knowledge
of single-body dynamics can be connected to the many-body dynamics that can
occur in a general multimaterial flow. A statistical ensemble is a large conceptual
set of flow systems that are identical in all average respects of initial and bound-
ary conditions. The systems differ only in the precise way that certain quantities
deviate from the average. In general, the deviations from the average are sufficient
to cause each member of the ensemble to differ from one another. The statistical
ensemble is used in defining the ensemble average, a precise definition of which is
given in the next chapter. For now, the important point is that the system con-
sisting of a single rigid sphere in an infinite incompressible fluid is a valid member
of a statistical ensemble. Furthermore, the initial and boundary conditions for
each of the members of the ensemble can be identical in all respects, including the
fluctuating details. In this case the behavior of any member of the ensemble is
identical to every other member and is therefore identically equal to the average



behavior.
Thus any theory that is capable of describing the dynamics of a general mul-

timaterial flow must contain, as a special case, the dynamics of a single particle
in a fluid. This fortunate state of affairs enables deduction of three important
features of multimaterial flows. These are:

1. In all multimaterial flows, a force is exerted on one material as a result
of average interpenetrating motion relative to another material.
2. Multimaterial flows are always rotational in the presence of a nonzero
average interpenetrating motion.

3. Multimaterial flows are always statistically anisotrcpic, and may be
statistically asymmetric in the presence of an average interpenetrating
motion.

The remainder of this section is a discussion of how these essential features of
multimaterial flows can be deduced. The main supporting evidence for the con-
clusions is supplied by results from analytic calculations of the force on a regular
rigid body in a well-defined flow field.

To begin, the first physical feature of multimaterial flows will be established.
There are four known ways that a net force on one material can arise from a net
interpenetrating motion. These are large-scale fluid rotation, viscous stress at a
material interface, smail-scale fluid rotation and inertia of the displaced fluid.

A standard result from hydrodynamic theory is the absence of a net force on
a rigid body of any shape submerged in a uniform flow of an ideal (nonviscous,
incompressible) fluid. Only if there is a net rotation in the fluid can an ideal
fluid exert a net force on a submerged body (Currie 1974, 164). One can easily
visualize, knowing the principle of Bernoulli, that a rotating ideal fluid flowing
past a rigid body will necessarily have a pressure deficit on one side of the body.
This is a simple consequence of the fluid flowing faster on one side of the body,
which creates a lift force.

This can be quantified by considering, for example, a circular cylinder moving
horizontally to the right in an infinite ideal fluid, in two space dimensions. If the
fluid at infinity is stationary, both the horizontal force (drag) and the vertical
force (lift) are zero. However if the fluid with density p is rotating such that a
circulation of strength F is superimposed on the rectilinear flow —U, the drag force
is still zero but there is a lift force per unit length of

-pUT (1.1)

on the cylinder. This is the so-called Kutta-Joukowski law (Currie 1974, 94) and
is an exact result from potential flow theory. Here the circulation is defined

r = / (V xu)-ndA , (1.2)



where the integral is over the area of the cylinder with outward normal n, snd
u(x) is the local fluid velocity. The drag force is zero because the flow is symmetric
about the vertical axis drawn through the center of the cylinder. The lift force
is nonzero because the flow is asymmetric about the horizontal axis through the
center of the cylinder. In Chapter III this asymmetry is shown to be of crucial
importance to the calculation of forces between materials in general multimaterial
flow situations.

In a real fluid the viscous stress exerts a force on a submerged body of any
shape, even in a uniform flow, providing there is a nonzero relative mean velocity
(interpenetration). For a uniform steady relative flow speed U, the magnitude of
the drag force on a sphere of radius s, called Stokes drag, is (Batchelor 1967)

6irfj.sU , (1.3)

where (i is the viscosity of the incompressible fluid, and the direction of the force
is parallel to the relative motion. The Stokes drag force neglects inertial effects
and is only accurate when viscous forces in the fluid dominate. The measure of
this dominance is, of course, the relative Reynolds number Rev defined

R

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. When Rev becomes comparable to
unity, flow separation may occur. With separation, there is a pressure deficit on
the downstream side of the body, causing a net drag force on the body. The flow
energy associated with the pressure deficit is deposited into fluid structures (called
eddies) that are usually small compared with the body itself. Thus the force due
to flow separation and small-scale fluid rotation are connected phenomena.

When flow separation occurs, one must normally resort to empirical means
to determine the force on a submerged body. The total force is usually computed
using the experimentally determined drag and lift coefficients Cd and C\ respec-
tively. The drag coefficient is usually defined such that the drag component of the
force Fd is

Fd = \pU2ACd , (1.5)

and similarly the lift coefficient is defined such that the lift component of the
force F\ is

±2 , (1.6)

where A is the area of the body facing the relative flow (Currie 1974). The sense
of Fj, is parallel to the relative motion and the sense of Fi is perpendicular to the
relative motion.

If the motion of a submerged body relative to a nonviscous fluid is time-
varying, the inertia of the displaced fluid causes a force opposing acceleration of



the body. The momentum equation for the body contains a term that quantifies
this force. This term is called the added mass term in the literature (Maxey and
Riley 1983). In a viscous fluid, another time-unsteady part of the force arises as
the boundary layer near the material interface develops toward its steady config-
uration. The momentum equation term that describes this effect has been called
the Basset history term (Maxey and Riley 1983). Both the added mass and Basset
history terms can cause an increase in the force on a submerged body above that
which would be obtained if the relative rate of interpenetration is assumed steady.
Hence the fourth contribution to the exchange force is the time-unsteady behavior
in fluid displacement and boundary layer development.

The fact that there is always a force on a submerged body in motion rela-
tive to a real fluid, and the fact that a single body in a sea of fluid is a valid
member of a statistical ensemble, enable deduction of the first main property of
the multimaterial flows. Whenever an average interpenetration takes place, the
components of a multimaterial mixture will experience an average force opposing
the interpenetration (drag). In addition there may be a component of force per-
pendicular to the interpenetration (lift). Because total momentum is conserved,
the average force on material one (due to material two) will be equal and opposite
to the average force on material two (due to material one). The force is therefore
properly called the exchange force. An exchange force is present regardless of the
physical nature of the materials, providing a material interface exists in the flow
and there is a nonzero relative average velocity. Hence the rule holds for the case
of many rigid bodies suspended in a fluid as well as the case of many deformable
bodies (bubbles) in a fluid.

The exchange force can arise as a result of four fundamentally different ef-
fects. These are fluid rotation on a scale large compared to the suspended entities
(circulation), viscous stress at material interfaces, fluid rotation on a scale small
compared to suspended en; itits (separation) and time-unsteady relative flow. The
effect of large-scale fluid rotation can be thought of as contributing a long-range
part of the total exchange force. This is because the circulation in the fluid de-
pends on the correlation in velocity over distances that are large compared to the
size of a suspended body. The forces caused by viscous stress at interfaces, sepa-
ration and time-unsteady effects all occur on a size scale comparable to the size
of a suspended body. For this reason, these parts of the force can be considered
to be short-range forces.

Another important short-range exchange force is present when the dispersed
entities are composed of bubbles of an immiscible fluid. In this case, the surface
tension force at the material interface can play an important role. This is the role
of establishing the size scale of the dispersed entities themselves; an important role
because the other short-range forces depend on this size scale. An experimental
result is frequently used to estimate the size scale in a fluid-fluid multimaterial
flow. This result is reported in the form of the ratio of the kinetic energy in the



flow to the potential energy contained in surface tension. This ratio is called the
Weber number We, defined

a/s

where p is the density of the continuous fluid and a is the surface tension (energy
per unit area) between the fluids. For many fluid-fluid pairs, and for a wide range
of relative Reynolds numbers, We = 10 provides a good estimate of the steady-flow
entity size s (Hetsroni 1982, Ch. 4).

The second main feature of interpenetrating flow arises partly as a conse-
quence of the first. It is well known that vortic 7 in a real fluid is generated
at boundaries because of the no-slip condition on the velocity at a surface (Cur-
rie 1974). The present work has been confined to interpenetrating flows in which
a material interface is a prominent characteristic. Thus any interpenetration will
produce fluid shear layers near the material interfaces. If one material is a collec-
tion of suspended rigid bodies, the vorticity generated at the surface of the bodies
.nay be a significant feature of the local fluid velocity field. If the vorticity gen-
erated is sufficiently large, flow separation occurs, giving rise to part of the force
discussed in the previous paragraphs.

The small-scale rotation that is engendered at material interfaces can be t
perimposed upon a large-scale rotation. This large-scale rotation can occur in
different ways. Consider for example a flow that is composed of a continuous fluid
with suspended rigid bodies. If the rigid bodies are closely spaced in one region
and sparsely spaced in an adjacent region, the fluid will tend to pass through
the sparse region more easily than it passes through the crowded region. This
establishes a mean rotation in the continuous fluid that is measured on a scale
large compared to the size of the suspended bodies. Another source of large-scale
rotation is the intense shear that can occur in the boundary layer, near the wall
of a pipe for example.

Thus the presence of material interfaces in an interpenetrating flow assures
the presence of rotation on a scale commensurate with the scale of the interfaces
themselves. Furthermore, this rotation can be superimposed on a large-scale rota-
tion caused by variable entity spacing or boundaries of the flow domain. Therefore
on these physical grounds, one can conclude that multimaterial flows are always
rotational when a net interpenetration takes place.

The final main feature of multimaterial flows is also understood on physical
grounds. Consider the case of a single rigid sphere falling steadily in a viscous
fluid under the force of gravity. An observer riding with the sphere will see the
same fluid velocity, and its change with distance from the sphere, by looking along
a ray perpendicular to the direction of motion of the sphere. However the observer
will see a very different velocity and its variation with distance if looking ahead or
behind the sphere. This will always be the case whether the flow is time-steady
or not, regardless of the nature of the rigid body or the properties of the fluid.
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Thus the observer collecting velocity data for calculating ensemble averages will
always find that, the statistics generated are anisotropic, even if the flow system
is homogeneous, provided there is an average interpenetration. The only way
isotropy can be approached is if there is no average relative motion, or if there
is no interpenetration at all. Earlier in this section, large-scale rotation was seen
to be responsible for a force caused by an asymmetry in the velocity field in an
ideal fluid passing around a cylinder. A similar asymmetry will be reflected in
the ensemble average velocity statistics collected by the observer riding the falling
sphere. In the latter case the asymmetry leads to a drag force rather than a lift
force as it did in the case of the cylinder with circulation. Hence one can conclude
that besides the fundamental anisotropy, multimaterial flows can be statistically
asymmetric as a result of fluid rotation on either a large or small scale compared
to the size of dispersed entities.

The importance of the nonzero exchange force, rotationality and anisotropy
of multimaterial flows is the following. Knowledge of the presence of the exchange
force, and in particular a knowledge of its fundamental sources, provides an es-
sential guide by which to develop a set of equations designed to represent the
dynamics of multimaterial flows. Because rotationality on various size scales can
compose a part of the exchange force, knowledge of its origin is important in mak-
ing the approximations needed to complete the theory. The feature of anisotropy
is also essential to the development because it establishes a direction for the ac-
tion of the exchange force. The foregoing discussion suggests that the direction of
the exchange force is primarily along the direction of the interpenetrating motion
itself.

3. THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO MULTIMATERIAL FLOW

The goal of multimaterial flow theory is to provide a relationship between the
average dynamical behavior of flow systems and the instantaneous local events
that affect the average flow. This is the same goal that is attained in the elemen-
tary kinetic theory of gases, where the average behavior of the gas is predicted
by consideration of the motion and interaction of individual molecules that are
idealized as rigid spheres. The purpose of this section is to provide a brief review
of the way in which prior workers have approached the goal of multimaterial flow
theory. The difficulty with doing this is that interpenetrating flows of the type
considered in this thesis arise in a great number of engineering and scientific ar-
eas. This makes the literature not only extensive but also diverse in terms of the
application to specific problems.

In order to systematize the review in this section, previous approaches to mul-
timaterial flow theory are classified here according to the mathematical representa-
tion from which the average behavior is to be derived. This enables a distinction to
be drawn between the present approach and the prior work. There are four classes
of mathematical representation that will be discussed here. The approaches asso-



ciated with each representation will be referred to as the Multifiuid-Continuum,
Boltzmann-Continuum, Fokker-Planck-Continuum and Multimaterial-Boltzmann
approaches.

The first class of mathematical representation is by far the most widely used
for multimaterial flow theory. This is the Multifluid-Continuum approach. (Mur-
ray 1965, Anderson and Jackson 1967, Drew 1971, Whitaker 1973, Harlow and
Amsden 1975, McTigue 1982, Needham and Merkin 1982.) This representation
considers the multiple materials as interpenetrating continua. A significant initial
assumption that is usually made in regard to size scales is that the relevant scale
of dispersed entities in the flow s is small compared to a control volume of mea-
sure Lc, which in turn is small compared to the macroscopic measure of the flow
system d. This constraint may be stated by

s < Lc < d . (1.8)

The conditions of (1.8) must be satisfied if statistically significant averages are to
be obtained from the instantaneous conservation equations written for the control
volume (Whitaker 1973).

Consider the case of two-material flow without chemical reaction, evaporation,
or condensation. Let the effects of mean fluid deformation (viscosity) be negligible
compared to the exchange force. In this case, the equations for circumstances
satisfying (1.8), are the mass conservation equation

and the momentum equation

+ K{uf - «<*>) , (1.10)

in which k = 1,2 and / - 2,1 (Harlow and Amsden 1975). In (1.9) and (1.10),
0^(x,t) is the fraction of the volume occupied by material k at any instant t
and position x, n^ is the volume averaged velocity of material k at (x,<), p(*) is
the constant density of pure material k, p(x, *) is the pressure and if is a positive
function.

By definition
+ 0(2) = 1, (l.H)

so that using (1.9), and the fact that the term involving K sums to zero by adding
the momentum equations for the two materials, the unknown p(x, t) can be elim-
inated from (1.10). This leaves K the only undetermined quantity. The quantity
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K is called the momentum exchange function. It is a positive coefficient that de-
scribes the rate at which the velocity of interpenetration [u\ > — u\ ) diminishes
with time as a result of the volume averaged force that exists between the two
materials.

Within the context of the continuum representation, a constitutive relation-
ship between K and the independent variables must be postulated. In general,
the momentum exchange function is a tensor of (at least) order two (Bear 1972),

where G represents some function of the independent variables and their deriva-
tives. This relationship can only be developed on physical grounds using, for
example, knowledge of the effects causing the exchange force, as reviewed in the
previous section. Only for very restricted circumstances can a constitutive rela-
tion for K{j be written down with confidence. This is the first difficulty with the
Multifluid-Continuum representation.

The second difficulty is that Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10), although already averaged
over the control volume satisfying (1.8), are instantaneous equations and there-
fore must be averaged again to obtain the desired average behavior (Drew 1971).
The most frequent approach to this is to assume that turbulent fluctuations are
negligible so that Eqs. (1.9) through (1.12) give directly the average dynamical
behavior. This assumption is potentially very seriously defective, particularly be-
cause multimaterial flow is usually turbulent, in the sense that fluctuations from
the mean can have a significant influence on the average behavior. A much less
frequently used approach is to perform a so-called Reynolds decomposition and
averaging of Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10) (Elghobashi and Abou-Arab 1983, Besnard and
Harlow 1985). This introduces the quintessential closure problem familiar from the
theory of single-fluid turbulence; the averaging produces additional unknowns in
the form of averages of products in the fluctuations, which are in general nonzero.

The second mathematical representation that has been used to develop mul-
timaterial flow equations is relevant to the case of small particles in a continuous
fluid. In this approach, a Boltzmann equation is used for the probable number
of small particles per unit volume of phase space. The fluid is considered to be a
continuum acted upon by the average force due to the presence of the particle. For
this reason, the method is referred to here as the Boltzmann-Continuum approach
(Travis, Harlow and Amsden 1976).

To understand this better, consider the case of uniform spherical particles of
mass m in a nonviscous incompressible fluid. Now define the number distribution
function N(x, v, t) such that Ndv is the probable number of small particles with
velocity between v and \+dv at (x,t), so that (1.8) is satisfied. If body forces (such
as gravity) and direct collisions between the particles are absent, the evolution
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equation for N is the collisionless Boltzmann equation

+ ™ + ! « , . , * _ 0 , (1.13)
dt 3 dxj mdvj 3 ' K !

in which F is the force acting on an individual particle as a result of motion relative
to the fluid (Travis, Harlow, and Amsden 1976). The conservation equations
for the average behavior of the particles are obtained by calculating moments of
Eq. (1.13).

Since particles are conserved,
TOO

/

J-OO
Ndv = n (1.14)

where n is the average number of particles per unit volume in the system. The
average volume fraction is

/
J-oo

Ndv , (1.15)

where s is the radius of the spherical particles, and the average momentum of the
particles, per unit total volume, is

v (1.16)

so that the average particle velocity (u^1)) can be denned

Using (1.15) and (1.17), the moment of (1.13) corresponding to m = ^TTS3P^ is
the average mass conservation equation for the particles

The average momentum equation for the particulate field is obtained by computing
the mvi moment of (1.13). The result is

f f N(p- (p))hidad\
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where C^ = v — {u^)), (p) is the average pressure, and Ada is the outward
normal element of surface for one of the particles. The second term on the right of
(1.19) is the average momentum exchange term. This corresponds to the second
term on the right of Eq. (1.10), averaged. The third term on the right of (1.19) is
a consequence of the averaging, and resembles a Reynolds stress. Both the second
and third term on the right of Eq. (1.19) must be modeled in some way in order
to close the equations. This makes the Boltzmann-Continuum approach appear
to be no better off than the Multifluid-Continuum approach. There have been
however, a few attempts at obtaining numerical solutions to Eq. (1.13), or some
approximation to (1.13), that have produced useful results. Notable among these
is the study by Lourenco, et al. (1982) who solve Eq. (1.13) together with average
continuum equations for the fluid under time-steady turbulent flow conditions.

The Boltzmann-Continuum approach has also been used in the study of liquid
droplet sprays. For this problem, the phase space of N is extended to include
coordinates that allow the statistical description of properties such as size and
temperature, in addition to velocity, at (x,t) (Williams 1985). The corresponding
Boltzmann-like equation, called the spray equation, has been solved numerically
in varying degrees of approximation (Westbrook 1977, O'Rourke 1981).

There is also a subset of the Boltzmann-Continuum approach that is notewor-
thy. This subset is realized by assuming that, in a control volume satisfying (1.18),
the distribution in particle velocities among a given "class" of particles is infinitely
sharp about the mean. A class of particles is a group with identical characteristics
such as size. In the foregoing example there is a single class of particles with size
s and mass m. The approximation is then

JV « N06{v - (u(1))) , (1.20)

where No is the number of particles per unit total volume in the class, and 6 is
the Dirac delta function. With (1.20) the mv moment of (1.13) becomes

mN0~(n^)=V, (1.21)

in which

<l> W (1.22)

where u^^(i) is the velocity along the center-of-mass motion of the particle class,
whose position is x(i). Equations (1.21) and (l.?2) are the Lagrangian equations
of motion for the class of particles. The force on the particles F, due to the
continuous fluid, is a function of the mean particle velocity (u^1)) and the local,
instantaneous fluid velocity. In general, No can be a function of time, provided
an equation for its change with time can be derived. In most cases No has been
considered to be a constant.
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The negative of the fluid-particle force becomes a source term to the momen-
tum equation for the fluid. This source term corresponds to the exchange term of
Eq. (1.13) written for the fluid. The multimaterial flow equations are now given
by (1.21) and (1.22) for the particles, and (1.12) and (1.13) for the fluid. Solution
of these equations, together with appropriate relations for the fluid-particle force,
has been called the trajectory approach (Crowe 1982). Evidently the first use of
this particular subset of the Boltzmann-Continuum approach is due to Crowe and
Pratt (1972). A variety of other workers have used similar methods since then;
mostly for dilute particle-laden gas flows or thin droplet sprays (Dukowicz 1980,
O'Rourke 1981).

The Boltzmann-Continuum approach is useful from a theoretical standpoint
because it provides a step toward quantifying the momentum exchange function
K appearing in the Multifluid-Continuum formalism. However, this can still only
be done with confidence for very thin (dilute) suspensions in which the particles
can be considered to behave in an isolated manner.

Both the Multifluid-Continuum approach and the Boltzmann-Continuum ap-
proach can be called deterministic because the momentum exchange force is pre-
cisely determined by some function of the average flow conditions. In contrast
one can imagine that turbulent fluctuations could, at some length scale, introduce
a random component to the exchange force. This way of thinking parallels the
idea used in the theory of Brownian motion, in which a small particle in a fluid
is subjected to a random force via bombardment by thermally fluctuating fluid
molecules (Chandrasekar 1943). If the particle-fluid force in Eq. (1.21) is divided
into a mean part and a random part, the equation said to be stochastic, and the
corresponding particle evolution equation for JV becomes the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion (Chandrasekar 1943). Thus the stochastic method is referred to here as the
Fokker-Planck-Continuum approach because the fluid is again considered to be a
continuum co-occupying any control volume together with the small particles.

This approach is much less used in the literature, presumably because of its
limited applicability (Buyevich 1971, Fan 1985). The method is limited because
the random part of the particle-fluid force is usually considered isotropic. The
velocity fluctuations in a turbulent fluid only approach isotropy at the very smallest
size scales in the flow. Thus an isotropic component of the particle-fluid force is
only relevant in cases where the particle size is small enough to be significantly
affected by the smallest scale structure of the flow.

The mathematical representation used in the present work makes use of a
Boltzmann-like equation for each material in a multirnaterial flow. For this reason
the present method is referred to here as the Multimaterial-Boltzmann approach.
In this the probability distribution functions for velocity of each material are de-
fined in a way that does not require a condition on scales such as (1.8). The
average behavior of the materials is obtained by taking moments of the evolution
equations for the distribution functions. The resulting average equations for mo-
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mentum conservation show that the momentum exchange term contains integrals
over the two-point probability distribution functions.

There are two main advantages of the Multimaterial-Boltzrnann approach over
the other three approaches discussed in this section. The first is that a reasonable
approximation to the tensor momentum exchange coefficient Kij can be obtained
by modeling, in effect, the two-point probability distribution functions, on physical
grounds. The second advantage is that the form of the average equations is very
closely analogous to the ensemble averaged Navier-Stokes equations for a single
incompressible turbulent fluid.

The first of these advantages is that a systematic way is provided for including
the essential physical features of multimaterial flows into a generally valid expres-
sion for Kij. The second advantage lies in the ability to make use of results for
analogous effects from single-material turbulence theory. The following section
reviews some of the important results from single-fluid turbulence theory that will
be utilized by analogy in the developments of later chapters.

4. PHYSICAL APPROACH TO SINGLE-FLUID TURBULENCE

This section contains a discussion of what may be called the physical approach
to turbulence theory. The goal here is to first establish some of the physical
features of turbulent fluid flows that are commonly used as guidance in theoretical
developments. Then a description of the most common predictive methods that
exist for single-fluid turbulent flows can be presented. This provides a background
knowledge useful in the developments of later chapters.

A variety of texts exist in which the broader historical developments in tur-
bulence theory are traced. The book by Beran (1968) is one example where both
the physical approach and the more mathematical approaches using statistical
methods and spectral dynamics are described. Other useful sources are books by
Tennekes and Lumley (1972), Bradshaw (1976), and ilinze (1975 2d ed).

The physical approach to turbulence theory combines a few essential elements
of analysis with a great deal of physical reasoning, in the attempt to find a general
description of turbulent flow behavior. In this process, it is usually necessary to
depend on experimental data to complete the formulation of dynamical equations.
'Hius, the product is a semi-empirical theory, the most popular of which is called
the k—e model, which is due to a large number of contributors. Details of the
development, and a description of the k—e physical theory for turbulence are
provided in this section.

The essential physical features of single fluid turbulent flows are the following:

1. Turbulent flows contain velocity and pressure fluctuations that have
a significant influence on the mean flow behavior.

2. Turbulent Rows are diffusive of mean flow momentum.

3. Turbulent flows occur at large Reynolds numbers.
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4. Turbulent flows are three dimensional, rotational, anisotropic and are
usually statistically nonhomogeneous.

5. Turbulent flows are dissipative of mean flow kinetic energy.

The following paragraphs contain a discussion of how most of these basic features
have been established by straightforward analysis of the fluid conservation laws.

The first feature of turbulent flows follows by the definition given in Sec. 1.
This is mentioned here in order to emphasize the point that turbulence is a matter
of observational perspective. One observer's chaos can be another observer's per-
fect order. The remaining features of turbulent flows are established by considering
the fluid conservation equations.

Most of the progress in turbulence theory has been made for the case of a
single incompressible fluid. The essential first assumption made in most studies is
that the entire dynamical behavior of such a fluid is described by the instantaneous
equations of motion.

These equations are the mass conservation equation

^ - 0 . (1 ,3 ,

and the momentum conservation equation

dui d 1 dp 1 dT{
~ + ~— Uftty = -£- + —
at axj p axi p

(1.24)

in which u(x,t) is the velocity, p is the pressure, p is the constant fluid density
and

) ( L 2 5 )

is the fluid viscous stress tensor, with viscosity \i. The average behavior is ob-
tained by so-called Reynolds decomposition and averaging Eqs. (1.23) and (1.24).
This involves describing the fluid velocity and pressure as the sum of mean and
fluctuating parts, defined such that the fluctuating part has a zero mean value.
The average is defined as a time average, or equivalently an ensemble average,
and will be denoted here by an overbar. The instantaneous velocity is written
m = ui + u(- and ths instanteneous pressure is written p = p + p', where the prime
denotes the fluctuating quantity. By definition u^ = 0 and p' = 0, but in general

u'jU'j and «(p' are nonzero.
Decomposing Eq.(l.23) and averaging yields two results. These are

P- = 0 (1.26)
axj

and

-± = 0 , (1.27)
OXj
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so the mean flow velocity and the fluctuations in velocity both satisfy an incom-
pressibility condition. Decomposing Eq. (1.24) and averaging yields the mean
momentum equation

dui , d „ „ 1 dp , 1 dlij d -y-j

dt dxj p dxi p

where
d d

The last term in (1.28) contains the well-known Reynolds stress per unit mass

Rij = -ttjuj , (1.30)

which is a result of averaging the advection term in Eq. (1.24). The matter of
connecting the Reynolds stress to other mean flow quantities is the essence of
turbulence theory.

Equation (1.30) establishes the second main feature of turbulent flows. The
Reynolds stress is a flux of fluctuational momentum per unit mass carried by the
fluctuating velocity. When velocity deviations from the mean (fluctuations) are
negligible, the Reynolds stress is negligible. Thus non-negligible deviations from
the mean velocity introduce a diffusion in mean momentum. This is analogous to
the source of momentum diffusion in the laminar flow of a gas. In that case, a
molecular viscosity arises if the distribution in molecular velocities departs signif-
icantly from the equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function (Vincenti
and Kruger 1985).

The third, fourth, and fifth features of turbulent flows are established by
consideration of the distribution in kinetic energy in a turbulent flow. The total
kinetic energy per unit mass at a point in the flow is |it,u,-. Its conservation equa-
tion is obtained by multiplying the instantaneous momentum equation, Eq. (1.24),
by u,-. The mean flow kinetic energy is \uiui whose conservation equation is ut

times Eq. (1.28). The kinetic energy per unit mass contained in the fluctuations
is \{uiUi — UiU~i) whose average is usually given the symbol k,

j

The equation for k is the difference between the equation for \uiUi and
averaged. This is

( L 3 1 ) ( a )

d I
=;«< (b)
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1

p

1

d , ,

Oil•
T. . —

where

Because the average of the fluctuational kinetic energy k is equal to — ii2«,
k is considered to be a relevant measure of the significance of the turbulence
itself. Therefore Eq. (1.31) can be used to examine the sources and sinks for
the turbulence. The first three terms on the right of Eq. (1.31) are conservative,
because the density p is a constant. This means that terms (a), (b), and (c) serve
to redistribute the content of k among the elements of fluid contained in a given
control volume. Term (a) is called the pressure work term, term (b) is called the
energy diffusion term and term (c) is called the viscous work term (Hinze 1975).
Term (d) in Eq. (1.31) is called the kinetic energy creation term because the
negative of this term appears in the conservation equation for \uiui (Tennekes
and Lumley 1972). This means that term (d) measures the rate at which mean
flow kinetic energy (ordered) is transferred into the kinetic energy of the velocity
fluctuations (disordered).

Term (e) is called the dissipation term (Tennekes and Lumley 1972). This is
because it can be written

1 , du'-, du'- 7d^. duU
- = — I/I H I%] dxj \ dxj dxi Ip %] dxj

= -e , (1.33)

because the tensor rt- is symmetric, and where v is the kinematic viscosity. This
quantity is so important to the physical theory of turbulence that it is referred to
almost universally by the symbol e. Clearly £ is a positive quantity containing the
fluid viscosity. The term — e measures the rate at which the kinetic energy in the
turbulence is dissipated into heat.

This establishes the fifth feature of turbulent flows. Anytime i2,-y is large
enough to cause significant diffusion of mean momentum, mean flow gradients
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cause the transfer of mean flow kinetic energy into k, which is a measure of Rij.
This transfer is accompanied by viscous dissipation into heat.

The fourth feature of turbulent flows is more easily established by consider-
ing the equation of change for Rij itself, rather than Eq. (1.31). Hinze (1975),
for example, uses the Rij equation in the case of a simple shear flow to demon-
strate that the pressure work term causes a redistribution of the kinetic energy
among the coordinate components of velocity causing rotation, anisotropy and
three dimensionality.

The third feature of turbulent flows is now plain to see. In order to create
turbulence, the rate of dissipation must be smaller than the transfer rate of en-
ergy from the mean flow. The energy transfer rate has its roots in the nonlinear
advection term of Eq. (1.24). The dissipation term has its roots in the viscous
term of Eq. (1.24). The competition between viscous momentum transport and
inertial transport is measured by the Reynolds number Re denned by

^ (1.34)

where U Is a characteristic average flow speed and d is a characteristic length
dimension in the flow system. A large Reynolds number means that the nonlinear
effects tending to create the turbulence dominate over the viscous effects that
cause it to disappear. Thus the higher the Reynolds number, the higher is the
propensity for the flow to become turbulent.

So far only the qualitative features of single fluid turbulent flows have been
discussed. The following paragraphs contain a brief discussion of some quantitative
aspects of turbulence theory that will be useful in later developments.

Equations (1.28) and (1.31) exhibit an essential problem in quantitative tur-
bulence theory. The Reynolds stress Rij appears in Eq. (1.28) for the mean mo-
mentum. Consider relating J2,y to the average energy k obtained from Eq. (1.31)
which contains higher-order averages such as ^ujtiju'- and e. Equations for these
average products contain even higher order average products, so the process of de-
riving transport equations for averages of fluctuating quantities can never yield a
closed set of equations. This is the so-called closure problem. A variety of workers
have combined physical arguments, dimensional analysis and experimental data
to approach the closure problem. An important example is the k—e approach,
which will be described here because of its widespread application to turbulent
flows occurring in engineering (Reynolds and Cebeci 1976).

The k—e turbulence theory represents the present status in the evolution of
practical methods for predicting the behavior of complex turbulent flows (Launder
and Spalding 1974). Several workers have contributed to the development of the
k—e theory. This developmental process has spanned about the past 100 years,
beginning with Reynold's work in the 1880's.

In the late 1800's, following Reynolds' pioneering work, Boussinesq estab-
lished the first key element of the k—e theory by introducing the idea of turbulent
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viscosity (Beran 1968). The main idea of Boussinesq was to find a coefficient ut
from experiments, that could be used to represent the Reynolds stress in a way
analogous to the stress due to molecular viscosity. Thus Boussinesq proposed to
represent Rij by

which can be thought of as a definition of the turbulent viscosity ut (also called the
eddy viscosity). The diagonal parts of Eq. (1.35) are zero, because of Eq. (1.26),
so that one must think of the fluid pressure as containing the diagonal part of Rij.
A generalized form of Eq. (1.35), which has become the modern definition of vt,
is

2 / dui dui \
( ) (1.36)

This can be thought of as keeping the turbulence pressure separate from the mean
pressure.

In the mid-1920's Prandtl provided an intermediate step in the development
of A;—e theory by introducing the famous mixing length hypothesis (Beran 1968).
In this, ut is considered to be proportional to

scaled by a distance lm called the mixing length. For flow in a pipe, Prandtl
supposed the mixing length to be a function of distance from the wall, where lm

is zero. This way of thinking is useful but has proven to be of value mainly for
simple shear flows (Reynolds and Cebeci 1976).

The next essential step in the k—e development was taken in the mid- 1940's.
This step involves connection of Ut to A; by the so-called Kolmogorov-Prandtl
formula (Rodi 1980)

vt = C'^l (1.37)

where C is an empirical coefficient and / is the integral scale of the turbulence.
The integral scale is the separation distance over which the velocity at one point
in the flow remains statistically dependent on the velocity at another point in the
flow.

By the mid-1960's workers began to suspect that Eq. (1.37) might be valuable
if one could obtain / from an evolution equation that accounted for the physical
increase and decrease in / with the flow. The first systematic attempt at developing
an equation for / was made by Harlow and Nakayama (1967). Shortly after that
these same workers realized that one could profit by working instead with an
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equation for the dissipation rate (Harlow and Nakayama 1968). The next essential
step is the realization that c can be related to / by

Equation (1.38) follows by way of dimensional considerations, so that Co is a
coefficient expected to be near unity. Note that Eq. (1.38) is free of the molecular
viscosity v. Expression (1.38) for e can be thought of as representing the rate at
which turbulence energy is transferred from large scale structures in the fluid to
successively smaller ones. In a time-steady flow this transfer rate must be equal
to the dissipation rate.

Combining Eqs. (1.37) and (1.38) yields

(1.39)

where CDC^ is replaced by C^. Now the task is to develop a model equation for
t instead of an equation for the integral scale /. An important clue for finding
the required model equation is provided by considering the exact equation for the
isotropic dissipation rate P, where

One can expect e to behave generally like P. The equation for P is obtained
by multiplying the equation for u\ = wt- — «t- by the operator

du'. d
2 ^

and averaging (Harlow and Nakayama 1968). The result is

dP dp n d /ldp'd<\
H«/^— = - 2v-—I— - j (1.41)(a)
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(g)

The first three terms on the right of Eq. (1.41) are conservative because u is
constant. These terms quantify the way that D is changed by diffusive processes.
Terms (d), (e), and (f) are analogous to the creation term in Eq. (1.31) for k, and
are therefore called creation terms. Term (g) is analogous to e and is therefore
called the destruction term (Reynolds and Cebeci 1976). Hence D, and conse-
quently e, is seen to evolve in a way that depends upon the competition among
the effects of diffusion, creation and destruction. Note that Eq. (1.31) for k shows
the same sort of competing effects for the turbulence energy.

The final and current stage of k—e theory development involves estimation of
the exact diffusion terms in Eq. (1.31) and postulating an equation for e knowing
the general behavior of V.

A variety of workers have proposed to represent the diffusive flux of turbu-
lence energy by a diffusive-like term (Harlow and Nakayama 1967, Launder and
Spalding 1974). One form is

-SV + - ^ = ^ — , (142)

where o^ is a dimensionless coefficient. The coefficient o^ is the ratio of momentum
diffusion by the turbulence to the turbulent diffusion of turbulence kinetic energy.
This can be thought of as a turbulent Prandtl number. Combining Eqs. (1.42),
(1.36), and (1.33) with Eq. (1.31) yields a modeled form of the k equation,

dk d , d (ut dkdk_ +
t

, d (ut dk\ .
at axj axj \ Ck <JXJ /

where _

J . - ^ (1.44)

is the turbulence energy production rate, in which Rij is given by Eq. (1.36).
By analogy to Eq. (1.43) Hanjalic and Launder (1972) postulated that a good

estimate of e can be obtained by solving
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in which at is an empirical coefficient and C\ and C? are coefficients of order
unity. The first term on the right of Eq. (1.45) is a diffusion term written in the
same spirit as Eq. (1.42) for the turbulent diffusion of k. The second and third
terms of Eq. (1.45) are designed to represent the production and destruction of
e, by dimensional analogy to the corresponding terms in Eq. (1.43). The task of
establishing values for the coefficients in Eqs. (1.45), (1.43), and (1.39) has mainly
been performed by Launder and Spalding (1974), who report

CM=0.09, ak = 1.0, <T£ = 1.3, Ci = 1.44, and C2 = 1.92, (1.46)

for turbulent flow remote from walls. Equations (1.46), (1.45), (1.43), (1.39),
and (1.36) are the k—e. turbulence model for flow at high Reynolds numbers.
This model has proven accurate for a variety of flow circumstances including pipe
flow, jets and wakes. Unfortunately, the optimum values for the coefficients do
not appear to be universal (Launder and Spalding 1974). This means that the
model cannot in general be expected to yield accurate results in flow situations
far different from the experimental conditions by which the model is calibrated.
Nevertheless a sufficient number of industrial circumstances exists for which the
k—e model is quite accurate, making the present state of the theory very useful.

The foregoing representation of the Reynolds stress belongs to what is called
the two-equation class of turbulence models (Reynolds 1976). This is because the
formulation requires transport equations for the two auxiliary quantities k and
£, on which i?,y is assumed to depend. Two-equation models, such as the k—e
model just described, are considered to be a practical alternative to the much
more complex Reynolds stress transport approach. In the latter method, one
provides transport equations for each of the six unique elements of the tensor i2,-y,
in addition to, say, an equation for £. Two-equation models are also considered
to be of more general value than one-equation (k only) or zero equation (mixing
length) models (Reynolds and Cebeci 1976).

One undesirable feature of nearly all physically based quantitative turbulence
theory is that empirical data is still required for obtaining closed equations. None-
theless the values of the coefficients given in the k-e model are demonstrated to
give fairly accurate predictions on a wide class of turbulent flows (Rodi 1980). This
means that, despite the empiricism, the emerging theory is beginning to show signs
of a universal behavior.

The approach to multimaterial flow theory in this thesis is also physically
based, so that some empiricism is still required. The plan is to draw heavily on
the analogies that will be shown to exist between multimaterial flows and single-
fluid turbulent flows. These analogies will be established by showing that these
two circumstances have similar features, both physical and mathematical. The
hope is to bring multimaterial flow theory forward to the point where a general
set of equations is capable of describing a broad class of flow behavior. The next
section provides an overview of the manner in which this goal is pursued in the
remaining chapters.
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5. OVERVIEW OF THE MULTIMATERIAL STATISTICAL THEORY

This section is a brief overview of the developments that follow in the remain-
ing chapters. The goal here is to provide an idea of how the thesis is organized.
The organization is designed in such a way that the effects of turbulence on the
mean flow are considered separately from the multimaterial effects. After estab-
lishing the multimaterial and turbulence effects separately, the combined influence
on the mean flow behavior is developed.

Chapter II provides the statistical basis upon which the remainder of the
theory is built. The purpose of Chapter II is to establish the dependence of the
mean flow on certain probability distribution functions. Development of the mean
equations of motion requires the definition of ensemble average distribution func-
tions for the velocity at a point in the flow, at any instant. Because multimaterial
cases are the subject, the phase space of the distribution functions must contain
an independent variable that relates to the probability of finding a given mate-
rial at a point. In Chapter II the average distribution functions needed for the
multimaterial statistical theory are defined. Using the well-known instantaneous
equations of motion at a point in pure material, the average equations are derived.

The average conservation equations for mass, momentum, and fluctuational
kinetic energy derived in Chapter II are unclosed in the usual sense that they con-
tain averages of products in the fluctuating velocity. These average products, or
correlations, are expressed in terms of integrals over the probability distribution
functions. The value in expressing correlations in this way emerges in Chapters
III and IV. However, even at the unclosed stage of Chapter II, one can see the
separation of terms due to fluctuations from those that arise from the finite prob-
ability of finding any one of, say, two materials at a point. One of the main results
of Chapter II is the definition of the multimaterial analog of the Reynolds stress.
The form of the multimaterial Reynolds stress and the form of the multimaterial
equation for mean fluctuational kinetic energy demonstrate a strong parallel be-
tween the multiphase case and the case of a single turbulent fluid. This suggests
that closure of the multimaterial equations can be accomplished in a way that
benefits from existing theory for single-fluid turbulence.

The closure problem is approached in stages. In Chapter III a Gaussian form
for the distribution in velocity at a point is postulated. This corresponds to the
case of local equilibrium hi molecular gas dynamics, which leads to nonviscous
flow theory. In the case of incompressible turbulent mixtures this postulate leads
to what may be called a nonviscous theory, in the sense of the turbulent viscosity.
That is to say, the off-diagonal parts of the multimaterial Reynolds stress, and
the diffusive terms in the turbulence kinetic energy equation, are all zero. This is
not to say that the effects of the turbulent viscosity are unimportant. The main
goal of Chapter III is to focus attention on the effects of the mean flow due to the
presence of more than one material.

In Chapter III the objective is to obtain basic understanding of the statistical
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nature of the mean flow, as influenced by the interpenetrating motion of mate-
rials. This is mainly accomplished by examining the nature of terms containing
the multipoint distribution functions in the mean flow equations. Closure is ob-
tained for these terms by postulating physically realistic forms for the multipoint
correlations that arise from the multipoint distribution functions. This is done
for the case of a locally homogeneous statistical field. The goa! of Chapter IV
is to extend the results of Chapter III to the general case of a nonhomogeneous
statistical field. For the multimaterial Reynolds stress, the multimaterial analog
of the k—e theory is developed. This is shown to be related to the more funda-
mental theory of nonhomogeneous turbulence due to Lundgren (1967, 1969). The
nonhomogeneous nature of the momentum exchange terms is then introduced in
a fashion consistent with the multimaterial k—e theory.

In Chapter V a numerical method is presented for solution of the system of
partial differential equations developed in the earlier chapters. Here the computer
code that carries out the solution is also described. Chapter VI contains a set of
computations designed to demonstrate the application of the multimaterial statis-
tical theory to problems of interest in engineering. The final chapter summarizes
the results of the thesis and discusses some of the directions that can be pursued
as a consequence of this work.
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Chapter II

Statistical Basics

The goal of this chapter is to establish the statistical basis for development of
a general theory for incompressible, turbulent multimaterial flow. The approach
used here parallels and extends the method introduced by Lundgren (1967) for a
single turbulent incompressible fluid.

A general theory provides the necessary connection between the local, instan-
taneous flow and the mean flow. The main purpose of this chapter is to develop
the conservation equations for the mean quantities of interest on a statistical basis.
These equations, although comprising an unclosed set, provide the starting point
for development of the theory. Closure is approached in a series of stages that are
presented in succeeding chapters.

For simplicity the case of two immiscible, incompressible fluids is first con-
sidered here. Later in this chapter the case of rigid, nonfragmenting bodies, sus-
pended in an incompressible fluid, is shown to be a subset of the two-fluid case.

The first step is to introduce a way to distinguish which of the two fluids is
at a point, at any instant. Next, the ensemble average distribution functions for
material and velocity at a point are defined. Then the instantaneous equation of
motion for an ordinary point is introduced, and the pressure is eliminated using
the incompressibility condition. The foregoing steps lead directly to the average
conservation equations for mass, momentum, and fluctuational kinetic energy of
each of the two fluids. These equations are unclosed in the sense that they contain
integrals over the phase space of the still unknown distribution functions. In later
chapters the closure problem is approached by estimating the effects of the integral
terms in a set of successively higher approximations.

1. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS IN THE MULTIMATERIAL THEORY

To begin, a method is needed for identifying which fluid is at a point in
space x, at time t. This is provided by introducing a set of "material functions"
$(k^(x,t) for materials k = 1,2 defined such that 8^ has a unit value if material
k is at the point (x,i), and zero otherwise. Hence at any point in space, and at
any instant

0(0 + 0(2) = i . (2.1)

By definition the material functions 8^ are constants along the motion of the
fluid, therefore they satisfy the equation

+ u - 0 (22)
at + 3 dx}- ~° l j
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where u(x,t) is the velocity at (x,t). (As in Chapter I, the superscript in paren-
thesis is used to denote a quantity associated with a particular fluid.)

The ensemble average distribution function /(#(*),u) is defined such that
fdO^du is the joint probability that the material function is in 0^ + ddW and
that the velocity is in u + dn. Clearly f{$(k\\i) has a zero value for all 0^
intervals except the two end intervals containing the points 8^ — 1 and 0^ = 0.
It is helpful to visualize a particular case of / . Consider a specific situation in
which the horizontal component of velocity u is randomly distributed with zero
mean for both materials. The view of / for this circumstance is sketched in Fig. 1.

W = l , u =

Figure 1. Sketch of a particular realization of the distribution function / .

The expectation value of any quantity dependent on 0^ and/or u is found
by multiplying the quantity by / and integrating over all possible values of 6^
and u. In that which follows, all such integrations are denoted by the expectation
sign { }. For later convenience the independent variables are changed by writing

,v,a,t) = f [
(2.3)

where 8 is again the Dirac delta function. Observe the identity

/ / fWdadv = [ f(6{0w - a)S{u - ir))dcutv

= 1 (2.4)
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which gives the natural normalization of f
The probability f(0^,u) and consequently f^[x.,v,a,t) is denned in the

ensemble average sense (Townsend 1976 2d ed). That is to say, one imagines N
replicas of the same flow system, identical in all respects that one has taken care
to measure. The replicas differ only with respect to say, initial conditions that
have not been measured. In general the values of 6^ and u will vary at any given
point (x,t) among system replicas. The probability is the frequency with which
the material function is observed in 6^k' + dO^k> and the velocity is observed in
u + du, in the limit N —*• oo.

In the manipulations that follow, it is frequently necessary to integrate over
the phase space of the probability distribution functions. To make the equations
more compact, the shorthand dT — dadv is used for the element of volume in
phase space of the single-point distribution function, not including position and
time. With this the expected material function is

f a (2.5)

the expected momentum per unit mass is

(fc) , (2.6)f

and the expected momentum per unit mass, without regard to a specific material,
is

' v/<*>dT = (u) . (2.7)

The quantity (6^k>) is the expectation that material k is at (x,t). In the case of
two immiscible fluids, 0 < (0<*>) < 1.

One can think of {$^} as the expected volume fraction of material A: at a
point. To see this, integrate {6^) over an arbitrary volume V and divide by V.
Thus

V

where {V^} is the expected volume within V occupied by material k. Hence the
mass and momentum densities, per unit total volume, are given by p^{6^) and
p(*O(0(*)u), where pW is the constant mass density of pure material k.

An important fact to note is that the material functions 6^ are discontinuous
functions of space, at any instant. By definition V6^ = 0 everywhere except at an
interface between the two fluids where it is infinite. This property of the material
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functions has been used in the literature as a way of separating the effects of a
complicated (immeasurable) interfacial structure from the mean flow (measurable)
effects (Lundgren 1972). th is separation can be accomplished by arranging the
equations in such a way that terms involving V0^ emerge. This procedure will
be utilized in Sec. 3 of this chapter.

The quantity (u) defined by Eq. (2.7) is the expected velocity at (x, t) without
regard to which material is present. In the theory that follows the mean velocity
of material k at (x, t) is required. This is defined as the average momentum per
unit average mass. Hence

is the average velocity of material k at (x,t). With this, observe the relation

so that the velocity (u) defined by Eq. (2.7) will be called the "composite" velocity.
Now the average fluctuational kinetic energy per unit mass is denned by

\

where c f ) = ut- - <ut
(fc)>.

The two-point probability distribution function is also needed. This is written

, 0
- v2)} (2.10)

and is defined such that j \ ^ da.\d\ ydazd-v 2 = /i,2 "^1.2 is th e joint proba-
bility that c*i is in a\ + day, 0:2 is in a2 + dct^, Vi is in Vj + rfvi, and v2 is in
v2 + dv2- Clearly / l j 2 has the reduction property

/

{k,m

(Here a subscript notation for evaluation at a point has been used. When a
subscript is omitted, evaluation at the point Xi is implied.)

2. EQUATION FOR THE PRESSURE

In this section an equation for the pressure, valid at any point in the two-
fluid mixture, is derived. The derivation follows the usual procedure for a single,
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incompressible fluid using results from potential theory. The derivation starts by
considering "ordinary" points.

An ordinary point in a fluid is defined as a point in whose neighborhood the
fluid properties vary continuously. In the problem presently being considered, an
ordinary point has a constant density and constant molecular viscosity correspond-
ing to pure fluid of either of the two types 1 or 2. By definition, any control volume
containing only ordinary points will not contain a material interface. Thus at any
ordinary point one can write the mass conservation equation (Aris 1962)

^ = 0 (2.12)
OXjOXj

and the momentum conservation equation

at
* ! = _ i * L + i*3£ + n (2.13)
axj p oxi p axj

where p is the density at the point, p(x,i) is the fluid pressure, r is the viscous
stress tensor at the point and g is the acceleration due to gravity.

The next step is of importance to the theory that follows in Chapter III.
The goal is to eliminate the pressure from Eq. (2.13) using the incompressibility
condition, Eq. (2.12). For a single incompressible fluid in an infinite space the task
is easy. In that case one can take the divergence of Eq. (2.13) and use Eq. (2.12)
to obtain a Poisson equation for the pressure

V2p = -pV • a (2.14)

where a = (u- V)u. The solution to Eq. (2.14) in an infinite space is (Oates 1974)

p{xut) = Y~ I — V2 -a2dx2 (2.15)
47T J Ti2

where r i2 =| Xi — x2 | and the volume integral extends over all space. The
pressure can be thought of as a potential at a point arising from sources distributed
throughout space. The source at any point is the gradient in the vector a, where
a is the acceleration at a point that occurs as a result of momentum advection.

In the two-fluid case, careful account must be taken of the fact that a single
fluid does not occupy the whole space. Consider a subvolume of the whole space
V^1), occupied only by fluid of constant density p^\ and bounded by a continuous
surface S^\ The volume V^-1' could be a single bubble of fluid 1, of any shape, in a
sea of fluid 2. The potential p at any point, inside or outside V^1), is (Oates 1974)

P{1) f 1p(x1,t)=-— —V2-a2dx2
47T Jy(i) r i 2

+ 7- / ( — V2P2-P2V2—) -n^ds (2.16)
4T JSd) \r12 r12/
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where the volume integral extends over only V^ and the surface integral extends
over its surface S^ with outward normal h^. In this form the volume integral
accounts for the contribution to the potential due to sources within V^\ and the
surface integral accounts for all sources lying external to V^l>. A similar expression
can be written for the pressure at the same point, by considering only the volume
of space not occupied by fluid 1, V^2\ The result is the same as Eq. (2.16) with
superscript 1 replaced by 2. Now observe that the surface integral in (2.16) can
be replaced with the volume integral over V^2' with no approximation. This is
because the integral over V^ is exactly given by the integral over S^K and the
integral over V^ is given exactly by the integral over F^. Thus

p(!) f 1
p{x!,t) =—— I — V 2 a2dx2

47T Jy(i) r\2

n(2) f 1
~ —
47T Jv(2) r12

V2-a2<ix2 . (2.17)

The next step is to realize that this process of subdivision and addition can be con-
tinued as much as is necessary to divide the entire flow field into simply-connected
volumes all with continuous surfaces, no matter how complex the system of inter-
faces may be. All that is necessary is that each subvolume must contain only one
material so that no discontinuity exists in any of the subvolumes. Furthermore, all
of the subvolumes containing fluid 1 can be grouped into a single volume integral
over the whole space by use of the material function 9^lK Similarly all subvolume
integrals over material 2 can be grouped into a single integral. Replacing a with
(u • V)u, the result is

which is to be used to eliminate the pressure from the instantaneous equation of
motion. With this and the multimaterial probability distribution functions defined
in Sec. 1, the ensemble average equations can be developed.
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3. ENSEMBLE AVERAGE EQUATIONS

In this section the conservation equations are derived for mean mass, momen-
tum and fluctuational kinetic energy. The technique is a straightforward applica-
tion of the definitions given in Sec. 1 of this chapter.

To derive the mean mass conservation equation, Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5) are
required. These are the "conservation" law for the material function

and the definition of the expected material function

j afWdT = (OM) . (2.5)

Hence

dt{ ; ~ \ dt I

W - a)S(n

In this development, use has been made of the facts that the limits of the { )
integrations are not functions of time or space, and J S[0^ — a)8(u — v)dT —
1. Recalling the definition of mean velocity (u^}{6^) = (&^u), the mass
conservation equation is written

Equation (2.19a) contains what may be called a multimaterial incompressibility
condition. Dividing (2.19) through by p^ and adding the equation for k = 1 to
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that for k = 2 yields

, [ < « > < * ) + < « > < ^ ) ] -

= 0 . (2.19b)

Hence by virtue of the microscopic incompressibility of the two pure materials,
the composite velocity (u) is divergence free.

The mean momentum equation comes from the definition of the mean mo-
mentum density per unit mass

(2.6)

and the instantaneous equation of motion at an ordinary point

dui dui 1 dp 1 dru
+ ^ ^ + ^ + 9i> 2 - 1 3

dt OXJ p a**-; p

and Eq. (2.2). Thus

where the first two terms on the right combine

/ .
\ dxj

in which the condition V -u = 0 has been used. So far the momentum equation is
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* le(k)dTij

(2.20)

In obtaining Eq. (2.20), use has been made of the fact that p = p^ for those
members of the ensemble in which 0^ — 1, which are the only members of the
ensemble that contribute to the expectation.

To place Eq. (2.20) in a more convenient form, let

Ui = (u^) + CJk >
and

P = (p) + P'

where p' = p - (p) and again c\k^ - w,- - (u[k^). Note that (/>') = 0 but that in
general {C\ ') ^ 0. However,

= 0

by definition of the mean velocity. With these the advection term of Eq. (2.20)
becomes

(((ttW) + Cf ))((«}*)> + c

(2.22) and the pressure term becomes

dx

J
dx.
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Note that the last part is an interface term, by virtue of the gradient in the
discontinuous function 0^k\

The viscous stress at an "ordinary" point in an incompressible fluid is

where n is the molecular viscosity of the fluid. The expected stress in material k
at a point is found by

where the fact that (i = fj,^ in the nonzero members of the ensemble has been
used. Now notice that the second part is zero. This can be seen by inserting

— a)8(u — v)dT under the gradient operator. For example,

(&ik) ^

= 0 ,

Thus the average stress in material k is

where the rate of strain tensor D) •' is defined

This is used to rewrite the viscous term in Eq. (2.20)
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where the second part is seen to contain the gradient in the material function
As noted earlier V0(fc) — 0 except at a material interface where it is infinite. This
can be handled mathematically by imagining an interfacial region of finite width
over which the material function varies smoothly from zero to one. In the limit of
zero width for the interface region, V6^k' becomes a delta function times a unit
normal at the interface, directed away from material k. This representation will
be utilized later. For now, the foregoing terms are inserted into Eq. (2.20) to yield
the mean momentum equation

i2.22)

(c)

(d)

(e)

where the mean rate of strain tensor D\- is given by Eq. (2.21).
The equation for fluctuational kinetic energy in material k comes from the

definition of Eq. (2.9)

( ^ ) (2.9)

together with Eqs. (2.2) and (2.13). Hence
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\

(2.23)

The first and last terms on the right of Eq. (2.23) can be combined. Thus

The pressure term in Eq. (2.23) can be written

because p = p^ for the nonzero points in the expectation and (Ct- ^^fc^) = 0.
This pressure term can be expressed more conveniently by writing the expectation
as a sum of three parts

in which

dC> ' _ a (fc) _ d . (fc)

since V • u = 0. Because the composite velocity (u) is divergence free, this can be
written
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Thus the last part can be rewritten

The viscous term in Eq. (2.24) is written by analogy to the viscous term in the
momentum equation. Thus

_ 1 / l

where the first term on the right becomes

pWdXj
[ ' TtJ> ~ pW dx

the second term on the right becomes

/.(*) \ « dx, I ~ pW V \ dx, + aXi ) BXJ I •

and the third term is another interface term. Since the acceleration due to gravity
is a constant

= o

Thus the equation for fluctuaiional kinetic energy is
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\d /lr(fc)2.(fc)\ i_ / w (») \ / 1 r ( k ) ¥*) \ l (2 24)

^ / (fc)\ / \

a^(^- } (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

(g)

(h)

4. SUMMARY

This section is a summary and discussion of the average equations for mass,
momentum, and fluctuational kinetic energy that have just been developed. Even
though these equations are as yet an unclosed set, they contain a variety of inter-
esting features. For the convenience of discussion, the unclosed average equations
are collected together here. The mass conservation equation is

- 0 , (2.19)

the momentum conservation equation is
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(b)

(c)

and the conservation equation for fluctuational kinetic energy is

(a)

(b)

(f)

The first thing to observe about Eqs. (2.19), (2.22), and (2.24) is that in
the case of only one fluid, these reduce to the ensemble average equations for a
single, incompressible, turbulent fluid. For the single-fluid case the superscript
can be ignored and 8 = (9) = 1 everywhere. Thus lines (c) and (d) of Eq. (2.22),
and lines (e), (f), and (g) of Eq. (2.24) vanish for a single fluid. Equation (2.19)
becomes V -u = 0. Line (b) of Eq. (2.22) contains the well-known Reynolds stress
term. In Eq. (2.24), line (a) is the so-called turbulence creation term, line (b) is
the energy diffusion term, line (c) is the viscous work term, and line (d) is the
energy dissipation term, all in the single-fluid case.
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By analogy to single-fluid turbulence theory, the quantity ~{C\ C- '
will be called the Reynolds stress per unit mass in material k, and denoted by
-ffjy . This can be written in terms of the distribution function f(kK Thus

Z

{*>= - J(vi - <«{*>»(«,- - <t.{*)))tt/Wdr . (2.25)

The quantity -<f CJfe)cffc)20W) will be called the energy flux vector for material
k. It can be written

(2.26)

Terms (c) and (d) in Eq. (2.24) will be called the viscous work and dissipation
terms respectively. These too can be expressed in terms of f^k\ which will be
shown in the next chapter. Thus the Reynolds stress, energy flux, viscous work,
and dissipation are all functions of the one-point probability distribution function
/(fc). For this reason, these terms will be collectively called one-point terms.

Line (d) of Eq. (2.22) and lines (b), (f), and (g) of Eq. (2.24) will be seen
to depend upon integrals over the two-point distribution function / i 2 • These
terms will be called two-point terms because of their dependence on two-point
statistical quantities. The two-point term in Eq. (2.22) represents a conservative
exchange in momentum between the two fluids. This can be seen by using the
identity flW + 6^ = 1 so that

Thus the acceleration experienced by fluid one is the negative of the acceleration
experienced by fluid two, as a result of an interaction accounted for by these terms.
Therefore the two-point term in line (d) of Eq. (2.22) will also be referred to as
the momentum exchange term.

Line (f) of Eq. (2.24) is a two-point term that will be seen to account for
a positive-definite contribution to the fluctuational kinetic energy as a result of
interpenetrating motion. This is a multimaterial turbulence creation term that is
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unique to interpenetrating flows. The quantity (Ct- 'B^p') is a diffusive flux of
turbulence energy that results from pressure fluctuations. This appears on line
(b) of Eq. (2.24) and constitutes the multimaterial analog of the pressure work
term in classical turbulence theory. Like all of the terms containing the pressir
fluctuation p', it is a two-point term.

The two-point nature of the p' terms can be readily seen by using Eq. (2.18)
to eliminate the pressure. First, consider the mean pressure by ensemble averaging
Eq. (2.18). This is

which follows directly from Eq. (2.18) by inserting f 6(0^ - a)6(u2 - v2)dT2

inside the expectation and rearranging. This can be used in the pressure part of
the momentum exchange term. With p' — p — (p), this is

| — y^/> ( m ) / ^ ^ / a2V2jV2k6(02
L47T '-—' J T\2 CrX2jC/X2k J

, , f 1 d2

4ir J dxur 12

where

9 1 a A$k (2.27)
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Ti,2 • (2.28)

The quantity (/ l j2 ~ A / i ) ' s a correlation function. If points one and two

are statistically independent /1 2
 = f[ /2

 a n ^ the correlation function is

zero. Therefore the tensor A- will be called a correlation coefficient. In the next
chapter these correlation coefficients will be modeled on physical grounds in a way
that enables Eq. (2.27) to be evaluated in a certain approximation. This provides
a closure technique that is based on what may be called a theory of correlation
coefficients.

Line (c) of the momentum equation and line (e) of the energy equation were
referred to earlier as interface terms. In a sense these are also two-point terms.
This is most easily demonstrated by considering the integral form of the equations.
The integral form is obtained by integrating the differential equations over an
arbitrary volume V. Consider first the viscous part of line (c), Eq. (2.22). The
integral form is

(2.29)

where x s are the coordinates of interface points within the arbitrary volume V.
Here the discontinuous nature of O^ has been used. The gradient in 6^ is
zero except at an interface where it is a delta function times a unit normal n^)
directed away from material k. Thus the volume integral becomes an integral over
the interfacial area contained within V.

In a similar way the integral form of the viscous part of the turbulence creation
term becomes

(2.30)

Equations (2.29) and (2.30) are two-point terms because the stress at an inter-
face point is properly obtained by a limiting process in which a volume element
containing the interface point is allowed to become small. Unfortunately a statis-
tical description of the interface geometry is required in order to express terms like
(2.29) and (2.30) as integrals over a distribution function (Lundgren 1972). There-
fore the interface terms are handled in a more heuristic fashion that is detailed in
Sec. 4 of the next chapter.
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The last important point to be made here is that Eqs. (2.19), (2.22), and
(2.24) are relevant to the case of an incompressible fluid with suspended rigid
solid fragments, as well as the two-fluid case. In the case of suspended rigid solids,
where k = 1 for the solid material say, the value fj,^ = 0 in Eqs. (2.22) and (2.24)
can be used to obtain the proper average equations. The proof of this is in the
fact that Eq. (2.13) is an appropriate equation of motion for any point in the flow,
even if the point is in a rigid body.

To see this, let v(t) be the velocity of the center of mass of a rigid body
moving in a fluid. If the mass of the body is m, the statement of momentum
conservation is

d f f
—-mvi = — I phids + f Tijhjds + mgi (2.31)
dt Js Js

where the integrals extend over the surface of the body, p is the pressure and rtJ

is the viscous stress at the surface with outward normal n. The viscous stress r^
is not defined in the rigid body. It can be thought of as being uniformly zero on
the interior of the body, with a discontinuous jump to r,y at the surface. For this
purpose T{j at the surface is considered to be obtained from a limiting process by
approaching the surface through points in the fluid.

Now let u(x, t) be the velocity in the interior of the body. By definition,the
total linear momentum of the body is

/
Jv

pu{x,t)dV = mv (2.32)
v

where p is the constant density of the rigid material. Equation (2.32) can be placed
in Eq. (2.31) and the time derivative can be brought inside the integral to yield

where the Reynolds transport theorem and the divergence theorem have been used
(Aris 1962). Equation (2.33) can be considered to be valid for any control volume
inside the rigid body with r,y = 0, provided that p(x,t) in the body is regarded
as a potential given by Eq. (2.18) and provided that the effects of finite r,-y at
the surface are accounted for in other parts of the formulation. In the earlier
sections of this chapter, surface stress effects were seen to be accounted for by
terms involving V0^kK Therefore Eq. (2.33) can be written

* * * ! !*+„ (2.34)
+ =

dt oxj p
which is identical to Eq. (2.13) with \i = 0.
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Thus a suspension of rigid solid fragments in a turbulent fluid is a special case
of the more general two-fluid case considered at the beginning of this chapter. A
further special case contained in the theory is the problem of a single rigid body
in a turbulent fluid. This will turn out to be a significant advantage of the present
formulation when the problem of closure is considered in detail in the following
chapter.
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Chapter III

Homogeneous Flow

The goal of this chapter is to establish a point of departure for further closure
modeling by taking advantage of the simplifying assumption of local homogeneity
in the statistical field. "Local homogeneity" is used here in the same sense that
"local equilibrium" is used in the kinetic theory of gases. It means that at any
point the statistical field is independent of position, but that the average quantities
may vary from point to point. (The assumption of isotropy will not be uniformly
made in this chapter, for reasons that are explained as the developments unfold.)

Consideration of the case of homogeneous flow opens the way toward closure
of the average equations derived in Chapter II. The closure problem is addressed
in this chapter in three parts. The first part is concerned with terms that depend
upon the one-point distribution function f(k\ the second part is concerned with
terms that depend upon the two-point distribution function /{ 2 and the third
part deals with interface terms.

In addition to the assumption of local homogeneity, a variety of other approx-
imations are required in order to complete the closure, especially with regard to
the two-point terms. In this chapter the necessary approximations are made to
the lowest order only, since the goal here is to illuminate the basic character of
the one-point, two-point and interface terms. Here "lowest order" means approxi-
mations that are usually linear in ($^)(0^) and, for the most part, free of mean
flow gradients. Higher order approximations will be developed in the next chap-
ter. All of the necessary approximations are motived by the physical principles of
conservation, tensor invariance and Galilean invariance. To the extent possible, a
universal formulation is attempted.

1. ONE-POINT TERMS

The lowest order estimate of the one-point terms will be obtained here by
introducing the postulate that fW is Gaussian. The symbol f;*) will be used to

distinguish the postulated distribution function from /(*) itself. The form for / i J
to be tested in this thesis is a two-material analog to the Gaussian form used by
Lundgren (1969) for single-phase turbulence. The form selected is

/ < § =6{a - l)<*<*>)(2ir«r<*>8)-8/8«p-[(t,,- - <u<*>))a/2g<*>a]

+ 6(a-0)(9W)(2«q(l)2r3/2exp-\(vi ~ <«!°))2/2<7(/)2j (3.1)

where / = 3 - A;, and q^2 is the mean square velocity fluctuation defined by
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(3.2)

Notice that this form has the required properties. It has the correct normalization

(27rg(')2)3/2

= 1 ,

in which the notation C\ = «,- — {u\ ) has been used. In Chapter II C\ ' =

«» — Wi ) was used for the velocity fluctuation. In the developments that follow

C\ will always appear in an expectation expression or equivalently, inside an

integral over f(0\- In either case the meaning is the same, so there is no ambiguity.

Clearly / i J has the proper a-moment

the proper ocv - moment

and the appropriate |aC,- - moment
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Notice that / L / also contains the mean velocity, without a-weighting. This
is the mean velocity at a point with no reference to which material is at a point.
Thus

which is a property that will be used in developing the exchange terms in Sec. 2.
With fLs given by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) one can proceed to determine R.\j ,

Q\ ' and the viscous work term. R\-' is given by

> c

If -f<f<(. -
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The first diagonal component is

f (
1 J

where the subscripts clearly refer to the coordinate direction rather than evaluation
at a particular point. Note that the integrals corresponding to cross products like
C\ 'C2 all vanish because they represent odd-powered integrals over a symmetric

function that has limits extending from —00 to +00. Thus R^' = 0 for i ^ j .

Completing the calculation for R\^ gives

The results for R.\2' and R£3' are the same. Therefore the Reynolds stress tensor
is

of which only the diagonal part is nonzero. This is a consequence of the Gaussian
form of the function f}0\] the assumption imbedded in this choice of /(*) is the
coordinate components of velocity at a point are uncorrelated. Therefore only

choice of

what appears as a pressure emerges from R\-'. Hence the turbulent shear stress

that corresponds to the off-diagonal elements of R± • is neglected by the current

The energy flux vector Q;- is evaluated in a similar fashion. Thus

1 f
2 J

where the a-integrals are already performed. Notice that this integral always
contains an odd part, so that there is no coordinate direction for which a nonzero
value is obtained. Therefore
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Q?] = 0 (3.4)
The results so far can be interpreted by analogy to the kinetic theory of gases

as representing the case of local equilibrium. In kinetic theory the assumption of
local equilibrium means that at any point the distribution in molecular velocities
has a Maxwell-Boltzmann form, but the mean square molecular velocity varies
from point to point (Vincenti and Kruger 1965). With this assumption the mean
flow equations for mass, momentum and energy, called the Euler equations, are
derived as moments of the Boltzmann equation. In the Euler equations, the stress
tensor and heat flux vector are both zero. In the present case an analogous situa-
tion arises with respect to the turbulent shear stress tensor and turbulent energy
flux vector.

The term representing viscous work in the mean turbulence kinetic energy
equation, is line (c) of Eq. (2.24). This can be written

in which, for example

Notice that the incompressibility condition can be used to eliminate the last term

Thus the viscous work depends on fW through the Reynolds stress terms

V dx3
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This term is frequently negligible in comparison to the other one-point terms in
single-fluid turbulent flows (Tennekes and Lumley 1972). The present theory is
not yet sufficiently developed to allow general neglect of (3.5) so it will be retained
until its magnitude can be compared to the other one- and two-point terms yet to
be evaluated.

The term representing viscous dissipation is line (d) of Eq. (2.24). This one-
point term can best be evaluated in the present approximation as an integral over
the two-point distribution function, in the limit as point two approaches point
one. Thus

\j

where again r^ =| *i — *2 I- Evaluation of expression (3.6) within the present
approximation of locally homogeneous statistics will be postponed until the next
section. This will provide the opportunity to establish a consistent manner by
which two-point terms are to be handled in the initial approximation.

2. TWO-POINT MOMENTUM TERMS

This section considers the momentum exchange term that emerged in Chap-
ter II, Sec. 3. This term can be broken into three parts that represent various
features of the momentum exchange process, which is crucially dependent upon
the two-point probability distribution function. The aim is to examine these parts
and to extract from them low-order approximations that reflect their essential
nature.
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The two-point term

V / J L J 4 W (3.7)

was called the momentum exchange term in Chapter II, Sec. 3, where

(3.8)

was referred to as a correlation coefficient, which is nonzero in the presence of a
mean interpenetration, by the very nature of multimaterial flow.

The nature of Eq. (3.7) can be explored by first looking closely at A\^.
Evaluating the integrals in Eq. (3.8) yields

m

Using u-ij = («2i ) + ^2] *^ s c a n De rearranged to read

where

(3.9b)

(3.9c)

and

This form of Ayfc facilitates its examination, especially in the case of homogeneous

statistics. In this case the two-point distribution function /} 2 is the same at all
points Xi and varies only with the separation vector between points ri2 = Xi — X2.

The idea that /{ j, is inherently anisotropic for interpenetrating flow was
established in Chapter I. The essential source of the anisotropy is relative motion
of coherent masses of separated materials. Despite this basic property of multi-
phase flows, consider momentarily that the statistical field is also isotropic. This
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simplification, although quite unreal, is helpful in exposing the essential source of
average momentum exchange in multiphase flow. The developments that unfold
shortly show that a type of asymmetry in the statistical field is the main source
of exchange effects.

If the statistical field is isotropic, then /1 ] 2 depends on the separation dis-

tance j T12 |= ri2', a useful feature in examining Ajk , which depends on the

two-point distribution function as shown in Eq. (3.8). With this, the parts of A k

given by the correlation coefficients E^k>m\ F^ , and GL , can be modeled.
Even though this modeling is by necessity now very crude, the exercise produces
an appreciation for the nature of term (3.7) and gives a low-order approximation
for it that posses certain essential physical properties.

To begin, notice that E^-'^^r 12) at rj2 = 0 is, by definition in (3.9b)

and similarly

If points one and two are uncorrelated, then {0\ 0^) = (&\ ){#2 )• Physically
the correlation of two points can be expected to diminish with increasing separa-
tion, so that the points are completely uncorrelated as r\i —> 00. Thus on physical
grounds

and

lim Ĵ 1'*) = {^X^} - {tfM*™) = 0
i2—»OO

lim E^V = ($[^)($i2)) - (<?S1)){^2)) = 0
i2—>oo

Furthermore, E^k'm^(ri2) has an extremum at rX2 = 0. Using a technique
employed by Hinze (1975 2d ed) for velocity correlation coefficients, this can be
demonstrated by writing

0
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where (0J1') = (f)^ ) f° r a statistically homogeneous field. Subtracting {0{ )2

from both sides produces

or

as asserted. Also, one can easily show, for example,

using the identity $W + 0^ = 1.
The picture that is generated from the foregoing considerations is shown in

Fig. 2, where E^1'1^ is arbitrarily shown to take on negative values. (In general
^0»0 and E^1'7^ could change signs, depending on the particular nature of the
physical system being considered.)

Figure 2. Sketch of the correlation coefficient E(

Because jj^1'1) = — E^'2\ there is a single length scale over which these correla-
tions tend substantially to zero. Surprisingly enough
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again because 8^+0^ = 1 and {0[ } = {&2 ) in a homogeneous flow. Thus there
is a single length scale over which the general coefficient £?(fc'm) tends substantially
to zero.

On physical grounds, the overall magnitude of E^k'm^ can be expected to
diminish as either {O^1') or (6^) becomes small. This is because the presence of
the coefficient Ajk' is due completely to the finite probability of finding either of
two materials at a point. As the probability of finding either material at a point
becomes infinitesimal, so must the magnitude of AL ' .

Now comes the first leap into modeling approximations. Let the length L
represent the distance over which the coefficients E^k'm^ remain significant. For
example the scale L would be the characteristic separation distance between enti-
ties in a uniform dispersion. (The correlation length L plays the part of the mean
free path in molecular dynamics.) One functional form that satisfies the limiting
conditions on the i?(*>m) coefficients is the exponential. Consider the forms

(3.10a)

and

t (3 1 0 b )

each of which clearly satisfy the appropriate definitions at ri2 — 0, give the phys-
ically expected result for r\i —»• oo and possess an extremum at T\I = 0. Note too
that all £(&>m) go to zero if either (0*1)) or (O^) vanish.

Consider now FJk'm), defined in Eq. (3.9c) whereby

and

Again, points one and two can be expected to become statistically independent
for large ri2 so that

and

Km
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The coefficient FJ depends on the velocity fluctuation in addition to the ma-
terial function at two points. The velocity can be expected to remain correlated
to the material type for at most some multiple of an entity size scale s. Thus, in
keeping with the single-length scale, exponential function approach to expressing
the correlation coefficients, the magnitude of F> can be approximated by

For the direction of FJ let us take the direction of (C- ) itself at point one.
Hence

Now observe an interesting property of the vector (C- '). Notice the equality

j (3.11)

where the shorthand notation for relative mean velocity {u- ) — (uj ') — (vS ) =

~iuj ) ^ introduced. With this the foregoing form for FJ 'm' becomes

(uf 1)><0(i>)<0<2))(^)e-('W*)2
 (3 12a)
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2 , (3.12b)

noting that these both satisfy the limits on F- , go to zero if either (fl̂ 1-) or
) vanish, and diminish in magnitude with the relative mean velocity.
Now consider G^k'

m , which by definition has the properties at r\2 = 0

and

Gyfc'
m clearly goes to zero as points one and two become uncorrelated, as expected

in the limit r\i —• oo.
The correlation C?L depends on the square of the velocity fluctuation in

(k m\ (It m\

addition to the material type at two points. Like F- ' , G-k' can be expected
to remain nonzero over a distance corresponding to s at most. The properties
of Gjk'

m* at ri2 — 0 show that this correlation contains the Reynolds stress.
In the theory of single-fluid turbulence, a length scale called the integral scale
is used to characterize the nonzero part of two-point velocity correlations. Here
the analogous length scale / will be defined as the length over which Gyfc tends
substantially to zero. With this, the correlation modeling can continue. The forms
for G-, to be considered are

(3.13a)

and

(3.13b)
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These forms also exhibit the appropriate properties at r i 2 = 0, r i 2 —> oo and
vanish for (0^ ) or {6^} going to zero. {Rjk — — (Cy Cfc ^^^) goes to zero if
O^ — 0 everywhere.)

Expressions (3.10), and (3.12), and (3.13) can be inserted into Eq. (3.9a),
producing a single expression approximating A^k'. The result for k = 1 is

Because of the symmetry property shown earlier (that is, .fiK1'2) = — E^1'1^) there
follows the relation

by inspection of (3.14). Expression (3.14) can in turn be placed into Eq. (3.7).
Assuming that the average quantities remain approximately constant over the
nonzero part of the exponentials, the result is

where

E'ii'iik = i - / / - J - - 4 — e-(r»'L)a«*x2 , (3.16a)
tJ'c 4?r J dxu r12 dx2jdx2k

J
 4TT J dxu T\

J
 4TT J dxu T\2 dx

and
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a2
.-(•WO* dx.2 . (3.16c)

The assumption that the average quantities vary slowly over the nonzero part of
the exponential functions corresponds to the requirements

L «C d (3.17a)

and

(3.17a)

(3.17c)

where d is tha scale of the particular physical system being considered.
The next step is to evaluate the integrals E^k, F^ y

conveniently done in spherical coordinates, such as the system defined in Fig. 3.
and Gjyfc. This is most

fi

Figure 3. A spherical coordinate system.

With reference to Fig. 3, where subscripts refer to coordinate directions, point
one is the origin, point two is x = XiCi + X2«2 + ^3^3 , r t2 = r,

x\ = rsin^cos

13 = r cos <f>, (3.18)
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and the range of independent variables for the infinite space is 0 < <f> < ir, 0 <
£ < 2n, 0 < r < OO. Also, the element of volume is dx =
Performing the indicated integrations yields

sm<j>d<f>didr.

r r r

and

(3.19a)

(3.19b)

(3.19c)

Note thskt Xi/r and dx^jdr are independent of r, as seen in Eq. (3.18). These in-
tegrals vanish because the form assumed for the correlation coefficient A^k' has no
dependence on angle. This feature can be visualized by considering, for example,
Eq. (3.16b) for E'ijk rewritten with an arbitrary function g(r, £, <j>) in place of the
exponential

(3.20)

Any nonlinear function g that is not a function of the angles £ and <j> will create an
integrand whose contours of constant magnitude are spheres centered about the
origin. A single contour of the magnitude of the integrand for this case is sketched
in the Xi — X2 plane in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Constant magnitude plot for the integrand of Eq. (3.20).
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Now notice that

where er is the unit radial vector. With reference to Fig. 4, it is clear that every
point on the contour has a corresponding point on the opposite side where V(rf2

1)
has the opposite sign. The net result is a zero integral.

Recall the fundamental feature of anisotropy in multiphase flow. The probable
velocity at a second point always depeads on the direction of the vector r12 and
not just I 1*12 I. Suppose now that g(r, £, <f>) is an anisotropic function such that a
constant magnitude contour plot of the integrand of Eq. (3.20) is given by Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Constant magnitude plot for the integrand of Eq.(3.20) with
an anisotropic function g.

Figure 5 is a sketch of an ellipisc centered at the origin, with its major axis
lying at an arbitrary angle to the x\ axis. The integral of this function is clearly
zero, as it will be for any integrand that is symmetric about a plane passing
through the origin. The only way that a nonzero integral will emerge is if there is
an asymmetry in the integrand with respect to the origin, as shown in Fig. 6.

Htnce the essential source of any nonzero exchange force between the two
materials is asymmetry in the two-point statistics. Anisotropy alone cannot be
responsible for the exchange effects.

The discussion at the end of Chapter II concluded that the term — V(£K*)p')
must be nonzero in the presence of average interpenetration. This conclusion
and the foregoing considerations demand that the correlation coefficient A^k be
modeled in a way that includes asymmetries in the statistical field in the presence
of relative motion.
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Figure 6. Constant magnitude plot for the integrand of Eq. (3.20) with
an asymmetric function g.

In order to model the terms E'ijk, F^k, and G'^k in a useful way, knowledge is
required of the ways in which asymmetries in the statistical field can develop under
various multimaterial flow circumstances. With reference to Chapter I, Sec. 3, the
force on a single rigid body submerged in an incompressible fluid is known to
arise because of three basic effects: fluid rotation, viscous stress at the surface
of the body and flow separation. (The force referred to is only that which is a
consequence of the motion of the fiuid relative to the body.) Since the statistical
theory must contain the case of a single rigid body in an infinite fluid, it follows
that asymmetries in the statistical field must arise as a result of the same basic
effects. That the single body case must be contained by the statistical theory
is quite evident. This is because the ensemble composed of a large number of
identical members, each of which is an infinite fluid with a single submerged body,
is a perfectly valid statistical entity.

The exchange force due to viscous stress at an interface between materials is
accounted for by line (c) of Eq. (2.22), which was called the interfacial momentum
exchange term earlier on. One would suspect from this that the main sources of
the asymmetry in the two-point statistics are fluid rotation and flow separation.

Assuming that fluid rotation and flow separation are the dominant effects
causing asymmetries in the statistical field, an estimate of the integral appearing
in (3.19) can be constructed. One way to accomplish this is to add a quantity
to the integrand of the symmetric case given by (3.19). The quantity added
is to be considered a perturbation about the symmetric case that is caused by
interpenetration. Therefore the perturbation parameter should become zero in
the absence of relative motion. If the perturbation quantity is o,yjt» then (3.19)
becomes
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tny/2 f CfxXXk dXk \

= -j*iik (3.21a)

^•fc = Ysaijk (3-21b)

and

(3.21c)

where a^k is considered to be constant with respect to the angles and a factor of
(TT)1/2 is absorbed into the magnitude of a,;-fc. Clearly the tensor a^k is dimen-
sionless. One form of the asymmetry perturbation a^k will now be developed.

To lowest order, the principle direction of a^k will be taken as the relative
mean velocity, and the remaining directions given by 6}k. These directions are,
for fluid 1

The magnitude of a,y/t must depend upon the main effects causing the asymmetry:
rotation and separation. Rotation can be manifested on a large scale by a bulk
rotation in the mean field, or by smaller scale nonhomogeneities in the turbulence
of the fluids. Both can be significant or insignificant depending on the particular
problem. The effect of rotation on a small scale can be gauged by the inverse of a
turbulent relative Reynolds number Re^1 defined by

in which [q] is a characteristic measure of the turbulence given by

[q] = (6W)qW + {0W)qW . (3.24)

Notice that the numerator is a turbulent viscosity based on the turbulence integral
scale. The effect of rotation on a large scale is known to give rise to a lift force,
such as the Saffman force. Because such forces depend upon gradients in the mean
flow quantities, they will be regarded as higher-order effects and as such are to be
neglected in the present low-order approximation.

The other physical source of statistical asymmetry is flow separation. In
Chapter VI, Sec. 1, it is shown that the magnitude of the flow separation effect is
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properly accounted for by an inverse relative Reynolds number based on a turbu-
lent viscosity involving the scale of the entity itself. Thus the ratio [g]/|(u(21))| is
used to gauge the flow separation effect.

Expressions (3.22) through (3.24) can be assembled into an approximation
for the perturbation parameter, written for fluid one

(*) 1 ^

w*wsk (3-25)
where the nondimensional factors /?i and /?2 are inserted before the inverse tur-
bulent Reynolds numbers because the combined effects have been estimated on
dimensional considerations alone.

Now expressions (3.25) and (3.21) can be placed into (3.15a) to yield

7{W)R ~ TR

This expression violates two of the physical principles that were discussed at the
beginning of this chapter. First, the expression is nonconservative of total momen-
tum. That is to say, if the same expression with the material indices interchanged
is added to (3.26) the result is nonzero. A second defect is that Eq. (3.26) is
not invariant to a Galilean transformation. This means that if a fixed constant
is added to the velocity, the term gives a different result for the change in mo-
mentum, which is physically incorrect. Equation (3.26) is an approximation to
an expression that is both conservative of total momentum and invariant to a
Galilean transformation. This means that the approximations introduced in ob-
taining Eq. (3.26) from Eq. (3.7) must be modified in a way that restores these
essential physical properties. The first modification that is required is to remove
the densities from the differences on the right side of Eq. (3.26). This can be
accomplished by introducing a characteristic density [p] defined by, say,

[p] = (0(1))p(i) + (0(2))p(2> (3.27)

and multiplying each of the exponential expressions for the correlation coefficients
in Eq. (3.9) by the factor
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p(m) '

This has the net effect of replacing the densities in (3.26) by [p\. (Notice that
this definition of [p] gives emphasis to the material property of the material most
likely to be at a point.) Having done this, two more modifications to (3.26) are
necessary. The first is the replacement

«„(»)' - <„(»>*) -. {{UW) - („«»»

= |(u(21>)|2 (3.28)

which is first-order accurate in velocity. The second modification is the replace-
ment

(0W)

where Eq. (3.3) has been used for R*jf. The effect of (3.27) through (3.29) is to
make (3.26) conservative of total momentum. The estimate (3.28) is necessary to
ensure invariance to a Galilean transformation. The result of these alterations is

in which L is the entity separation scale, s is the entity size scale and / is the
integral scale for the turbulence. Notice that the entity separation scale L may be
approximated by

where {0^} is the volume fraction of the dispersed material. This states that
the spacing L becomes infinite if the probable presence of the dispersed mate-
rial vanishes. Thus the first term in the brackets of (3.35) is proportional to
(0(1))(0(2))(#(*)) which means that in "thin* mixtures for which
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<0(#)) «C 1 (3.32)

the L~x term is negligible. For this reason the L~l term in Eq. (3.30) will be
neglected for now, since it clearly represents a higher-order effect. The L"1 term
will be further examined in Chapter IV. There it will be shown that this term
accounts for asymmetries in the statistical field engendered by what can be called
"collective effects", meaning the effects of more than one submerged body.

Notice that if

I ( 1 ) 2 . _ (2)21 i

then the third term in the brackets of Eq. (3.30) is also negligible. The left side
of (3.33) is like the square of a turbulence intensity. For many flows it may be
expected that the integral scale Z is established by the entity size s, such that
ls~* ~ 1. In these cases (3.33) states that the Z~* term of (3.30) is negligible
for cases in which the turbulence intensity is low. Since the estimates for the
one-point terms can be considered valid only for low-intensity turbulence, the
Z"1 term will be neglected from Eq. (3.30) in order to keep the present level of
closure consistent. Another way to view this is that the Z""1 term is quadratic
in the turbulence intensity. Therefore discussion of the Z"1 term is appropriately
included in Chapter IV along with other higher-order effects.

For later convenience, Eq. (3.30) is expressed in the thin flow, low turbulence
intensity case for material k as

^ > = ^ « « ? ) > - ( u { * ) » (3.34)

where

K* = \p\{e^){0V)\ (fixl^jyi +/?2^r1) K«(0> - (u{k))\ (3-35)

is a positive coefficient, and I = 3 — k is the material index for the other material.

3. TWO-POINT KINETIC ENERGY TERMS

This section is concerned with the two-point terms appearing in the equation
for fluctuational kinetic energy. The first of these is the term representing the rate
at which the energy is dissipated into heat by action of viscous forces on a small
scale. This term is a one-point term that was written in Sec. 1 of this chapter as a
two-point term in the limit as point two approaches point one. Recalling Eq. (3.6)
the dissipation rate was written
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where T\i = | XI — X2 |. Notice that this involves two-point correlation coeffi-
cients. In the limit r\i —»• 0 these correlation coefficients are —R^' and —R\j
respectively. Here the idea is to evaluate the dissipation term by modeling these
correlation coefficients in a way similar to that used in the previous section. Con-
sider for example

^cif) = -i#>e-( '/ ')2 (3.38)
and

These forms satisfy the limit r%2 —*• 0 They also indicate that the correlations
vanish as the two points become widely separated, which can be expected on
physical grounds. The correlations in (3.38) and (3.39) also imply an isotropic
statistical field.

Consider for the moment the fully homogeneous case so that iZt- •' is inde-
pendent of x. Also recall that because T12 = Xi — X2, Vj = —V2. In this
approximation the right side of the dissipation term becomes

-PW {Xl? ^ dx
a*dx

 e"(r'2/0

+ 4 « Hm -^-e
%} ri2—0 dXiiOXi]

The limits are calculated by performing the indicated differentiation and eval-
uating at 7*12 = 0. Recognizing that the limits must be isotropic tensors, the limits
are

lim -4-e</) =
12—0 dxijdxij dr{{2 r,2=0

and
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With these the, viscous dissipation term becomes

^ (3.39)

Note that in the last step Eq. (3.3) has been used for R^ ', and / is the integral
scale of the turbulence correlation coefficients. The foregoing result is analogous to
one for a single turbulent fluid obtained by a variety of other workers, for example
Tennekes and Lumley (1972).

In the remainder of this section the two-point terms containing the pressure
fluctuation will be considered. The first of these is the diffusion flux of energy
due to pressure fluctuations, (Ct- '9^p'). With the expression for p' from the
previous section, Eq. (3.7), it can be seen that (Ct- 'O^p') will involve triple
velocity correlations. If the two point distribution function 2^ 2 is joint normal,
the triple correlations will vanish. Therefore to be consistent with the treatment
of one point terms, (C\ 'O^p') will be neglected in the first approximation.

The next two-point energy term is the multimaterial turbulence creation term
_(C(fc)) • V{0(fcV}> which is easily evaluated using the results of Sec. 2. Thus

-(C| f c>)£-<*( f cy> = <*<*)*•<«?*>)*, (3.40)

where Eqs. (3.11), (3.55), and (3.36) have been used. Since K* is a positive
coefficient, the expression in (3.40) is clearly positive. This means that any average
relative motion will result in a positive contribution to the fluctuational energy of
both materials.

Notice that K* {u\ ) is the total rate of fluctuational energy production due
to interpenetrating motion. This is the rate at which the ordered kinetic energy
is transfered into disordered energy. Equation (3.40) says that a fraction a^k> of
this goes into material A;. Evaluating (3.40) exactly, according to the results of
Sec. 2, implys a^ = {6^}- By analogy to the case of molecular mixtures, it can
be expected that this is not completely correct. This is because a similar term
appears in the molecular mixture case that is proportioned according to a mass
ratio (Braginskii 1965). The relevant mass ratio is determined on the basis of the
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detailed nature of a single collision between two molecules of the different species.
If mx and 1W2 are the masses of molecule types one and two respectively, then the
fraction of fluctuational energy production going to species one is

^ • (3-41)

Hence if species one is very light compared to species two, most of the ordered
energy that is taken from the mean flow appears in the chaotic energy of the lighter
material.

Derivation of a similar result for the interpenetrating flow case requires re-
placing the collision between two molecules with, say, the idea of an "interaction"
between an isolated dispersed entity, and a mass of fluid. Whereas the mass of the
isolated entity is well-defined, the proper mass of fluid encountered in a "collison"
with the entity is not yet defined. If V^1) and W2) are the respective volumes of
the continuous material and the dispersed material, then the fractions become

a ( 1 ) = —riT 757 (3.42a)

and

by analogy to Eq. (3.41), where

(3.42c)

is the ratio of the "interaction" volume of the continuous material to that of a
dispersed entity. This does not determine the proper volume of fluid, it merely
provides an additional unknown. In the applications that appear in Chapter VI, it
is found that the ratio in volumes can, at least provisionally, be represented by an
expression that eqiiates to a statement of "pressure" equilibrium for the turbulent
interpenetrating motion.

The last two-point energy term considered in this section is V •
With Eq. (3.7), this can be written

1 cf f i*\ 1 X
{S~*\ t\ /

1 1 d 1
4?r / dxu 7*12

d2
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where Ajk' is given by Eq. (3.8). Like the pressure-velocity diffusion term, this
involves triple correlations and will be neglected as a higher-order effect.

So far a term representing the conservative exchange in fluctuational energy
has not explicitly been isolated. Physically such a term can be expected to appear.
Further, the rate of this exchange should be independent of any mean relative
motion. This is because a body held motionless in a turbulent fluid, when released
will itself begin to fluctuate even if there is no mean motion.

The fact that the foregoing type of exchange term is not, at this stage, re-
tained means that it must have been imbedded in one of the neglected terms.
This does not prove to be a serious defect in the equations, as will be seen in later
chapters. This merely means that the term is negligible for the particular prob-
lems considered. However, it should be noted that in general the missing energy
exchange term may not be negligible.

4. INTERFACE TERMS

Now the interface terms appearing in Eq. (2.22) for the mean momentum and
Eq. (2.24) for the mean fluctuational kinetic energy are considered. These are

^ (3-43)

and

respectively. The goal is to obtain approximations to these terms that are consis-
tent with the low-order estimates derived in the previous three sections.

In Chapter II, Sec. 4 the viscous parts of these interface terms were expressed
in an integral form. There it was realized that the distribution functions do not
contain statistical information concerning the interface structure. This prevents
the expression of terms (3.43) and (3.44) as integrals over the distribution func-
tions, so that the interface terms must be handled in a more heuristic fashion.
Fortunately the results of the foregoing sections provide clues on how to proceed.

To begin, the pressure fluctuation part of the interface terms will be considered
negligible in comparison to the total stress part. The rationale is that, in the
low-order approximation, attention is limited to cases for which the effects of
fluctuations are small.

Now, consider first the term (3.43) from the momentum equation. Like the
term — V{#(fc)p'), (3.43) is a momentum exchange term. In Chapter II, Sec. 4 the
viscous part of (3.43) was written in integral form for an arbitrary volume V. The
expression is
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where the integral on the right is over the surface contained in V with normal
n(k) directed away from material A;. Here the expression is divided by V so that
the right side has the appearance of a volume average of an ensemble average. On
dimensional grounds the right side of (3.53) will be approximated by a character-
istic stress times a characteristic surface area per unit volume with the direction
established by the mean relative velocity. Thus

/ d$w * g r [PiMtM0) - {*\k))) \ (Q«Wk)) ( 346 )
\ lJ dxj / X s is '

where the bracketed part is the stress combined with the direction, the last part
estimates the area per unit volume and a is a coefficient of order unity. By analogy
to the characteristic density [/?], the characteristic viscosity is defined

[„] = {(?(1))I/(
1) + (0W}UW. (3.47)

The coefficient a can be determined for the special case of widely dispersed
spheres moving slowly in a fluid. If the relative motion is slow enough, Stoke's
result, Eq. (1.3), can be invoked to obtain a = 9/2 in that case.

The interface term (3.46) can be rearranged in terms of the inverse viscous
relative Reynolds number Re~l defined by

. - l

and combined with the pressure part of the momentum exchange term. The result
is

in which

K = [P](9llWa))\ (ftj^oyy + / W 1 + \R*Zl) \(*m)\ (3-50)

where the Stoke's limit value of a is used, mainly as a means of insuring that a
proper limiting behavior will be obtained from the expression.
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5. SUMMARY

This section is a summary and discussion of the results from Sections 1
through 3 of this chapter. For this purpose, the conservation equations for ho-
mogeneous flow are written for k = 1,2 and / = 2,1. These are the mean mass
conservation equation

the mean momentum conservation equation

,(*> [|<«,-tf(*>> + *<«(*))<«,*«>] (3.53)
Lot axj J J

+ P(k)(6^)9i (a)

(b)

and the conservation equation for mean fluctuational energy

(3.54)

^ (a)

• («;&)»2 • w

Equations (3.52), (3.53), and (3.54) are three equations in the four primary un-
knowns (0<*>), <Mt-0

(fc)), (|C?*)2«W>, and (p). The fourth equation needed to
close the set is

(0(1)) + (0(2)) = ! m (3.55)
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The auxiliary variables, all defined in terms of the primary unknowns, are the
mean material velocity

the mean material rate of strain

the root mean square material velocity fluctuation qW

_(0(k))q(k)2 _ (\c\k)26W) (3.56c)

the momentum exchange coefficient

K = \P\(&W)(6W)1 10! ™ +(32Re7l + ^J2e-M | ( u ^ ) | (3.56d)

the inverse viscous relative Reynolds number

fi/1
(3.56e)

the inverse turbulent relative Reynolds number

s• ( 3 5 6 f )

the composite density

[„] = (fldV*) + <0(2))p(2) (3.56g)

the composite kinematic viscosity

\u) = (QW)ISW + (0W)vW (3.56h)

and the composite root mean square velocity fluctuation

[q] = {0W)qW + {eM)qW . (3.56i)

The coefficients /?i and /?2 are dimensionless and of order unity. These are to be
determined empirically. The length scales s and / are the entity size and turbulence
integral scale respectively. For a suspension of rigid particles 5 is prescribed and
is the characteristic size of the particles. For bubble or droplet flow, s is the scale
of the bubbles or droplets.
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Notice that s can be considered to be a function of space and time by use of
an experimental correlation. One example, for the case of bubble or droplet flows,
is given by the Weber number discussed in Chapter I. Using Eq. (1.7), an estimate
for such flows is given by

^ | (u<21>> |= 10 (2.56J)
a

where p* is the constant density of the continuous niaterial and o is the interfacial
surface tension. The continuous material in a bubbly flow is essentially the one
with the largest volume fraction (so that p* ~ [p]).

In the case of a suspension of solids that fragment and coalesce, or solids that
tend to clump together, a similar treatment can be used. Consider, for example,

s = n(x,t)so

where n(x,t) is the number of solid pieces of scale so in a clump. Here n is to
be determined from experimental data that provide a correspondence between n
and the other average quantities. Thus the theory is not strictly limited to a single
entity size.

The only remaining quantity yet to be made precise is the turbulence integral
scale /. A variety of choices exist for estimating i as a function of the other
mean flow quantities. These have been reviewed by Rodi (1980) for the single
incompressible fluid case, and discussed briefly here in Chapter I, Sec. 4. For the
moment the selection of a way to determine / will be postponed until the next
chapter. There the goal is to develop a multimaterial analog of the single material
k—t turbulence theory, where the scale / is contained in the turbulence energy
dissipation rate e.
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Chapter IV

Nonhomogeneous Flow

This chapter extends the results of Chapter III to the case of nonhomoge-
neous flow. The focus here is first on the single-point terms that were represented
in the previous chapter using a Gaussian form for the probability distribution
function f^k\ The first main goal is to develop representations for the Reynolds
stress, energy flux, and pressure work terms, for the multimaterial case, that reflect
the general non-Gaussian nature of f(k\ The second goal is to find a plausible
nonhomogeneous representation for the momentum exchange function.

In Sec. 1 a multimaterial k—e theory is developed. There the approach is to
utilize the analogy between single-fluid turbulence theory and multimaterial tur-
bulence theory that has been established in Chapters II and III. Thus the approach
is somewhat heuristic and can benefit from being placed on a firm theoretical foun-
dation. This is shown to be possible in Sec. 2, which contains a brief discussion of
how the multimaterial k—t theory can be connected to more fundamental princi-
ples. In Sec. 2 the equations developed in Sec. 1 are shown to be connected to the
relaxation-time theory of Lundgren (1969).

In Sec. 3 attention is redirected to the momentum exchange term. There the
effect of statistical nonhomogeneity is included in a way designed to be consistent
with the approximations imbedded in the k—e theory for R\J • The goal is to
make the nonhomogeneous extension in a way that exposes the tensoriai character
of the momentum exchange coefficient. Section 3 also revisits the part of the
momentum exchange force involving differences in the fluctuational velocity. In
this case, the nonhomogeneous extension leads to a force analogous to the so-called
thermal force in a molecular mixture of different species.

1. MULTIMATERIAL k-e THEORY

The multimaterial k—e theory developed here follows by direct analogy to
the single fluid k—e theory discussed in Chapter I. There are five steps in this
development. These axe:

1. Introduction of an expression for the multimaterial Reynolds stress
R\j ', containing the turbulence viscosity v\ for each material.

2.Relation of the turbulence kinetic energy (k^) and integral scale
to u\ , for each material.
3. Relation of the integral scale to {k^) and the dissipation rate {e
for each fluid.
4. Representation of the diffusive terms in the energy equation using a
turbulent Prandtl number.
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5. Representation of the ( e ^ ) evolution by analogy to the evolution of
the turbulence kinetic energy.

As in the previous chapters, the development will first be followed through
for the case of two incompressible fluids. The case of solid fragments suspended
in an inivuipressible fluid then follows as a subset of the two-fluid case.

To begin, recall the Reynolds stress per unit mass for material k, denned by

(4.1)

where C\ = «,- — (u± '). Now let (k^) be the mean turbulence kinetic energy
per unit mass for material k. Thus*

<*(*>) = (1C(*»,<*>) (4.2)

whose evolution equation is given by Eq. (3.24). The appropriate generalization
of Eq. (1.36) for the Reynolds stress is then

f g ] (4.3)
where, as before, the deformation rate tensor is

Equation (4.3) defines the kinematic turbulence viscosity for material k, v\ .

The next step relates v\
identical to Eq. (1.37). This is

The next step relates v\ ' to (k^) and the integral scale l^ in a fashion

Now the integral scale is eliminated in favor of the dissipation rate ( e ^ ) , defined

which is approximated by

* Note that this could equally well be defined <0<fc)){Jfe(fc)) = {\c\k)29^), which
would enable writing the left side of (3.24) using the Lagrangian derivative. The
form selected here is used because (k^) defined by (4.2) is a conserved quantity.
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(4 7)
( 4-7 )

by analogy to Eq. (1.38).
Expressions (4.5) and (4.7) combine to yield

_ c (k) u 8)

where C^ — C'^CD is a new coefficient that is to be determined experimentally.
The diffusive parts of Eq. (3.24) are now to be modeled following the approx-

imation of Eq. (1.42). This produces

I Ok OXj

Placing expression (4.3), (4.6), and (4.9) into Eq. (3.24) yields

(4.10)
dt dXj" 3 " ' dXj Ok

from which the viscous diffusion term has been neglected, the mean flow produc-
tion rate p(fc) is defined

and (ê fc )̂ is the mean dissipation rate for material k. Equation (3.2) can be used
to relate the mean velocity fluctuation q^ to (k^). This is

( * ) , ( c f f ) (4.12)

The evolution equation for the dissipation rate ( e ^ ) is written in the same
spirit as Eq. (1.45), with two extensions. These will be discussed shortly. Consider
the equation

dt dXj > dij (7
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in which a€ is the ratio of the turbulent viscosity to the diffusion coefficient for
turbulence dissipation rate. Here Ci, Ci and C3 are coefficients of order unity,
which, like ot and 0>, are to be determined from experiments.

The first extension in modeling the (e^k') equation is the use of the composite
viscosity in the second term on the right. This is done so that added dissipation
is produced in regions of flow where the curvature in velocity profile is great, even
if material A; is a field of solid fragments. The second extension is the use of an
inverse time scale other than

for modeling the rate of ( e ^ ) production due to the interpenetration creation
term. The reason for using something proportional to

(4.1.)

instead, is to insure the appropriate rate of ( e ^ ) creation due to interpenetrating
flow. The remaining factors are present only because of the favorable results given
by their presence in the applications of Chapter VI.

Equations (4.3), (4.8), and (4.10-13) are a multimaterial k—e model for deter-
mining the Reynolds stress R\j • Together with appropriate initial and boundary
conditions, these equations are to be used with the equations for mean mass and
momentum conservation for examining the dynamics of complex turbulent multi-
material flows. In order to utilize the foregoing theory with confidence, a set of
values for the coefficients CM, Ck, o£, and C\ — C3 must be found. In this thesis
the approach is empirical, whereby values are sought that provide the best cor-
respondence to experimental data in a wide range of industrial conditions. The
starting place is of course the single-fluid values for CM, Ok, ae, C\, and C*2- These
are listed in Eqs. (l.46a-e). The new coefficient introduced in this theory is C3,
which will be taken as unity for applications of Chapter VI.

From the practical standpoint of engineering calculations, the foregoing re-
sult is satisfactory for many purposes. From the scientific viewpoint however,
the heuristic approach is less satisfying because the results are not necessarily
universal. This situation can be remedied in part by the more fundamental con-
siderations that are contained in the next section. Before going forward, however,
some comments are required concerning the multimaterial k—e theory in the case
of solid fragments in an incompressible fluid.

The physical picture of fiuctuational energy loss by viscous dissipation in
the small-scale motion is satisfying, provided the two materials are both fluids.
Another form of dissipation must be present, however, if one of the materials is
a field of dispersed solid fragments. It is easy to conceive of a significant loss
in the translational kinetic energy of individual fragments through a collisional
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mechanism. In this the process of particle-particle impacts results in the transfer
of energy from a translational mode to one of rotation. The use of the k—e
approach for a particulate field requires such a mechanism to be effective.

2. CONNECTION TO LUNDGREN'S THEORY

Here the discussion turns to the matter of establishing a fundamental basis
for the approximations leading to the multimaterial k—e theory introduced in the
previous section. This can be approached in at least two different ways, for the
single-fluid case, neither of which yield complete results in their present stage
of development. The first is due to Lundgren (1969) who showed an important
connection between the evolution equation for the velocity probability distribution
function and the turbulent viscosity formulation used in k—e single-fluid theory.
The second is called Renormalization Group Analysis ( Yakhot and Orszag 1986).
The goal of this section is to provide a brief look at how the k—e theory can, at
least in part, be established on fundamental grounds. The further development of
the formalism, by whatever method, remains as a significant research project.

The first main result that Lundgren (1967) obtained was to show the existence
of an infinite hierarchy of equations for the statistics of a single, incompressible,
turbulent fluid. The next step was to model the equation for the single point
velocity distribution function / (Lundgren 1969), using a single-relaxation-time
approach, so that an approximate solution for / could be obtained. This approxi-
mate solution provides an essential basis for the k—e theory, and will be displayed
here after providing the basic connection between the present multimaterial theory
and the theory of Lundgren.

The first step is the derivation of the evolution equation for the multimaterial
probability distribution function f^(x,v,a, t) defined in Chapter II, and written

/(*) = (6($W - a)6{u - v)) . (4.16)

Again, f^dcxdv is the probability that the material function a is in a + da and
the velocity v is in v + dv at position x and time t. The material function ^
satisfies

by definition, and the velocity at a point satisfies

dui dui 1 dp 1 drij .
dt dxj p dxi p dxj '

The equation for f^ is obtained by differentiating Eq. (4.16) and using Eqs.
(4.17) and (4.18) to eliminate time derivatives of 6^k>) and u. The result is
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dt
_ * f(k)
dxj }J

where p' = p - {p). As shown in Chapter II, Sec. 4, the right side of (4.19) can
be written in terms of integrals over the two-point distribution function /{2 •
Note that the average equations derived in Chapter II, correspond to the a, av
and £a(v — {u})2 moments of Eq. (4.19).

The next step in establishing a fundamental basis for a multimaterial k—e
theory is to approximate the right side of (4.19) in such a way that the essential
results of Chapter III are retained. Since Eq. (4.19) is new, as are the results of
Chapter III, such an approximation does not yet exist. Therefore, to make the
point of this section, consideration is shifted to Lundgren's model equation for the
single- fluid distribution function / .

The model equation proposed by Lundgren (1969) is

df d ld(p)df
—_— _|_ JJ j J —

dt 3xj p uX{ dv{

= - - ( / - / o ) + -4"a~(ui -«*)/> (4-2°)

where T~1 is an inverse relaxation time given by

~ ~ 72 (4-21)

in which the coefficient 4 is expected to be universal, and e, k and q are respec-
tively the dissipation rate, turbulence kinetic energy and root mean square velocity
fluctuation. Also D/Dt is the Lagrangian operator

— - — S —
3

and /o is, with C = v - (u),

so that the kinetic energy and root mean square velocity fluctuation are connected
by
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-q2 = k (4.23)

A key element of Lundgren's work 13 the perturbation solution to Eq. (4.20)
for / close to /o. The result is

CX ^" a~ " n ^ ^ (4_24)

where Z?tJ- is the mean deformation rate

and the coefficient ut is

vt = q2r . (4.26)

The approximate result for / enables computation of the Reynolds stress /2,-y and
the energy flux vector Q{. These are

= -\k6ij + utDij (4.27)

and

Qi = - ^CiCffdc

Equation (4.27) is identical to that of standard single-fluid k—c theory. Equa-
tion (4.28) is similar in form to the diffusion approximation used for energy flux
and pressure work diffusion, with Ok = 3/5. This value is low compared to Laun-
der and Spalding's (1974) value of a* = 1.0 because (4.28) does not contain the
pressure work term. Combining Eqs. (4.21) and (4.26) produces

vt = Cpk2/* , (4.29)

for steady flow, with C^ = 0.11. This is slightly higher than the value of C^ = 0.09,
established experimentally by Launder and Spalding (1974).
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Thus the single-relaxation-time approach produces, in part, the main features
of the energy equation treatment and Reynolds stress used in the k—e theory. An
equation for the dissipation rate has not yet emerged from the method of Lundgren
so the correspondence is still incomplete. Nevertheless, the foregoing discussion
represents the beginnings of a fundamental theory.

3. NONHOMOGENEOUS MOMENTUM EXCHANGE

In Chapter III, Sec. 2 the discussion centered on the momentum exchange
term. There the goal was to develop a low-order representation of the exchange
force by introducing, in effect, a plausible form for the two-point probability dis-
tribution function /} 2' . This was accomplished by considering the various cor-
relation coefficients related to /} 2'm' in the case of a homogeneous statistical field.

The object of this section is to extend the Chapter III homogeneous result
for the momentum exchange term to the nonhomogeneous case. This extension is
approached in a manner that is consistent with the developments of Sec. 1. There
the extension from homogeneous to nonhomogeneous was made for the Reynolds
stress and other turbulence quantities. Here the main objective is to use ideas
analogous to those employed in Sec. 1 to obtain a momentum exchange term that
depends on mean flow gradients.

The momentum exchange force obtained in Chapter III, Sec. 2 is, for fluid k

F^k) = K{u\l~k)) (4.30)

where the scalar momentum exchange coefficient K is

K = [p](iW)('W)\ (* f i j l jy i + A**"1 + l^e"1) |{n('*))| , (4.31)

and has dimensions of (density)/(time). Equation (4.30) contains only a compo-
nent of force parallel to the mean relative motion, that is, a drag component. A
mean lift component can arise in the presence of velocity gradients (see Chapter I,
Sec. 2). Here a modification to Eq. (4.30) will be considered that is designed to
introduce the lift component of force in a way that depends on nonhomogeneities
in the mean flow. The total force, possessing both lift and drag components, is
referred to here as simply the friction force. In this context the friction force is
the force per unit total volume acting on material k as a result of a mean inter-
penetrating motion.

In general, any nonhomogeneities in the mean flow quantities can be responsi-
ble for altering the friction force from the homogeneous ferm of Eq. (4.30). Spatial
nonhomogeneities alter the viscous drag and form drag, and can be responsible
for lift (Saffman force) and other forces. Temporal nonhomogeneities cause the
added mass and Basset history effects (Maxey and Riley 1983).
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Consider now Eq. (4.30), modified by the addition of a nonhomogeneous term
consisting of the gradient in the composite velocity

Hl

f*') , (4.32)

which reduces to (4.30) in the homogeneous case. A little reflection reveals that
expression (4.32) contains a lift force for the simple case of a solid body moving
in the direction of decreasing fluid velocity in a pure shear flow.

The ideas behind Eq. (4.32) are the following. The momentum exchange co-
efficient K can be thought of as the ratio of a characteristic density to a relaxation
time. The inverse relaxation time in Eq. (4.31) is the magnitude of the mean rel-
ative velocity divided by the entity scale. The effect of Eq. (4.32) is to modify the
(scalar) inverse relaxation time with another inverse time scale (a tensor) char-
acteristic of velocity gradients in the mean flow. This tensor inverse time scale
depends on both velocity and volume fraction gradients by way of the definition
of the composite velocity

Also the combined relaxation time is by itself time-dependent because the mean
relative velocity is in gi ..eral time-dependent.

The foregoing ideas reveal the speculative nature of Eq. (4.32), which stands
for now as a simple postulate that remains to be tested by comparison with ex-
perimental data. Some of the necessary comparisons are presented in Chapter VI.

Another part of the momentum exchange term that was identified in Chap-
ter III, Sec. 2, and also neglected there, is the thermal force. This part of the
exchange force has not yet been specifically quantified for interpenetrating flows
of the type considered here. For multispecies molecular flows, the thermal force
is well known (Braginskii 1965). In that case, the thermal force occurs as a re-
sult of gradients in the mean molecular speed (temperature) of a given species
of molecule, and can exist in the absence of a mean flow interpenetration of the
various molecules. The physical reason for this is the following.

Consider a mixture of two molecule types, say molecules a and 6, both fluc-
tuating about a zero mean velocity. Let the temperature (mean speed squared) of
species a be uniform in space, and suppose the temperature of species 6 increases
to the right. Now consider a plane perpendicular to the b temperature gradient.
The molecules of 6 arriving at this plane from the right will have a larger average
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speed than the molecules of b arriving from the left, by virtue of the b temperature
gradient. The net momentum lost by species b in collisions with species a results
in an average force on 6 to the right. This is because the rate of momentum loss by
collision (collision frequency) is proportional to the difference in molecular speeds,
so the b molecules arriving from the right lose more momentum than those arriving
from the left can gain, per unit of time (Braginskii 1965).

In the multimaterial case, the analogous effect can lead to a diffusion in mass.
Such an effect has been considered in the literature, notably by Reeks (1983) who
coins the term "turbophoresis" for this type of mass diffusion. The same effect is
present in the present theory in the form of the thermal force. By analogy to the
thermal fcrce in a molecular mixture, the thermal force in a multiphase flow can
be estimated for material k by

-M<* ( 1 ) )<* ( 2 ) >^(9 ( 0 2 -9 ( f c ) 2 ) - (4-33)

Here q^ is again the root mean square velocity fluctuation for material k, and the
factor of (0^)(6^2') is used to ensure that this part of the exchange force limits
to zero if either material vanishes at a point. With this the total exchange force
on material k can be written

[} ^\ ] (4.34)

where

<u<'*>) m
is the momentum exchange tensor for material k. In combining the friction and
thermal exchange forces, the common factor \p}(6^)(6^) is extracted. This
can be thought of as the appropriate characteristic density for the momentum
exchange rate. The term in brackets in Eq. (4.34) is the characteristic rate at
which the velocity changes due to both average interpenetration and gradients in
the fiuctuational temperature of the two materials.

The exchange tensor K%j is an inverse time scale, and is expressed in the form
of Eq. (4.35) in order to show its basic elements. Note that the term in square
brackets is a nondimensional quantity composed of three parts. The first part
represents the effect of form drag, the second represents the effect pre-existing
turbulence in the fluid and the third represents the viscous shear effect at inter-
faces. The term in curly brackets in Eq. (4.35) is an inverse time scale (tensor) that
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has two parts. The isotropic part is based on the entity scale and the anisotropic
part is the gradient in the composite velocity.
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Chapter V

Solution of the Average Equations

The mean flow equations developed in the previous chapters can only be solved
exactly for an extremely limited set of conditions. Most of the circumstances for
which exact solutions can be obtained are of little interest in engineering or science.
Fortunately, however, a great many problems exist for which approximate solutions
are not only adequate but extremely useful.

In this chapter a numerical method for obtaining approximate solutions to
the multimaterial mean flow equations is described. This method is a scheme
developed for the time-unsteady incompressible single-fluid flow equations. A
single-fluid incompressible flow solution method is appropriate for the present
multimaterial studies, because each material is considered to be incompressible.
This enables expression of the mean pressure as a function of the other independent
variables. To see this, consider an abbreviated set of general mean flow equations,
neglecting turbulence and viscous effects. Consider, for example, the mean mass
equation

the mean momentum equation

and the condition on the volume fractions

N

i> (5-3)
fc=l

where the angle brackets denoting averages have been dropped, and N is the total
numbers of materials. Notice that for N = 1, these reduce to the equations for
a single, nonviscous, nonturbulent, incompressible fluid. Summing Eq. (5.1) and
using Eq. (5.3) yields the multimaterial incompressibility condition

where the definition of mean velocity
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has been used. The divergence of Eq. (5.2) can also be summed and the time
derivative eliminated using (5.4). The result is

M a* £• a* \pW) ~ £
K— I K — 1 K — X

N

Equation (5.5) is a generalized Poisson equation, which reduces to

d2v d2U{Ui
_ ^ L . = — p L
CfX' Cf»Ci0X'i

(5.6)

in the single-fluid case.
The fact that Eq. (5.6) is linear in the pressure is frequently utilized in modern

numerical methods for incompressible flow (Roache 1972). This may or may not
be a significant feature of (5.5). The main point here is that the pressure can be
expressed as a function of the other independent variables, allowing use of incom-
pressible flow solution schemes in the case of N > 1 (Amsden and Harlow 1978).

Equation (5.5) reveals the so-called elliptic nature of the system (5.1)-(5.3).
This distinguishes the incompressible flow equations from the compressible flow
equations, which are predominantly hyperbolic. In the latter case, the pressure
is determined from an equation of state; an equation that relates the pressure to,
say, the density and internal energy per unit mass. Thus for compressible flow
studies, one must retain a conservation equation for energy, in order to maintain
a closed set of equations. (A notable exception to this is the case of the acoustic
equations, which are utilized in the discussion of Sec. 3 on numerical accuracy.)

Sections 1-4 of this chapter present a new method for obtaining numerical
solutions to Eqs. (5.l)-(5.3) for the case N = 1. The single-fluid case is selected so
that the presentation is at first unencumbered with inultimaterial details. The new
method has, in part, already beei: described (Kashiwa 1986b). The discussion of
Sees. 1-4 contains material that clarifies and extends the method already reported.

Section 5 is a discussion of how the full set of multimaterial mean flow equa-
tions from Chapter IV are solved, within the context of the procedure presented
in Sees. 1-4. The final section is a description of the computer code constructed
to carry out the numerical computations. There a variety of sample results are
given to demonstrate the accuracy of the solutions obtained by the new method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The numerical method described here belongs to the class of methods in
computational fluid dynamics called "control volume" (CV) techniques. In a CV
method, the flow domain is overlaid by a grid that subdivides the domain into
an array of cells. Each cell is treated as an individual control volume, in which
the conservation laws for mass, momentum, and energy are to be satisfied. CV
techniques typically utilize the quantities mass, momentum, and total energy,
all per unit volume, as the primary variables. (When the computational grid is
allowed to move during the calculation, the volume of each cell can change, so
the primary variables become the total amount of the foregoing quantities in each
cell.) Hence the CV computation is physically based, in both its formulation and
its result, making CV methods the most widely-used class of solution techniques
in the field of computational fluid dynamics.

The method described here is distinguished from other CV methods for in-
compressible flow by its use of the same control volume for mass and linear mo-
mentum, rather than mass and momentum control volumes that are staggered in
space. Specification of coincident control volumes for mass and momentum ob-
viates some rather restrictive difficulties associated with staggered-mesh schemes,
and provides the advantages of single control volume methods that are commonly
used for compressible flow problems.

The type of mesh staggering that is now widely used for incompressible flow
calculations was invented by Harlow and Welch (1965), and was first introduced
in their Marker-and-Cell (MAC) method. The effective mesh staggering employed
in the MAC method is to center momentum control volumes on the faces of mass
control volumes. This gives rise to what appear as a cell-centered pressure and a
cell-face normal velocity. This spatial location of the variables produces the cou-
pling between the mass and momentum equations that is essential to the stability
of the calculation.

In its original form, the MAC method is restricted to use on a computational
mesh of rectangles. Recently, the MAC approach has been generalized to a so-
called "finite-volume" method, whereby the conservation equations are solved in
their integral form (Kashiwa 1986a). This enables the use of a nonorthogonal
computational grid that is composed of arbitrary polygons.

There are some difficulties with the MAC staggered mesh scheme, either in
the original or in the generalized form. First, the MAC method, in the original
formulation, is restricted to use on a rectangular grid. This makes simulation in
geometries with curved boundaries cumbersome, since a coordinate transforma-
tion from a curved physical space to a rectangular computational space is usually
required. When the boundary shape evolves with the solution, this transformation
becomes excessively complicated. The generalized (finite-volume) MAC technique
(Kashiwa 1986a) does not require the coordinate transformation but the complex-
ity of the general staggered grid is excessive, which offers a severe limitation to its
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use.
A second difficulty, which can be more restrictive than the first, involves the

noncoincidence in spatial location of mass and momentum in the MAC formu-
lation. For problems in which the density is a constant in space, this spatial
staggering poses no difficulty. However, for problems in which the mass per unit
total volume can vary, as in the case of incompressible multimaterial flow, the spa-
tial staggering can become prohibitive. This is because the fluid velocity, defined
as the ratio of momentum per unit total volume to mass per unit total volume, is a
quantity to be derived from the primary variables. The calculation of the velocity
is therefore inconsistent if the mass and momentum are conserved in different con-
trol volumes. An inconsistent velocity calculation leads to spurious results from
the advective part of the calculation, particularly in multimaterial simulations.
Whereas multimaterial simulations have been performed using a staggered mesh
(Amsden and Harlow 1978), special care must be used in regions where the volume
fraction of one material tends toward zero, in order to avcid the adverse effects of
the spurious velocity calculation.

Another staggering scheme is one that has been used for compressible flow
computations. This is the method introduced very early on by Von Neumann and
Richtmyer (1950) in one-dimensional coordinates, and used in multiple dimensions
by Hirt et al. (1974) in the Arbitrary-Langrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method. In
the ALE finite-volume method, momentum control volumes are centered at the
vertices of mass control volumes so the pressure appears cell-centered and the ve-
locity appears vertex-centered. In addition to the problem of deriving a consistent
velocity, the ALE mesh staggering suffers from an added difficulty. With the ve-
locity at mass control volume vertices, certain spatially alternating disturbances
in the velocity field do not result in a change in volume of the mass control vol-
ume, in multiple space dimensions. The result is the growth in these alternating
disturbances and eventually the appearance of spurious patterns in the pressure
field.

The various difficulties with CV computing methods using staggered control
volumes are avoided when a coincident control volume is used for mass and mo-
mentum. The CV method of MacCormack (1969) for compressible flows is one
of the best-known, and most successful, nonstaggered CV methods. More ie-
cently, the Godunov method has emerged as a successful single CV method for
multidimensional calculation of compressible flows (Woodward and Collela 1984).
For fully incompressible flows, a successful single CV method has not yet been
described.

The next three sections contain a description of a single control volume
method for incompressible flow computation. The method makes use of the con-
trol volume ideas embodied in the explicit predictor-corrector scheme of MacCor-
mack (1969) for compressible flow calculations.
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2. BASIC PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHOD

The essence of the method can be grasped by consideration of the one-
dimensional conservation laws for a single, nonviscous, incompressible fluid with-
out gravity. The differential form of these equations is

du du2 1 dp . .
at ox p ox

Here u and p are the velocity and pressure respectively, which are the unknown
functions of position x and time t, anrl p is the constant fluid density. The concern
here is with how Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) are approximated at logical location j along
the domain 0 < x < 1, subdivided into N intervals Ax = 1/iV in length, such that
the physical position is XJ = (j — | )Az , for j = 1,2,..., N. Initial and boundary
conditions will be discussed in a later section. The numerical procedure for finding
u " + 1 and p " + 1 , the new time level unknowns, given knowledge of u™ and p", the
unknowns at time nAt, is a two-step procedure. The predictor step at cell j is
defined by

/ n+l _ ,,n+l\ (r Q \
j + 1 j~l} l J

„ At A, „, At

and the corrector step defined by

In these, the superscript n + l denotes the predictor (provisional or auxiliary)
quantities, and A is an advection operator. (Because the advective part of the
calculation does not represent the essential newness of the method, precise def-
inition of A will be momentarily postponed.) The main thing to observe about
(5.9)-(5.12) is the type of differencing used. The mass equation in both predictor
and corrector steps is approximated with central differences. This means that the
finite-difference approximation to the mass equation is second-order accurate in
space. The pressure gradient term in the predictor step is approximated with a for-
ward difference. In the corrector step a backward difference is used in the pressure
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gradient term. This choice of spatial differencing in the pressure gradient term was
introduced by MacCormack (1969) for compressible flow calculations. The effect
of the two-step procedure is to make the net pressure acceleration second-order
accurate in space. In Sec. 3 it will be seen that the procedure is also formally
second-order accurate in time. ("Second-order" is used here in the popular sense
that such accuracy is obtained on a uniform grid.) For the case of incompressible
flows, the use of one-sided differences in the pressure gradient terms, in each of
the predictor and corrector steps, assures the required coupling between the mass
and momentum equations.

A second crucial feature of the approximation in Eqs. (5.9)-(5.12) is that
each of the predictor and corrector steps are implicit in the independent variables.
This implicitness is the key to enabling numerical solution of elliptic equation
systems, for which the speed of signal propagation is effectively infinite (Harlow
and Welch 1965). Solution of the implicit equation systems is facilitated by the fact
that the Poisson equation for the pressure is linear in the pressure. The finite-
difference approximation to (5.6) for the predictor step is obtained by placing
Eq. (5.10) into Eq. (5.9). The result is

J + l / V ? — 1 / J ' {O.1O)

which states that the predictor pressure satisifies a first-order (asymmetric) ap-
proximation to Eq. (5.6). Similarly the corrector pressure satisifes

Clearly the predictor and corrector pressures can be quite different under
time-unsteady flow conditions or in regions where the pressure gradient is non-
linear. This is because the right side of (5.13) involvss n-time velocities and the
right side of (5.14) n + 1-time velocities, and because of the asymmetry of the left
sides. The pressure that effectively produces the acceleration can be observed by
combining Eqs. (5.10) and (5.12). With some rearrangement the result is

where

is the effective pressure. The half-index on the effective pressure p* is used here to
emphasize the idea that p* is a quantity located at the edges of the computational
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cell. Thus a cell-edge pressure emerges as a natural consequence of the predictor-
corrector formulation.

The advection operator that has proved very useful for the foregoing method
is a modified form of the scheme introduced by van Leer (1977). This is

A{UJ) = [uy+i/2 uy+i/2 - %-i /2 tty-1/2] . (5.17a)

in which

uy+i/2 = 2 (tti + uJ+i) ' (5.17b)

and

(5.17c)

where

C J — ' - > • <5-17d»
In this the time level is n for the predictor step and n + 1 for the corrector step.
This advection operator can be interpreted as follows. The velocity with which
the material flux is formed is given by (5.17b). The quantity to be transported,
in this case the horizontal momentum per unit mass, is given by (5.17c). The
expression in (5.17c) defines the transported quantity at a cell face as the first two
terms in a Taylor series expansion in space about the upstream cell center. The
derivative in the Taylor series, Eq. (5.17d), is a second-order numerical estimate
of the gradient in the quantity, also located at the upstream cell center. Notice
that (5.17b) can be used to rewrite Eqs. (5.19) and (5.11)

so the same fluxing velocity appears in both the mass equation and the advection
operator (with the exception of the time level). This demonstrates a consistency
in the treatment of the mass and momentum equations because the mass equation
is essentially the advection operator, operating with the time advanced velocity,
where the transported quantity is unity.

The description of the bask predictor-corrector method is now complete, with
the exception of describing the way in which initial and boundary conditions are
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to be specified. These specifications are exceptionally simple for this method,
and will be defined in Sec. 4 where the multidimensional implementation of the
method is discussed. Before that however, some comments regarding accuracy
and stability of the basic method must be made.

3. ACCURACY AND STABILITY

Understanding the degree to which the finite-difference equations (5.12)-
(5.15) are an accurate approximation to the differential equations (5.10) and (5.11)
is an essential facet of numerical analysis. Another crucial part of this analysis is
understanding the condition on the time increment At that must be satisfied in
order to ensure stable time integration of the equations. This section provides an
insight into these two important parts of the numerical solution process.

A convenient way to gain an appreciation for the accuracy and stability prop-
erties of the foregoing method is to consider a linearized form of the compressible
flow equations called the acoustic equations. In one space dimension the acoustic
equations are (Vincenti and Kruger 1965)

dp du ,
-£+Pojr = O 5 ' 2 0 )
at ox

p = a?{p - p0) (5.22)

where the density p, velocity u and pressure p are functions of position x and time t.
Here a2 is a constant coefficient related to the square of the signal propagation
speed, and po is a constant reference density. The state relation (5.22) can be used
in (5.20) to obtain an alternate form of the mass equation

In the limit a2 -+ oo Eq. (5.23) reduces to Eq. (5.7). Note that Eq. (5.21) is
a linearized form of Eq. (5.8), with p = po. Thus for a2 —• oo, the acoustic
equations become the linearized incompressible flow equations in one dimension.
Because (5.20)-(5.22) approach the incompressible flow equations smoothly with
increasing a2, one can expect that the accuracy and stability properties of the
method, applied to the acoustic equations, will be relevant to the incompressible
flow equations.

In the paragraphs that follow, Eqs. (5.20)-(5.22) are approximated by a suc-
cession of related predictor-corrector differencing formulas. This is done in order
to provide an understanding of the basis for the scheme given by Eqs. (5.9)-(5.12).
The analysis of the finite-difference formulas that is used here is based on the use
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of Taylor series expansions, and is known as truncation error analysis (Hirt, 1968).
This simplified sort of analysis facilitates the display of both accuracy and stability
properties of finite-difference expressions.

The first differencing scheme to be analyzed is the standard, explicit Mac-
Cormack (1969) method. This is shown in order to demonstrate the common
fundamental properties of the scheme given in the previous section. The next
step is to demonstrate the most obvious implicit generalization of MacCormack's
method. This is shown to be defective in a way that is cured by use of the scheme
given by Eqs. (5.9)-(5.12).

To begin, consider the well-known explicit MacCormack (1969) method ap-
plied to Eqs. (5.23) and (5.21). The predictor step is

'•i7~u7_1), (5.24)

and the corrector step is

Pj — Pj 2

-1 A*

(? 7 + 7ti ?+1) (5-27)
The important thing to note about the foregoing expressions is the use of backward
differences in both the n-time velocity and pressure in the predictor step. The
corrector step uses forward differences in the n + 1-time quantities. The effect of
this procedure can be seen by combining, for example, Eqs. (5.26) and (5.24).
The result can be written

( 5 - 2 6 a )

The accuracy of this expression is determined by expanding the variables spatially
about point j , and temporally about time nAt. The result of such an expansion
is

dp Atd2p , du aAtdp . . . 2 A 2 . . na.+ + " = l + '"i'i'1 (5-28)
where the symbol 0 is used the standard fashion to represent "terms of order . . . " .
Now observe that by differentiating Eq. (5,23) with respect to t and subtracting
Eq. (5.21), differentiated with respect to x, gives
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dt* " a dx* ' [

so that in Eq. (5.28), the first term on the right exactly cancels the second term on
the left, leaving the original differential equation plus only second-order truncation
errors.

This result can be summarized as follows. The effect of the predictor-corrector
formulation is to introduce a diffusive term on the right of Eq. (5.28) with the
positive coefficient ^a2At. The forward-time difference term on the left of (5.28)
brings in a term that, without compensation, would tend to introduce a destabi-
lizing influence in the form of negative diffusion. The diffusive term on the right
exactly cancels the destabilizing term, in a formally second-order fashion, giving
the scheme the appearance of the so-called Lax-Wendroff (1964) method.

The condition on the time increment that must be satisfied in order to obtain
a stable time integration using (5.24)-(5.27) is well known (MacCormack 1969).
This condition, called the Courant-Freidricks-Lewy (CFL) condition, is

1 . (MO)

which clearly forms an obstruction to using the explicit scheme when a2 —• oo.
This is the reason for development of implicit schemes, which are not restricted
by the CFL condition.

As an intermediate step toward the implicit equations presented in the pre-
vious section, consider the implicit predictor step defined by

(5.31)

and the corrector step

tt*+1 = u*" W £ $ * ~p^+Pltl"p?+1) • (5-34)

Notice that the predictor step uses a forward difference in the velocity and a
backward difference in the pressure, both at n + 1-time. This has been referred to
as using "opposite" differences (Kashiwa 1986b). The corrector step uses opposite
differences in the n -f- 1-time unknowns. There are two reasons for using opposite
differences here. One reason is that a more accurate expression is obtained in
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doing so. The second and more important reason is that such a prescription is
the only way that the boundary conditions can be satisfied in the incompressible
limit.

The accuracy and stability properties of (5.3l)-(5.34) can be observed by
placing Eqs. (5.32) and (5.34) into (5.33). This produces

ArP j

2

P]' 2 A z ^ J + 1
a2 Air

~ 2Ax 2 L(Py+i

1

o n + 1 , n+l\
Pj P;- lJ

+1 - zVj +Pj-i

y JJ

(5.35)

It can be seen by inspection of (5.35) that the destabilizing term from the forward-
time difference on the left is over-compensated by the diffusion term on the right.
The diffusion term on the right is essentially a factor of two too large. Besides
the asymmetry of the right side (note the last part of the diffusion term) which
makes the scheme first-order accurate in space, the overcompensation has a more
serious defect. A truncation error proportional to At/Ax2 is present, producing
a so-called "inconsistent" approximation (Roache 1972), which should always be
avoided.

A second-order, consistent approximation can be obtained by replacing the
ono-sided differences in Eqs. (5.31) and (5.33) with centered-difference expressions.
This yields the basic implicit predictor-corrector scheme outlined in Sec. 2. For
Eqs. (5.23) and (5.21) this produces the predictor step

(5.36)

_ it _ 1

and the corrector step

j O 2

1 At

Combining Eqs. (5.37) and (5.39) into Eqs. (5.38) produces
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which is to be examined for accuracy and stability. The second-order accuracy
property of (5.40) can only be shown for a limited case. That is the case of time-
steady flow, with at most a linear spatial variation in pressure. Then p ^ + 1 =
p * + 1 , and the right side of (5.40) can be demonstrated to be a spatially second-
order accurate expression for ^a2AiV2p in the time-advanced pressure. The time-
advanced nature of the diffusion term endows the expression with unconditional
stability so that the CFL condition is removed.

Under the general circumstances of time-unsteady flow with pressure gradi-
ents that are nonlinear, the accuracy and stability of (5.36)-(5.39) are difficult
to prove analytically. Therefore the proof is approached experimentally by per-
forming numerical calculations. In Sec. 6 of this chapter, a variety of calculations
designed to demonstrate the performance of the numerical solution technique, are
shown. So far, the experimental result is that the implicit predictor-corrector
method defined by Eqs. (5.9)-(5.12) is stable and accurate for all types of incom-
pressible flows.

4. FINITE-VOLUME GENERALIZATION

Up to now, the discussion of the numerical solution technique has focused
on the simplest form of the differential equations in one space dimension. Now
that an impression of the numerical method has been established, the discussion
can turn to a description of the scheme in multiple space dimensions. Before
discussing the full set of multimaterial mean flow equations, however, the multidi-
mensional solution of the laminar, viscous single-fluid conservation equations will
be considered. This is done as an incremental step toward numerical solution of
the average equations developed in Chapter IV. Hence this section displays the
generalized form of the differencing scheme given in Sec. 2, and discusses details
of initial and boundary condition specifications. A variety of other more subtle
facets of the solution procedure also discussed here.

A convenient way to obtain numerical solutions to the conservation equa-
tions in multiple dimensions is to discretize the integral form of the equations.
Numerical procedures for solving the integral form of the conservation laws have
been called "finite-volume" methods. The finite-difference equations presented in
Sees. 2 and 3 of this chapter can be derived from the more general finite-volume
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equations for the special case of a uniform rectangular computational mesh. The
main advantage of the finite-volume discretization of the integral form of the equa-
tions is that a computational mesh composed of arbitrarily shaped cells can be
used. This facilitates the realistic representation of curved boundaries and irreg-
ular shaped computational domains, which could otherwise become quite difficult
with a scheme limited to a rectangular mesh.

The mass and momentum conservation laws for an incompressible, viscous
fluid can be written for a volume V bounded by a surface S with outward normal n

— / u • hda = 0 (5.41)
* Js

and

d f f f (p \
— / \xdv + I u u • nda = — I <f>) xida
dt Jv Js Js \p )

- /
P Js

77 • Ma (5.42)

where <j> is the gravitational potential and the viscous stress tensor r , for a New-
tonian fluid, is

f [ ] (5.42b)

where fj, is fluid viscosity. Notice that the gravitational acceleration has been ex-
pressed as the gradient of a potential, which is correspondingly converted to a
surface integral and combined with the pressure acceleration term. If the accel-
eration due to gravity is considered to be a constant, the appropriate potential
is

<f> = g - r (5.43)

where g is the constant acceleration and r is the position vector relative to an
arbitrary but fixed point of reference. The reasons for expressing the gravitational
term in this way will be discussed shortly.

The multidimensional discretization of Eqs. (5.4l)-(5.42) that corresponds to
Eqs. (5.9)-(5.12) is as follows. The predictor step for each cell in the mesh is
defined

(5-44)
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12 77"-"(u J TT / I ~P« f ~ <Pa,f I » Q H 77 / ^ n. ' "^a 5 (5.451
a * ' a

where the summations are over the sides of the computational cell with volume V,
with outward-directed surface vector Sa (n times the cell-side area), and A is
again the advection operator. The subscripts (a, 6) and (a, / ) refer respectively
to the cell-centered quantities on the b ~.kward and forward sides of cell face a in
logical space. The viscous stress is a cell-side quantity given by

(5.46)

where fVi i"^ is a cell-side numerical estimate of the gradient in the velocity at
cell face a. Appendix A discribes a convenient way to obtain accurate numerical
estimates of gradients. The gravitational potential is given directly by Eq. (5.44),
where the position vector involved is that of the cell-center.

The corrector step at each cell of the mesh is defined

) , (5.47)

At

in which r a is given by Eq. (5.46) with the n -!- 1-time velocity replacing the
n-time velocity.

To clarify the meaning of "backward" and "forward" in logical space, consider
the typical cell drawn in two-dimensional logical coordinates shown in Fig. 7.
Figure V shows a typical cell in a logically square mesh, which is a widely used
arrangement because of the corresponding convenience provided by the array data
storage system used in modern computers. In three space dimensions the foregoing
computational cell becomes a cube. In Fig. la, cell-center 6 is on the logical
forward side of cell-side 1. Cell-center c is on the logical backward side of cell-
side 1, which is also the logical backward side of cell side 2, and so on. Notice that
Eq. (5.45) for the predictor step uses the forward-side pressure and gravitational
potential. Equation (5.48) for the corrector step uses the corresponding data
from the backward-side in logical space. This procedure gives rise to the forward-
backward finite-difference formulation described in Sec. 2.
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Figure 7. A typical computational cell in two-dimensional logical space.

Figure 7 provides a picture of the logical locations from which the pressure
data is used in each of the predictor and corrector steps. In practice, the user
should alternate between forward-backward and backward-forward differencing in
the predictor-corrector scheme, in order to prevent a possible bias in the solution.
(In two-dimensions there are four possible forward-backward differencing combina-
tions among the coordinate directions. In three dimensions there are eight possible
combinations. The user of schemes of this type should take care to rotate among
all possible combinations in successive time-steps.)

Equations (5.44) and (5.45) represent a linear implicit system of equations
for u n + 1 and p n + 1 in each cell of the mesh. As shown in Sec. 2, these two
equations can be combined to form a Poisson equation for p n + 1 . The solution
can be obtained by a variety of techniques from linear algebra. In this study, the
simple relaxation procedure described in Appendix B has b jen employed. Once
the provisional quantities nn+1 and pn+1 are known, then Eqs. (5.47) and (5.48)
define a second linear system in u n + 1 and pn+1. Thus the predictor-corrector
procedure requires solving a meshwide, linear algebraic system of equations twice
during each time increment.

The generalized form of the advection operator is

(5.49a)

in which the fluxing rate is

V* = - (U a , 6 + VLa,f) (5.49b)

and the momentum per unit mass fluxed at cell-side a is
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f u a > 6 + ( x a - r a , & ) • ( ( V u ) ) a b , v a > 0
u« = < . . '

L . f , va<0
(5.49c)

where the velocity time level is n for the predictor step and n + 1 for the corrector
step, and x is the average position of cell-face a. The quantity va can be thought
of as the volume per unit time swept out by fluid passing cell-face a. This same
quantity is summed over the faces of the cell in Eqs. (5.44) and (5.47), at the
advanced-time level, in calculation of the divergence in the velocity. Thus the
rate at which mass and momentum are "fluxed" at the control volume surface
(cell-edges) is identical (except for the time level). In (5.49c) the tensor ((Vu)) is
a numerical estimate of the cell-centered gradient in the velocity. Calculation of
((Vu)) is detailed in Appendix A.

Description of the finite-volume generalization of the basic predictor-corrector
scheme is now only partly complete. There are four remaining subjects yet to
be discussed. These are initial conditions, boundary conditions, the reasons for
expressing the gravitational acceleration as the gradient in a potential, and spec-
ification of a stable time-step At.

Initialization of the independent variables is particularly simple in the fore-
going numerical technique. This is because the initial velocity and pressure are
completely arbitrary. That is to say, if an initial velocity and pressure are known,
the values can be used to initialize the fields. If not, then any velocity and pressure
can be inserted, and the calculation will produce an appropriate initial condition in
the first time-step. To see this consider, for example, a horizontal flow in a uniform
pipe with steady inflow at the left. Suppose the velocity and pressure are both
specified initially to be zero. Equation (5.41) requires a solenoidal (divergence free
or incompressible) velocity field, so in the first time increment the stationary fluid
is accelerated impulsively to a solenoidal field resembling a potential flow. This
flow will be uniform and equal to the specified velocity at the left. The pressure
field in the first time-step corresponds to the pressure needed to accelerate the
initially stationary fluid to the potential flow field. In successive time-steps, the
velocity profile in the pipe develops toward the steady-flow solution, in a manner
that duplicates the true dynamical behavior of such an impulsively started flow.

Boundary conditions on the velocity and pressure are also particularly simple
in the present method. These can be summarized by a set of very simple "rules".
The rule on the pressure is the following.

When the normal component of velocity at a boundary is specified, the
pressure at the boundary is equal to the pressure at the adjacent cell cen-
ter. When the velocity gradient normal to the boundary is specified, the
pressure must be given a fixed value.
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The first part of the boundary pressure rule corresponds to a zero pressure gra-
dient approximation at boundaries. This is consistent with the boundary-layer
approximation on the pressure gradient, and is found to give quite accurate re-
sults (Kashiwa 1986b). The rule on velocity specification at boundaries is also
simple. This is

Each of both the normal and tangential components of velocity can either
have specified values or have a specified gradient. The usual specified gra-
dient is zero, which means that the appropriate component of the adjacent
cell-centered velocity is placed at the boundary.

This boundary condition rule contains within it a variety of boundary types. For
example, if the normal component of velocity is set to zero, and the gradient in
the tangential component is zero, then the boundary becomes a so-called free-
slip wall (or equivalently a plane of symmetry, if the wall is flat). If instead the
tangential component is set to zero the boundary becomes a no-slip stationary
wall. Obviously the tangential component can be given a fixed value, making the
boundary a no-slip moving wall.

There are two Important types of "permeable" boundaries that o . when a
nonzero normal component of velocity is specified. The first is an inflow boundary,
which arises when the normal component is given a value causing flow into the
computational domain. (An inflow boundary can either be free-slip or no-slip.)
The second type of permeable boundary occurs when the flow is predominantly
outward from the computational domain. This outflow boundary can be a bit
tricky and deserves a few special comments.

An outflow boundary is one for which the normal component is defined to be
always outward from the computational domain. This means that if a flow field
arises near the boundary causing the tendency to produce inflow at the outflow
boundary, the inflow is cut off. (Consider a strong whirlpool approaching the exit
of a channel.) Hence the interior flow can be affected by the outflow boundary in a
nonphysical way. This is a basic and well-known difficulty with incompressible flow
computation (Hirt et al. 1975). The way in which the difficulty can be avoided is
to configure the computational mesh in such a way that a physically true outflow
always occurs. This can usually be done by placing the outflow boundary far
away from obstacles in the flow that may cause flow separation and subsequent
development of large-scale fluid structures in the flow. Another way to limit the
influence of an outflow boundary is to use instead zero normal velocity gradient
specification, and fixed boundary pressures at the inflow and outflow boundaries.

The last comment in regard to the outflow boundary concerns the rate of con-
vergence of the solution for the pressure. This convergence rate can be improved
substantially if the total outflow is continually normalized to equal the total in-
flow, throughout the process of solving the linear equation system. This assures
that the net outflow always equals the net inflow so that the divergence condition
on the velocity is satisfied globally at all times. For the relaxation procedure de-
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scribed in Appendix B, the foregoing practice can have a significant effect on the
rate of convergence.

The rule for specification of the pressure at boundaries reveals the reason for
using the gravitational potential in the gravity term. In a stationary hydrostatic
pressure field, the pressure gradient exactly balances the acceleration due to grav-
ity. If a velocity change like gAt is used, then the predictor-corrector scheme
computes the appropriate pressure field, everywhere except at boundaries. Notice,
for example, that at a left-hand zero gradient boundary, no pressure acceleration
occurs when a backward pressure difference is used. The acceleration only occurs
at the left end of the problem when a forward pressure difference is used, owing to
the zero pressure gradient specification at the boundary. The cell-centered gravi-
tational potential provides a simple and handy way to perform the gravitational
acceleration in a fashion that is consistent with the pressure acceleration. The fol-
lowing rule on the gravitational potential at boundaries assures this consistency.

When a zero pressure gradient is specified at a boundary, so must a zero
gradient in the gravitational potential be applied. When a specified pres-
sure condition is used, then the gravitational potential corresponding to
the physical location of the boundary should be specified.

The foregoing completes the present discussion, with the exception of the
time-step calculation. For this there are three conditions that must be satisfied in
order to ensure a stable time integration. In one-dimensional form these are the
explicit advection time-step condition

U l , (5,0)

the explicit viscous diffusion condition

and the explicit gravitational acceleration condition

(5.52)

where u — p/p. The condition (5.50) arises because of the explicit advection op-
erator. It states, in effect, that the net flux of material from a cell, in a single
time-step, must be less than the total amount of material available in the cell. Con-
dition (5.51) essentially states that the change in momentum by viscous diffusion,
in a time At, must be less than the total momentum in the cell. Similarly, (5.52)
requires that the gravitational acceleration must not cause the cell to become de-
void of material, in a time At. This interpretation of the conditions (5.50)-(5.52)
leads to the combined condition used in the finite-volume generalization
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( 5 - 5 3 )

where va is the fluxing rate given by Eq. (5.49b), and factor of \ is incorpo-
rated so that the expression reduces to a combination of (5.50)-(5.52) in the one-
dimensional case. (Note that the length scale for the parts of (5.53) corresponding
to (5.51) and (5.52) is the ratio of volume to total surface area for the cell.)

The discussion of the finite-volume form of the predictor-corrector solution
method is now complete. The next step is to describe the use of the scheme for
multimaterial problems, which is the subject of the next section.

5. MULTIMATERIAL IMPLEMENTATION

The purpose of this section to define in detail the way in which the full set
of multimaterial mean flow equations are solved numerically in the applications
presented in the next chapter. First the integral form of the equations is given.
Then a brief description of the solution procedure is provided in words, followed
by a complete listing of the discretized finite-volume equations.

For a volume V, fixed in space, the mass conservation equation for material
k = 1,2 is

dt x- / . v j x- / x- / • nrfo = 0, (5.54)

and the momentum conservation equation is

/ s I ($
+ 1 f uW(0W)D Ada

V Js

in which a typic.; element of the mean deformation rate tensor D is

(5.56)

and a typical element of the Reynolds stress tensor R is
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where the main diagonal part is assumed to be part of the mean pressure. Here
the turbulent viscosity u\ ' is

„(*> _ c

The force per unit volume F^*) for / = 2,1 is given by

«)2 ( f c ) ] (5.59)

in which the momentum exchange function is

with inverse viscous Reynolds number

and inverse turbulent Reynolds number

D _ - l _ i-«J _ . ( 5 6 2 )

In Eq. (5.58) the mean turbulence energy per unit mass (fc(*)) satisfies

jt
{kik)) + vjs

 {kik)) (u(fe)) •Ada = v j8 €" v < f c ( f c ) ) " f i r f a

(5.63)
and the mean turbulence energy decay rate per unit mass ( e ^ ) satisfies

= 1 / ^ V ( e ( f c ) ) -nda (5.64)
V Js at

{ t ) + [ ( e ) < u > nda /
at V Js V Js at

}isW (^r f V(u<*>> -nrfa)
\ ' i s /
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where P^ is the mean flow production rate

PW = JR(*) A („(*)), (5.65)

the composite kinematic viscosity \i>\ is

W , (5.66)

and the mean square velocity fluctuation is

_(*)2_
q ~ 3

The final equation, apart from defining a variety of derived quantities, is

For completeness the derived quantities are the mean velocity

and the composite velocity

(u) = (B^u) + (6^n) . (5.70)

The numerical solution of Eqs. (5.54)-(5.70) is characterized es follows. The
mean mass and momentum conservation equations, which are the items of primary
concern, are discretized according to a procedure corresponding to the one outlined
in the previous section. The main extension required for the multimaterial case
is the condition (5.68), which with (5.54) and (5.55) permits expression of the
pressure as a function of the velocity. Thus the same basic solution method for
the predictor and corrector implicit equation systems is used. The second term on
the right side of (5.55) is the viscous stress term due to molecular viscosity. It is
the same as the corresponding term in the single-fluid case, with the exception of a
factor (#(*)) inside the surface integral. Recall that the viscous stress is a cell-side
quantity, and the voiume fraction is cell-centered. This discrepancy in position is
nicely handled within the predictor-corrector formulation by a forward-backward
treatment of the volume fraction in this term. In the solution method used here,
the viscous stress term is discretized in an explicit fashion, as it was in the single-
fluid case already discussed. The third term on the right of (5.55) is the Reynolds
stress term, which is also discretized explicitly. Notice that the turbulent viscosity,
defined by (5.58), is a fundamentally cell-centered quantity, so that a forward-
backward treatment is required for accurate simulation of its effects. The last
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term in (5.55) is the exchange force, part of which is discretized implicitly, and
part of which is handled explicitly. The nonhomogeneous parts of (5.59) are both
calculated explicitly. The homogeneous part of the force is computed implicitly.
This mixture of time-differencing provides an essential stability property to the
calculation. That is, if the magnitude of Kij is large, a small relative mean velocity
causes a very large acceleration. By placing the main part of the exchange force
at the time-advanced level, time-step limitation due to momentum exchange is
avoided.

For simplicity and ease of implementation Eqs. (5.63) and (5.64) for {k^)
and ( e ^ ) are discretized explicitly. This means that special care must be exercised
in selection of the time increment to ensure stability of the integration for these
two equations. (In some cases the turbulence production and decay rates may
become large, making this explicit treatment impractical. In this event the user
could profit from expressing (5.63) and (6.64) as a point-wise implicit system of
equations, whereby some selected parts of the right sides are placed at the time-
advanced level.)

Now the discretized form of (5.54)-(5.70) can be displayed. For the predictor
step in a typical cell of the mesh, the mass equation is

(5.71)
Y

the condition (5.68) is

\UK ') -f- {0^ ) = 1 , (O.7Z)

the momentum equation is

n + l

V
a

the enery equation is
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At At
(5.74)

and the equation for the dissipation rate is

(5.75)

where >l is the advection operator and Bp is the predictor diffusion operator.
Also the net production terms in (5.74) and (5.75) are written in the form [ ]",
which means that everything inside the brackets is at time level n. The advection
operator is defined

where the fluxing rate is

and the fluxed quantity is

1

(5.76a)

(5.76b)

b , va>0

,/ , va < 0

(5.76c)

where Q is any of the advected quantities, and ((VQ)) is a cell-centered numerical
estimate of the gradient in Q. Notice that A operates on the time-advanced volume
fraction in Eq. (5.71), with the time-advanced velocity (that is, time-advanced in
the predictor sense). In Eqs. (5.73)-(5.75) A operates on n-time quantities with
the n-time fluxing rate.

The operator Bp is defined
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«-Sc ( (5.77)

where |[VQn]ja is a cell-side numerical estimate of VQ at cell face a, and time
level n. Calculation of both ((VQ)) and [VQ] is described in Appendix A. Notice
that the predictor diffusion operator involves only n-time quantities.

In the corrector step, for a typical cell, the mass equations are

A ( { O ) ) (5.78)

and

the momentum equation is

1 ( J k ) n + 1 l ,

the mean turbulence kinetic energy equation is

Wf") (5.81)

I n+1

At

and the equation for the mean dissipation rate is

(5.82)



I l l

n + 1
/ \ **

Ai

where the corrector diffusion operator Bc is

p ^ L • Sa (5.83)

and | ]" means evaluation at the predictor time level.
Equations (5.7l)-(5.83) constitute the discretized form of (5.54)-(5.70). Sup-

plemented with initial conditions and boundary conditions on the independent
variables (ffW), (0^u), <p), <*(*>), and <£<*>), (5.71)-(5.83) provide a practi-
cal means tor the study of complicated mulimaterial flows. The specification of
boundary and initial values on (u^) and (p) is done following the rules on pres-
sure and velocity given in the previous section. Since (jWu) = {0^){u^}, the
only additional rules needed are for (0^) , {k^k), and (e^) in order to complete
the specification of boundary conditions and initialization.

The initial values of (k^) and (e^) throughout the computational domain
are arbitrary, for problems in which a steady flow solution is required. In this case
the final distribution is determined by the boundary values and by the physical
competition between the processes of turbulence energy production, decay and
diffusion. For time-unsteady problems the initial values of (k^) and (e^) are
not necessarily arbitrary and must be established from prior knowledge of the
initial flow conditions. Time-unsteady flows can be initialized from a steady-flow
configuration, in a manner designed to simulate an actual laboratory experiment.
For example, if the unsteady flow past an obstacle in a pipe is of interest, a
sufficient length of pipe, upstream of the obstacle, should be provided to enable
the development of a fixed distribution in velocity across the pipe before the flow
encounters the obstacle.

The initialization of {9^k') is restricted only by the conditions*

* An exception to (5.84) occurs when a close-packing limit on one of the mate-
rials is enforced. In this case, the upper limit on {0} for that material is dictated
to be a number less than unity, which corresponds to the volume fraction of close-
packed solids. In this case a second pressure must be introduced into the equations,
which is beyond the scope of this study.
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0 < 0<*) < 1 (5.84)

and

1 . (5.85)

Boundary conditions of {#(*)) can be expressed by the following simple rule.
At an inflow boundary, (0^k') may have any specified value subject to
conditions (5.84) and (5.85). At any othe boundary (6^k') satisfies the
zero-gradient condition.

The zero-gradient condition means that {0^k>) at the boundary is equal to
at the adjacent cell-center. The boundary condition rule for (k^) is

At an inflow boundary (k^) is specified. At a free-slip wall,
satisifes the zero gradient condition. At a no-slip wall {k^) = 0.

The rule for ( e ^ ) is the same as for (kW). Note that by definition v[k) = 0 at
a no-slip wall.

This completes the detailed description of the numerical method used to solve
the mean flow equations. The next section contains a description of the computer
code used to carry out the solution for a variety of appJ' ations that are presented
in Chapter VI.

6. FORTRAN COMPUTER CODE

A FORTRAN computer program for conducting the numerical solution to the
mean flow multimaterial equations, in two space dimensions, was prepared during
this study. The main purpose of this section is to provide a brief description
of the general properties of the code. Computer programs for multidimensional
hydrodynamic studies are necessarily rather complex. In the present case, the
complexity is compounded by both the multimaterial and the turbulence effects.
Therefore before proceeding to utilize the computer program in circumstances for
which the physical result may be unknown, it is important to gain some confidence
that the code produces accurate results in problems for which solutions are known.
The second purpose of this section is to demonstrate that the code carries out the
numerical solution faithfully. This is done by reporting results in circumstances
for which a solution is known, either experimentally or analytically.

A complete listing of the FORTRAN code developed for this study is pro-
vided in Appendix 4. The code is intended for use with the Cray FORTRAN
compiler (Cray Research 1976), and as such makes use of a variety of techniques
for optimized vector processing. The program is designed to be compact, readable
and easily extended to handle more general sets of discrete multimaterial equation
systems. The compactness is obtained mainly by the widespread use of multiply-
dimensioned arrays so that, for example, separate variables do not have to be
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defined for horizontal and vertical components of velocity. For tensor quantities,
this produces a significant savings in the number of FORTRAN variables in the
code. Readability is achieved in two ways. First, variable names are selected that
emulate the meaning of each of the variables, and second a "modular" construction
is used. "Modular" means that a separate subroutine is provided for calculation
of each term in the equations representing a separate physical effect. For example,
subroutine PRESAC uses the pressure PR to perform the pressure acceleration in
the momentum equation. The modularity also enhances the ability to extend the
code beyond its present capabilities.

The data storage scheme used in the code is the multiregion data structure
introduced by Baumgardner.* In two-dimensions, this scheme represents the log-
ical domain as a collection of rectangular "regions" that are connected together
through boundary conditions. (In three dimensions each region is a regular hex-
ahedron.) During the computation, the regions are processed in succession, each
computational time increment. The main advantage of this multiregion data struc-
ture is that of optimizing vectorization of the calculations performed in each cell
of the mesh. Because the boundaries of each side of any given region are of one
type, the multiregion data structure also expedites the setting of boundary con-
ditions, in addition to improving the compactness of the code. (At present the
implementation of the multiregion feature of the code listed in Appendix C is such
that computations are limited to a single region.)

The two-dimensional code is configured to allow use of either a plane coordi-
nate system or axisymmetric coordinates. In the latter case, the left side of the
computational domain is considered to be an axis of rotation. One-dimensional
problems are computed by simply specifying a single row or a single column of
computational cells.

The multimaterial aspect of the code is generalized to enable an arbitrary
number of materials. (A practical limitation exists, of course, that depends on the
amount of memory space available.) For the problems considered in this study,
the maximum number of materials used is two. Extension to larger numbers of
materials is a straightforward task within the current construction of the code.

The composition of the code can be understood by examination of the first
three subroutines that appear in the listing in Appendix C. The first routine is a
brief glossary that defines the essential FORTRAN variables used in the program.
The next routine is the main program whose function is simply to first call the
input and initialization routines, then transfer control step-by-step to the third
routine and finally to call the output routine. The third subroutine is where the
real business of carrying out the computation takes place. This subroutine consists
mainly of a two-pass DO loop in which calls are made to a variety of more generic
routines that perform various parts of the computation. For example subroutine

* Dr. John Baumgardner, Mail Stop B-216, Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Alamos, NM 87545. Unpublished work. 1986.
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ADVECT applies the advectioa operator to the first variable in its argument list.
Each of the remaining subroutines are listed in alphabetical order, and have a
short description of their function in a comment at the beginning of the routine.

The performance of this computer program, in terms of its ability to carry out
the predictor-corrector solution scheme, will now be demonstrated by displaying
the results from four calculations. These are time-unsteady Couette flow, steady
laminar two-dimensional channel flow, turbulent channel flow and development of
a two-dimensional Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The first three problems involve
single-fiuid flows and are selected as being typical test problems for which the
solutions are well known. The Rayleigh-Taylor problem is a two-fluid flow with
initially separated materials. By specifying a vanishingly small entity scale s, one
can simulate the case of infinite K so that interpenetration is prevented. Thus if
the two fluids are initially separated, they will remain separated forever. This set
of test problems is selected in order to test each of the various facets of the code,
with the exception of its ability to compute interpenetrating flow problems. Such
problems are the real target of the entire study and are the subject of Chapter VI.

The first test problem is chosen in order to demonstrate the ability of the so-
lution scheme to accurately calculate time-unsteady flow problems. This unsteady
flow problem involves the development of a velocity profile between parallel plates,
one of which is impulsively set into motion in its own plane. This is called flow
formation in Couette motion, for which the single-fluid conservation laws reduce
to a diffusion equation, whose solution by series expansion is well known (Schhcht-
ing 1955, 65). The numerical result for Re ~ 1, based on the velocity of the wall
and the wall spacing, is given by the solid lines in Fig. 8, where the series solution
is shown by the symbols.

In this one-dimensional calculation, 10 cells are uniformly spaced across the
channel. The hydrodynamic part of the computation required 0.975 central pro-
cessing unit (CPU) seconds, on a Cray X-MP-4 computer, running in an interactive
environment.

The second test calculation is the so-called hydrodynamic entry length problem,
for flow in a circular tube. In this steady, two-dimensional, laminar flow problem,
fluid enters a pipe with a uniform (slug) flow profile and develops toward the steady
parabolic profile as the distance away from the entrance increases. The length
required to reach 98% of the final centerline velocity is called the hydrodynamic
entry length (Kays 1966, 60). Figure 9 is a plot of typical velocity vectors for the
entry length problem at Re = 20. Figure 10 is a log-log plot of the error versus
the mesh spacing showing that the solution scheme behaves in a spatially second-
order accurate fashion. The computer time required for the case having 10 cells
across the radius of the pipe and 40 cells along its length was 5.602 interactive
CPU seconds.

The third test problem is the case of one-dimensional, steady turbulent flow in
a channel at Re = 12,300. This single-fluid circumstance is selected for comparison
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Figure 8. Flow formation in Couette motion. Solid line is the computed
result. The symbols indicate the series solution.

to the experimental data of Laufer (1951). The computation is performed with
a single column of 25 cells across the channel half-width, and specified-pressure
boundary conditions on the channel ends, in order to simulate an infinitely long
channel. The bottom wall is no-slip, and the top wall is free-slip, simulating a
plane of symmetry at the center of the channel. In this computation, a uniform
initial flow is allowed to develop in time to a steady configuration. Figure 11 is a
plot of the Reynolds stress R12 and the mean flow velocity versus channel height.

The agreement shown in Fig. 11 demonstrates two things. The main feature
of interest is that the (k^) and {e^) equations seem to be integrated properly
by the computer code. The other feature is that the k—e model for a single
turbulent shear flow appears to be quite accurate. (This is of no particularly
great consequence because the coefficients in the k—e model for a singie-fluid are
"tuned" for this type of flow.) The foregoing turbulent flow reached a steady flow
velocity profile in about 600 seconds of problem (simulated) time. The calculation
required 2500 time-steps that took 25.463 interactive CPU seconds to complete.

The final test problem is designed to test at least some facets of the multi-
material part of the computation. This is the so-called Rayleigh-Taylor instability
problem, experimental data for which have been produced by Ratafia (1973). The
initial conditions for Ratafia's experiment are shown in Fig. 12.

At time zero a uniform acceleration is applied causing the heavier fluid (water)
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Figure 9. Hydrodynamic entry length problem. Typical velocity vectors,
and contours of constant pressure.
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Figure 10. Hydrodynamic entry length problem. Error versus mesh
spacing.

to begin displacing the lighter fluid (alcohol). Figure 13 is a time-sequence of
volume fraction contours for the water, superimposed with velocity vectors of
(0u) for the water.

The size and shape of the spike (downward-pointing water feature) in Fig. 13
at t = 0.65, appear identical to the photographic data of Ratafia. This problem
required 147 time-steps and 63.407 interactive CPU seconds to complete., The
foregoing agreement for a two-dimensional, time unsteady (essentially nonviscous)
flow problem, together with the results for the other three test problems, provide
the confidence in the fidelity of the computer program needed to proceed onward
to the applications discussed next.
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Figure 11. Flow in a channel at Re = 12,300. Solid line is R12 • 104

versus channel height, symbols are data due to Laufer (1951).
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Figure 12. Initial conditions for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability calcula-
tion.
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Figure 13. Rayleigh-Taylor instability calculation. Contours of water
volume fraction (0.4, 0.5, and 0.6) superimposed over vectors of {On) for
the water.
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Chapter VI

Applications

Here the multimaterial k—e theory introduced in Chapters II-IV is applied to
a set of problems in engineering for which experimental data exist. The purpose
of this is to demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of the theory in its present
state of development. To accomplish this, three problems are considered. These
are:

1. Calculation of the drag force on a single sphere in a uniform flow.

2. Calculation of the settling rate in a uniform suspension.

3. Calculation of the velocity profiles in the pneumatic transport of solid
particles in a pipe.

The first problem is considered in Sec. 1 and reveals one of the powerful
attributes of the new theory. By examining the special case of a single sphere in
a uniform flow, the equations of motion can be reduced to an expression for the
drag coefficient as a function of relative Reynolds number. This analytic result
compares very well with experimental data over a wide range of relative Reynolds
numbers. Thus the fundamental theoretical considerations embodied in the theory
provide a way of obtaining what has been previously only available from careful
experimentation or detailed multidimensional numerical simulations.

The second problem goes one step forward and shows that not only is the
correct single-body drag force contained in the theory, but so is the correct many-
body drag force. In Sec. 2, the settling speed in a uniform suspension of solid
spheres is computed over a very wide range in values of solids volume fraction. The
good comparison to experimental data for sedimentation speed at various relative
Reynolds numbers provides a strong indication that the elements composing the
new theory are correct.

In Sec. 3, a pneumatic transport problem is considered. In this problem, the
effect of dispersed solid particles on the velocity profile of a turbulent flow of air
in a vertical pipe is simulated. Comparison of computed results to experimental
data indicate that many essential features of the interaction between the air and
spherical particles are well represented. Some features are less well represented,
indicating that the theory could benefit from additional development.

1. DRAG FORCE ON A SINGLE SPHERE

Consider a single sphere rigidly fixed in a fluid of density p, flowing uniformly
with speed u relative to the sphere. The magnitude of the drag force on the
sphere F , per unit volume of the sphere, can be written
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which effectively defines the drag coefficient Cd, where 5 is the radius of the sphere.
Let v be the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Dimensional considerations dictate
that Cd must be a function of the relative Reynolds number, Re = 2su/i/, only.
For Re < 1 Stokes' result

Cd = — (6.2)

is valid. For Re > 1 one must resort to careful experimentation or numerical
computation of the complete flow field in order to establish the force, and therefore
Cd. The goal here is to demonstrate that Cd is contained within the multimaterial
k—e theory.

In this problem the flow domain of interest is exterior to the sphere so that
only the average equations for the fluid need to be considered. Because the flow
is time steady and there are no gradients in the average quantities, the equations
for turbulence energy and decay rate reduce to

Fu , x

e = — (6.3)

and

£2
2 k ~ zi

where the expectation bars and material number have been dropped. By definition
the root mean square velocity fluctuation, q is (ffc)1/2. Using (6.3) and (6.4) this
is

(2Ci Fu
9= kn

Suppose the expression

24 q

is contained in the exchange force using Eq. (3.50), in some approximation. (This
will be shown to be true later.) Inserting the foregoing expression for q and using
(6.1), yields

1/2 24
Cd - PiACV - —- = 0 (6.5a)d Re J

where
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A = -^-~-
1/2

is a fixed constant. Notice that 0i and C3 are unknown constants. A unique re-
lation between these constants can be established by referencing the experimental
data. For this, consider

lim
fie—00

1
2

(6.6)

The basis for this choice will be discussed shortly. Using (6.6) the relationship

= 0.306 (6.7)

can be established, in which the values C2 = 1.920 and CM = 0.090 (Launder and
Spalding 1974) have been used. The coefficient C3 is expected to be near unity.
Using C3 = 1.000, Eq. (6.5) can be solved for Cd(Re). The result is displayed
in Fig. 14, together with the so-called "standard" drag curve (Clift, Grace and
Weber 1978, 111).
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Figure 14. Drag coefficient for a single fixed sphere in a uniform flow.
Comparison of the multimaterial theory with experimental data.

Notice that for Re < 310s Eq. (6.5a) produces Cd quite accurately. At Re « 310s

(called the critical Reynolds number) the experimental drag coefficient undergoes
a sudden decrease from 0.50 to about 0.20 and remains essentially constant with
increasing Re. This sudden decrease in Cj is associated with the transition from
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a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer on the sphere. The attendant change in
the structure of the boundary layer causes the point of flow separation to move
downstream on the sphere's surface reducing the cross-sectional area of the wake,
and therefore the drag force.

In many multiphase flows, the apperarance of a critical Reynolds number
effect is unlikely. There are at least two reasons for this. The first is that, in
general, the dispersed entities are not perfect spheres, but rather some collection
of irregular fragments (such as sand, pulverized coal or wheat grain). The second
reason is that, for many-body circumstances, any given entity will encounter a
nonuniform flow field that is set up by the flow past upstream entities. This gives
the continuous fluid a pre-existing turbulence that tends to both raise the drag
force on a single entity and diminish the critical Reynolds number effect (Clift,
Grace and Weber 1978, 268). Hence the choice made in Eq. (6.6) is made on the
assumption that a critical Reynolds number effect is absent.

The result in Fig. 14 can be understood on the following physical basis. The
presence of an obstacle in a uniform flow causes a disturbance. This disturbance
results in the transfer of kinetic energy from the ordered, uniform motion into
disordered motion in the wake of the obstacle. The rate of this transfer is given by
Eq. (6.3) which simply expresses the balance between production of fluctuational
kinetic energy and its rate of destruction by viscous dissipation. The creation
of fluctuational energy in the flow is accompanied by an enhanced rate of decay,
because of the creation of small-scale fluid motion.

The balance between creation and destruction of dissipation rate is given by
Eq. (6.4). The key facet of this model equation is the choice of the inverse time
scales. For the rate of destruction, the inverse time scale is C^e/k as is usual in
single-material k—e theory. Based on the result in Fig. 14, the relevant inverse
time scale for the creation of dissipation rate is C^C^u/s. (Note that C^q/s is
almost as good for the single sphere problem, but the form given in Eq. (6.4) is a
better choice, as demonstrated in the next section.)

The flow energy deposited in the turbulent fluctuations enters into the drag
force on the body by introducing an asymmetry in the velocity statistics in the
flow. This asymmetry is accounted for in the momentum exchange coefficient, a
part of which is given by Eq. (6.5). Equation (6.5) expresses the magnitude of
asymmetric effects as the sum of a viscous force and local (short-range) turbulence
in the fluid. The third part, which is not relevant in this case and is therefore
omitted, represents the effects of a pre-existing turbulence in the fluid (nonuniform
flow).

Hence the drag force on a single sphere is contained within the multimaterial
k—e theory mainly as a consequence of fluctuational kinetic energy considerations.
Deviations of Cd from the experimental data exist because the detailed nature
of the boundary layer on the sphere has been neglected in the developments.
Nevertheless, the result of Fig. 14 is useful for a great many engineering purposes,
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and provides confidence in the potential for validation of the postulates contained
in the theory. This is provided of course that Eq. (6.5) can be justified, which is
addressed in the next section.

2. SEDIMENTATION OF A SUSPENSION

Consider now a vertical tube filled with a liquid initially having solid spherical
particles randomly distributed throughout. The solid particles have a microscopic
density p^ larger than that of the liquid p^\ and a radius that is much smaller
than that of the tube. The gravitational acceleration causes the dispersed particles
to begin falling in the liquid, and the incompressibility of the system requires that
the liquid begin to rise. Very quickly a time steady flow is established in which
a layer of pure stationary liquid exists at the top of the tube, and a layer of
close-packed spheres (filled with liquid) rests at the bottom of the tube.

This is the experimental configuration of Richardson and Zaki (1954), whose
studies were motivated by the use of sedimentation processes in chemical engi-
neering. They observed that the thickness of the top and bottom layers increased
linearly in time, indicating the existence of a constant settling speed for the sus-
pension. Richardson and Zaki referred to the division between the upper pure
liquid layer and the uniform mixture as the "sludge line". They called the rate
at which the sludge line descended the sedimentation velocity Vc. By changing
the number of spheres in the tube, the variation in Vc with the volume fraction of
liquid {9^} could be determined. Using liquids such as water mixed with glycerol
and by varying the size of the dispersed spheres, Richardson and Zaki were able
to measure the variation in Vc with {9^) for a variety of conditions characterized
by the quantity Reo defined

^ . (6.8)

This is a Reynolds number based on the free-fall velocity Vo computed assuming
Stokes law

where g is the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration, 5 is the radius of the
sphere, v^ is the liquid kinematic viscosity, and Ap — p^ — p^\ For Reo > 0.2,
Richardson and Zaki found Vo by observing the descent of a single sphere.

A significant finding of the Richardson and Zaki experiments is that the rela-
tionship of log Fc to log (9^) is approximately linear, with Vc approaching Vo as
(0(x)) approaches unity. Therefore these workers were able to report their data as
the slope of the line in log Vc-log {9^) coordinates, intercepting log {9^} = 0 at
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The goal here is to demonstrate that the multimaterial k—e theory predicts
the correct variation in Vc with (0^). To accomplish this, Vc must first be related
to the magnitude of the relative mean velocity u. Then the momentum equations
and the equations for the turbulence energy and decay rate can be combined in a
way that reveals a prediction for the variation in Vc with {0^}.

Clearly the rate at which the sludge line descends is just the negative of
the vertical component of the particle field average velocity. Thus Vc = — (u^).
This is because the average force per unit volume on material two increases with
increasing (0^). Hence any tendency for particles to "pile up" at the sludge line is
accompanied by an increase in the force that retards their motion. Conversely any
tendency for particles to lag behind the sludge line is accompanied by a lower {0^)
and therefore a decrease in the resistive force allowing the particles to speed up.
The result is a stable configuration in the sludge line that resembles a discontinuity
in the volume fraction, travelling at the average speed of the falling particles.

Thus the first problem is to relate the relative mean velocity to the mean
particle velocity. This can be accomplished by using the multimaterial incom-
pressibility condition, Eq. (2.19b). Considering a small control volume in the
uniform area of the suspension, away from the wall of the tube (where presumably
a boundary layer exists), Eq. (2.19b) implies that

where (u^) is the average vertical component of velocity for material k. The
horizontal component is, on the average, zero. Since u — (u^) — (u^) and
(#(2)) = 1 — (O*-1'), this can be rearranged to give

= Vc , (6.10)

as needed.
Away from the tube wall, the gradients in the mean quantities are assumed

to be small. Neglecting terms proportional to spatial gradients, the time steady
momentum equation for material two (vertical component) is

where F is the vertical component of the exchange force per unit volume acting
on material two, and Ap is the vertical component of the pressure gradient. The
vertical hydrostatic pressure gradient is just Ap = (p^ (0^) + p^ (0^))g so that
this cnn be rearranged to give

g*p(0M)(0W) = F , (6.11)

where again Ap = p^ — p^\
The next step is to eliminate F from (6.11) using the multimaterial equation

for {k^} and ( c^ ) . Let us consider the force in the form
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( 6 , 2 )

from which the term representing the short-range part of the exchange force is
omitted and Re = 2su/[v]. (The short-range part turns out be be negligible for
the Richardson and Zaki experiments in which Re0 < 0.2, as will be seen shortly.)
To eliminate [fit] from (6.12) the time steady, zero gradient energy and decay rate
equations are required. These are

(.(»)>= « < " ^ (6.13)

and

(6.14)
\ * v " ' / « \ p* ' j

where as before

a(1) = J) + (2) (6.15a)

and

(2) = 1£^1 u
aK ' =

are the respective fraction of the total fluctuational energy produced (by interpen-
et rat ion) that goes into field one and two, and

Equation (6.16) is motivated by the idea that materials one and two are in
a state of "pressure" equilibrium in the suspension. The turbulence pressure is
p<fc>V<*><Jfc<*>}sothat

and Eq. (6.16) follows. Thus for the single sphere problem 7 = 1 and a^ = 1.
There is no experimental evidence for the validity of Eq. (6.16), so that the pre-
scription must be regarded as another postulate. The results that follow suggest
that (6.16) is at least quite feasible.

Equation (6.13) can be used in Eq. (6.14) to produce
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so that

^ 3 .

where (6.13) has been used again. Now the expected turbulent viscosity is

2 ^ f<v -
Entering this into Eq. (6.12) and combining with (6.11) produces the result

2"

(6.17)

where Eq. (6.10) has been used, and where Vo is the Stokes free-fall velocity given
by Eq. (6.9).

Expression (6.17) exhibits the main essence of the long-range part of the
exchange force. As (0^) departs from unity, the product (0^){9^) increases
causing Vc to decrease. This can be thought of as resulting from an increase in the
pre-existing level of turbulence in the fluid and in the particles upstream of any
given isolated particle. The increase in fluid turbulence is caused by the tortuous
path that a fluid element must take in moving through the particles, and increases
with decreasing (9^).

Note that the unknown coefficients in Eq. (6.17) form a group, so that only a
relationship among them can be determined by comparison to experimental data.
For i?eo <C 1, where (6.17) can be expected to be valid, the combination

£ i = 1-333 (6.18)

is found to give accurate results, by comparison to the Richardson and Zaki data
(when again C^ = 1.920 is assumed to be known from single-phase turbulence
theory). If Re > 1 then flow separation becomes significant and one must use the
full drag force
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together with Eqs. (6.13)-(6.16) and (6.11). This forms a nonlinear system of
equations that is easily solved precisely by Newton iteration. A short FORTRAN
program for obtaining the solution is given in Appendix D.

To illustrate the performance of the foregoing equations, consider the six
cases from the sedimentation experiments of Richardson and Zaki (1954) listed
in Table 1. Notice that these cases contain free-fall relative Reynolds numbers
that span five orders of magnitude. Comparison with the theory is given in Fig.
15. There it is clear that both the magnitude of Vc and the linear character of
the variation is contained accurately in the theory. This is true over a range of
particle loadings from zero to nearly close-packed solids. (This impressive result
suggests that the multimaterial k—e theory may even be useful for prediction of
permeabilities in porous media.)

Table 1. Conditions for six of the sedimentation experiments of Richard-
son and Zaki (1954).

Run p^> p(2) i/1) s Vb Reo
(g/cm3) (cm2/s) (cm) (cm/s)

10+"1"

IO-1

io- 4

_ _ ^ _ _ ^ s 10~4

("Run" is the experiment identification used by Richardson and Zaki.)

Now observe that the force in Eq. (6.19) is exactly the force given by the mo-
mentum exchange function (3.50), with two modifications. The first is the factor
((0(1)){0(2)))1/2 in the denominator of the separation term. This is necessary in
order for the expression to limit to Eq. (6.5) in the single sphere case. The other
modification is the factor of CM in the small-scale rotation tern. This appears in
order to cancel with a similar factor in the (e^*') equation in arriving at (6.17).
Hence it is clear that the momentum exchange function has the final form (for the
scalar part)

1,3,4
10,11,13
N,O
A,B,C
K,L
P,Q

2.745
2.170
2.170
1.001
1.208
1.034

2.976
2.623
2.923
1.058
2.923
1.058

6.70 • 10
7.43 • 10
7.43 • 10
1.53 • 10
5.13 • 10
2.01 • 10

- 3

- 3

- 2

- 1

_ 1

5.15-
1.15-
4.80-
9.05-
4.80-
9.05-

10
lO-2

10"3

10"3
lO-3

10"3

2.48
6.53-
2.34-
6.64-
1.39-
2.06-

io-»
io - l

10"2
lO-2

lO"3

3.83
2.02
3.03
7.89
2.61
1.85

+ R €

where 0[ = §/?i and j3'2 = | /?2 .
Thus another significant piece of evidence for the validity of the multimaterial

k—e theory exists in the sedimentation results. The next section contains one more
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Figure 15. Sedimentation speed versus liquid volume fraction. Com-
parison of the theory with the experimental data of Richardson and
Zaki (1954).

important circumstance by which to gauge the utility of the ideas contained in this
thesis.

3. PNEUMATIC TRANSPORT IN A PIPE

Here attention is directed to the fully developed flow of air, loaded with
spherical particles, travelling upward in a vertical pipe. The experimental data
of Lee and Durst (1982) are typical of this pnuematic transport situation. These
workers measured the mean velocity of both the carrier air and the transported
particles at various radial locations in a pipe, using a laser-Doppler-anemometer.
Figure 16 contains the main velocity profile data, and a brief summary of the
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test conditions from the Lee and Durst experiments. The pipe Reynolds number
based on the pipe diameter of 4.18 cm and a nominal centerline velocity of 600
cm/s is 17,300. Notice that the velocity profiles are quite flat over a portion of
the pipe nearest the center. This indicates that the flow near the pipe center is
approximately in a state of "uniform fluidization", which means that the volume
fraction of particles is nearly constant. Close to the wall however, Lee and Durst
observed a thin region that was essentially free of particles. This region is presumed
to be maintained as a result of the very steep gradient in the air velocity at the
wall, which is known to cause a force perpendicular to the average relative motion
(the Saffman force).
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T
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Figure 16. Velocity profile data from the pneumatic transport experi-
ments of Lee and Durst (1982). The pipe radius R is 2.09 cm.

There are two important features of this velocity profile data that have not
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yet been explained. The first feature is seen in the cases s = 50 • 10~4 cm and
5 = 100 • 10~4 cm, where the mean velocity of the particles is larger than that
of the air near the pipe wall. The second feature is prominent in only the case
s = 400 • 10~4 cm where the apparent drag force is much larger than the force on
a single sphere at that relative Reynolds number.

Clearly the upward velocity of the air must be larger than that of the particles
over most of the pipe in order for the particles to be lifted against the downward
force of gravity. This is because the only other possible source of upward acceler-
ation of the particles is the pressure gradient, the action of which is negligible on
the solid material due to the very small (0^). (The Lee and Durst problem falls
into the class of what is called a "dusty gas".)

The physical explanation for the particle velocity exceeding the air velocity
near the wall is that of momentum diffusion by the turbulent fluctuations in parti-
cle velocity. Evidently the turbulence in the particle field is sufficiently large that
the radial transport of axial particle momentum occurs at a rate great enough to
enable the particles to lift the fluid near the wall. This results in a reversal in the
direction of momentum exchange between the two materials.

To understand the second unexplained feature of the Lee and Durst experi-
ments, a closer examination of the data is required. Let uc be the relative mean
velocity at the pipe center, and consider the relative Reynolds number based on
uc. Figure 14 provides a value of the drag coefficient for a single sphere at that
relative Reynolds number. This can be used to compute the single-sphere free-fall
velocity VQ using the definition of the drag coefficient. The downward force per
unit sphere volume due to gravity is p^g which is balanced by the force in Eq.
(6.1), with u replaced by Vb. Hence

(6.20)

Table 2 is a list of values of uc and Vo. In Table 2, Re = 2sucju^\ i/W
0.145cm2/s, pM = 1.225 • 10-3g/cm3 , pW = 2.7g/cm3, and A = (uc - V0)/uc

Table 2. Comparison of the single-sphere free-fall velocity with the data
of Lee and Durst (1982).

s-104

(cm)
50
100
200
400

6.4 • 10~4

9.0 • 10~4

1.8 - lO" 3

4.8 • 10- 3

uc

(cm/s)
57
175
346
425

Re

3.9
24
95
230

cd

8.0
2.4
1.1
0.76

Vb
(cm/s)
61
153
327
556

A

-0.07
+0.13
+0.05
-0.31

Notice that in the case s = 400 • 10 4 cm, the experimental relative mean velocity
uc is much smaller than the single-sphere free-fall velocity VQ. This means that
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an effect is at play that tends to increase the drag in that case. According to the
results of the previous section, the level of (0(2') in the Lee and Durst experiments
is much too small for the long-range part of the exchange force to be significant.
It is well known, however, that a flow with a pre-existing level of turbulence will
produce a larger drag force on a single fixed sphere than a nonturbulent uniform
&ow (Clift, Grace and Weber 1978, 268). Therefore, the indication is that the
production of turbulence energy in the boundary layer, with subsequent diffusion
toward the pipe center, is responsible for enhancing the short-range part of the
drag force in this case.

These two facets of the pnuematic transport data of Lee and Durst present
a significant challenge for the multimaterial k—e theory. This is because the new
theory contains two entirely different sources of turbulence energy and decay rate.
One source is the usual source due to gradients in the mean flow. The other is the
creation of turbulence energy due to mean interpenetration of the two materials.
These sources must act in the proper proportion with respect to one another in
order to produce the correct turbulent viscosity of each material. (The exchange
of turbulence energy and decay rate between materials provides an additional
complexity that is extremely difficult to deal with on physical grounds. For that
reason, energy exchange effects are neglected in the present work.) Because the
turbulent viscosity determines the velocity profile and also contributes to the drag
force, the momentum equations and turbulence equations are coupled together
intimately. Hence this pneumatic transport problem represents a severe test of
the universality of the multimaterial k—e formulation proposed here.

For an initial comparison, consider the special case in which the volume frac-
tion of the particles is uniform across the entire radius of the pipe. In this ap-
proximation, the particle-free zone near the pipe wall is neglected. This enables
solution of the conservation equations using the two-dimensional FORTRAN com-
puter code described in Chapter V, for this one-dimensional problem. The calcu-
lation proceeds in a manner identical to the turbulent channel flow problem solved
in Chapter V: arbitrary initial velocity profiles are allowed to develop in time to
a steady state as the processes of creation, destruction and diffusion come into
balance.

The pressure gradient required to support the steady flow can be estimated
from the experimental data in Fig. 16. A simple force balance shows that the
pressure gradient Ap is

Ap=-rw + \p)g (6.22)

where TW is the viscous shear stress at the pipe wall and [p]g is the weight of the
fluid mixture. (This neglects any momentum loss due to particle-wall interactions.)
Since the wall stress TW can only be obtained approximately from the data and
the particle-wall interactions are neglected in (6.22), the actual Ap used in the
calculations was adjusted slightly so that the computed centerline velocity was
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about equal to the measured value. The Ap from (6.22) and that which was used
in the calculations are given in Table 3.

It is of interest to compute the effective pipe friction factor / , defined by

&P=\pult±\p)g (6.23)

where uc is the air centerline velocity. Here the plus sign is taken for upward pipe
flow and the minus for downward flow. This too is listed in Table 3, where / is
based on the Ap actually used in the computations.

Table 3. Pressure gradient and friction factor for the
calculations.

s-104

(cm)
50
100
200
400

Ap

4.05
3.88
6.39
14.5

(data) Ap (used)
(g/cmV)

4.0
4.3
7.0
14.7

pnuematic transport

/

0.023
0.022
0.02'
0.01 7

Notice that the pipe friction factor falls into the range of that which would be
expected for pure fluid at this pipe Reynolds number (Baumeister and Marks
1967 ed., 3-60).

Comparison of the computations to the experimental data provides additional
confidence in the multimaterial k—e theory, while at the same time some questions
are raised, as discussed next. Figure 17 compares one set of calculations (desig-
nated a) to the Lee and Durst data. There it can be seen that the maiii features
of the experimental velocity profiles are represented fairly well. Note that the par-
ticle velocity exceeds the gas velocity near the wall in the first two cases. This is a
consequence of diffusion of the particle momentum by fluctuations in the particle
velocity. Note too that the computed relative velocity between the materials is
approximately correct near the center of the pipe, but deviates from the data near
the wall. The predicted relative velocity in the case 5 = 400 • 10~4 cm is about
496 cm/s which is to be compared with 556 cm/s for a single sphere (see Table 2).
This means that the turbulence generated in the boundary layer has the effect of
providing a pre-existing nonuniformity in the flow causing a significant increase in
the drag on the particles.

One of the main questions that Fig. 17 raises has to do with the velocity
boundary condition on the particulate field. In the Fig. 17 calculation, the particle
field is subjected to a no-slip velocity condition at the pipe wall. This is not exactly
correct for two reasons. The first is that a nearly particle-free region is observed to
exist close to the wall. The second reason is that any particles that do manage to
impact the wall can be expected to reflect with little or no loss in kinetic energy.
This indicates that the wall should be well represented by a reflective boundary
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Figure 17. Comparison of velocity profiles form the multimaterial k—e
theory with the pneumatic transport data of Lee and Durst (1982).

for the particles. (There is of course no question that the wall is no-slip with
regard to the fluid velocity.) Unfortunately this is not exactly the case, at least
within the current construct of the theory. This fact is evident in the next set of
comparisons.

Figure 18 is a comparison of calculation a, shown in Fig. 17, to a second
computation (calculation b) which is in all respects identical except for a free-
slip boundary condition on the particles at the wall. The comparison is just as
might be expected. The particle velocity increases near the wall with the free-slip
condition. This means the air velocity can also increase near the wall (to keep
the relative velocity about the same). The effect is much greater for the small
particle case than the large particle case. In the small particle case, both the solid
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Figure 18. Comparison of no-slip (a) and free-slip (b) boundary condi-
tions on the particle field.

velocity and the air velocity exceed the measured velocities in the near wall region
by a substantial amount in calculation b. Whereas the particle velocity profile in
calculation a is closer to the data, it is still not quite right.
Evidently the particle velocity boundary condition lies somewhere between no-slip
and free-slip. One could improve on the fundamental theory by making use of
some knowledge of the inelasticity (friction) in the particle-wall collision process.
In the present work however, boundary effects have not been the principal focus
of attention.

The main attention here has been the matter of fluctuational energy produc-
tion by interpenetrating motion. The creation of fluctuational energy by interpen-
etration adds to the turbulence created by mean flow gradients. The magnitude of
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Figure 19. Comparison of a calculation including the interpenetrational
creation term (a) to the same computation omitting the creation due to
interpenetration (c).

this multimaterial effect is shown in Fig. 19. There a third calculation (c), in which
the interpenetrational creation term is omitted, is compared to calculation a. In
this comparison, the largest effect occurs in the large particle case, where the level
of turbulence intensity is lowered enough to reduce the drag to where the parti-
cles remain barely suspended by the air. (Note that the decrease in intensity is
accompanied by a diminished decay rate enabling the turbulent viscosity for the
air to increase.)

The comparison of calculations c and a illustrates a behavior of the theory
that suggests an area in which the model can be improved. Notice that in the
small particle case, there is very little difference in the velocity profiles when the
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interpenetrational creation term is omitted. However, there is a large difference in
the turbulence viscosity for the air. The effect of the interpenetrational creation
term is to reduce i/\ to a very small level in the central portion of the pipe.
This can only occur if the creation in dissipation rate occurs at a rate that is
disproportionate with respect to the rate of creation in fluctuational energy, which
is probably the case for the air. This evidence leads to the conclusion that the
inverse time scale relating the energy creation rate to the rate of (e^) production is
too large for the air in this case. Since the equation for {t^k') is largely a postulate
anyway, evidence of the foregoing type can be used to set forth progressively better
postulates, until a satisfactory model is produced. Evolution of this sort should
be the subject of future investigations.

Another area of investigation is the whole subject of exchange of turbulence
energy, which has been largely neglected in the present work. There is consider-
able potential for the improvement of the results in this section by including the
exchange effect in the model. To see this, consider the distribution in root mean
square velocity fluctuation q^k\ compared to the data of Lee and Durst, plotted
in Fig. 20. Observe that the level of turbulence intensity in the particles is lower
than the data and that of the air is higher, over most of the pipe radius. It can be
readily speculated that if the direction of fluctuational energy exchange were to
be from the air to the particulate field, the agreement in qW distribution would
improve.

A variety of other applications exist for which the multimaterial k—e theory
may be of significant value, and by whose guidance the theory can be further
evolved. Some of these matters will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 20. Distribution in root mean square velocity fluctuation for cal-
culations a and b, compared to the data of Lee and Durst (1982).
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Chapter VII

Conclusions

A great deal of ground has been covered in the preceding chapters, ranging
from physical and theoretical considerations to numerical solutions and practical
applications of the work. There is even a greater amount of further development
that is required before many of the new ideas engendered here are brought to
their full potential. The first section here contains a brief summary of the main
results of the work and a description of how the results were obtained. The second
section is a summary of the main conclusions about the work ivat can be drawn
from the applications of the previous chapter. The final section is a potpourri of
ideas concerning possible directions for the future evolution of the work.

1. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

There are two main physical phenomena associated with interpenetrating
flows for which new results are obtained in this study. One is the diffusion of
momentum and the other is momentum exchange. Developments in both areas
are made by use of a mixture of physical reasoning with a particular statistical
formalism (together with a bit of experimentation in the form of posing postulates
for later verification).

The main theoretical tool that is utilized here is that of an ensemble averaging
procedure for the derivation of the mean flow conservation equations. The new
twist to this is the use of the "material functions" 6^k\ These are defined for each
material such that, if a point lies in material k at an instant, then 0^ — 1, other-
wise f)(k) = 0 A natural consequence of this definition is the equation of motion
satisfied by the material functions. Another consequer ze is that the ensemble av-
erage expectation of the material function {$(k>) is related to the volume fraction
of material k, defined in the continuum sense. This immediately gives a physical
character to what otherwise would remain an abstract mathematical definition.

Having defined the material functions, the matter of deriving average (al-
though unclosed) equations follows directly. In this, one must take care to define
the velocity of material k as the expected momentum per unit total expected mass.
The result is a set of conservation equations for mass, momentum and fluctuational
kinetic energy for each material. These equations bear a great resemblance to the
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The main difference is that a material
function appears inside the expectation sign in most terms, and a few additional
terms arise that would be zero if only a single material were present.

This is the first important result of the work. In the momentum conservation
equation, a multimaterial analog to the single-material Reynolds stress appears. It
has exactly the same origin (both physically and mathematically), which suggests
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that an analogous closure scheme should be worthwhile. One additional term in
the momentum equation clearly represents the effect of a conservative exchange
of momentum between the interpenetrating materials. Close examination of the
statistical nature of this exchange term reveals that the magnitude of the exchange
force is partly dependent upon the intensity of the turbulence in each material.

The closure scheme used is a direct analog to the k — e approach to single-
material turbulence. The multimaterial Reynolds stress is represented by a turbu-
lent viscosity, for each material. The turbulent viscosity v\ is then approximated
by the expression

_ c < * ) , 7

where CM is a universal constant (known from single-fluid theory), (k^) is
times the fluctuational kinetic energy per unit mass in material k, and ( e ^ ) is
(#(*)) times the turbulence energy decay rate per unit mass in material k. The
use of (7.1) requires retaining evolution equations for (k^) and {e^k') for each
material. The model equations for {k^} is designed by analogy to single-material
theory, with two additional terms. One represents creation of turbulence energy
by interpenetrating motion and the other represents the conservative exchange in
(k^). The additional terms are implied by the exact equations but their precise
form is still uncertain. Hence it is only certain that they exist.

The use of similar evolution equations for (t^) in each material depends upon
the idea that dissipation of fluctuational energy occurs in each material, indepen-
dent of the nature of the materials. For a mixture of two fluids, this concept is not
difficult to comprehend because both materials can exhibit viscous dissipation at
small length scales. For solid particles dispersed in a fluid, the idea of energy par-
titioning is needed in order to impart a physical interpretation to ( c ^ ) . That is,
the occurrence of collisions between particles results in a transfer of translational
kinetic energy into rotational energy, with an average loss in translational energy
given by ( e ^ ) .

Hence the second main result of the study is closure of the average equations
using a k-e modeling methodology. An important part of this is the manner in
which the turbulence quantities enter into the momentum exchange term. This is
done in a way that is only suggested by the exact equations, and therefore is mostly
obtained using physical reasoning. This combination of procedures produces a
true tensorial character in the momentum exchange coefficient and introduces an
analog to the thermal force in a mixture of molecular species. The magnitude <->f

the exchange coefficient is found to depend upon three main physical effects. The
first is viscous shear at interfaces, the second is flow separation and the third is
multiple-entity effects.

Besides the theoretical formulation of the multimaterial conservation equa-
tions, a new method for the numerical solution of the equations has been developed
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during this study. This new method is motivated by defects in standard techniques
that prohibit the accurate calculation of problems involving rapid spatial changes
in the volume fraction. Since the mean velocity is defined by the momentum per
unit total mass, computational techniques based on staggered control volumes can
exhibit spurious velocities. This is because mass and momentum are conserved on
spatially different control volumes, so that an interpolation is required to compute
the velocity. When the momentum or mass varies rapidly in space, the interpo-
lation can be inaccurate causing a poor representation of the velocity. This can
be disastrous for multimaterial computations, which depend strongly on velocity
differences.

This problem is remedied with the new method, which is based on a single
control volume for mass and momentum, and in which a spurious velocity can
never occur. The reason is that both total momentum and total mass approach
zero at essentially the same rate so that the ratio is always well-defined. Since the
scheme is based on coincident control volumes, all conserved quantities appear as
cell-centered variables. The usual pressure-velocity decoupling that is experienced
with such schemes is avoided by use of a MacCormack-like "predictor-corrector"
formulation.

2. CONCLUSIONS

The first important conclusion is that a new formalism is developed for the
derivation of average conservation equations for multimaterial flows. A variety of
new results stem from the ensemble averaging technique used, with the generous
help of physical reasoning. Some of the other main conclusions from the study are
the following.

1. Representation of the multimaterial Reynolds stress by a k—e formula-
tion involving a turbulent viscosity times the mean rate of strain in each
material has a great deal of merit. The good qualitative agreement in
the velocity profile data in the pneumatic transport problem is the basis
for this conclusion.

2. The essential parts of the momentum exchange force are contained
in the modeled form of the momentum exchange function K, given in
Eq. (6.20). All three applications in Chapter VI support this conclusion.
Hence the effects of shear stress at material interfaces, drag due to flow
separation and enhanced drag due to multiple-entity effects are contained
in (6.20).

3. The exchange in turbulence energy and decay rate, which was ne-
glected in the Chapter VI problems, may have an important effect. This
is supported by the last comparison of calculation and experimental data
in Chapter VI, Sec. 3.
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4. The model equation for ( e ^ ) can be improved by examining the
behavior of the different forms of the inverse time scale multiplying the
interpenetrational creation term. The calculations of Chapter VI, Sec. 3
indicate that a dependence on {0^} may be required in this inverse time
scale.

5. Additional physical effects such as a lift force due to gradients in
the composite velocity and a force due to gradients in the fluctuational
temperature are formulated but remain untested.

6. A new numerical solution procedure has been developed. This method
enables accurate solution of the multimaterial conservation equations in
multiple space dimensions.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EXTENDED WORK

The first most obvious need for further study is the application of the mul-
timaterial k—e theory to a wide variety of circumstances for which the general
behavior is known. This will provide important heuristic guidance toward ways in
which the theory can be improved, by understanding the strengths and weaknesses
of the present formulation. During this evaluation process the untested portions
of the theory should be carefully examined. Examples of applications that could
provide useful information are the turbulent gas jet with solid particles, bubbly
flow in a pipe at various volume fractions, the fluidized bed of fragmented solids
and Poiseuille flow of a suspension. Experimental data exist for each of these
problems.

Besides extended proof testing, a variety of specific areas of research that
could provide useful extensions to this study are the following.

1. The matter of boundary effects was largely left unexamined in the
present work. The whole subject of deriving relevant wall functions re-
lating the wall stress to nearby mean flow quantities remains open for
exploration.

2. The problem of deriving the correct volume fraction dependence of
the interpenetrational inverse time scale appearing in the ( e ^ ) equation
remains unsettled.

3. Testing and improving on the formulation for energy and decay rate
exchange between materials is also open for study.

4. In Chapter IV a number of two-point statistical correlations were
defined. The formulation of the theory may benefit substantially from
a careful re-visitation of these correlation functions. A small amount
of good experimental data will go a long way in assisting the problem
of closure in the momentum exchange and energy exchange terms that
depend upon these two-point statistics.
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5. Careful measurement of the fluctuating quantities in sedimentation
experiments would be very useful in the further development of the the-
ory.

6. Finally, complicating physical processes such as phase change and
chemical reaction are left as potential areas of exploration that could be
studied within the statistical formalism utilized in this study.
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Appendix A

Numerical Calculation of Gradients

This appendix describes the way in which numerical estimates of gradients in
the mean flow quantities are computed. The basic scheme depends on the chain
rule for differentiation. The technique makes use of the functional relation of
physical coordinates to logical coordinates. For example, in logical (i,j) space the
position vector is

and some quantity Q distributed in space is

Q = Q{x,y)

such that

di di \ I dx \ _ I di
Hi. dy I 1 dQ I — I dQ
dj dj J \ dy / \ dj

The numerical gradient is simply the solution to these linear equations, with the
differentials replaced by finite-difference estimates, Hence the horizontal compo-
nent of the gradient is

and the vertical component of the gradient is

in which

d = {AnAjy - L

In these expressions, the difference operators are defined

Qf- Qb

where Q is the distributed quantity, and the subscripts / and 6 refer to cell-
centered locations on the forward and backward sides of the point for which the
gradients are computed. Figure (Al) indicates the location in logical space of the
Q and coordinate information that is used in the gradient calculation for the face-
centered gradients and the cell-centered gradients. Recall that the face-centered
gradients are used in the viscous stress tensor (and are designated by the [ J
brackets), in both the predictor and corrector steps. The cell-centered gradients
(designated with (( )) brackets) enter only into the advection operator.
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Corrector Advection

(a) (b) (c)

Figure Al. Location of data used in gradient calculations: a) data used
in the gradients at one side in the predictor step, b) data used in the
gradients at the same side in the corrector step, and c) data used in the
cell-centered gradients used in both steps.



Appendix B

Relaxation Procedure

This appendix provides a brief description of the point-wise relaxation pro-
cedure used to find the time advanced pressure and velocity in the predictor-
corrector method. The basis of the scheme is that which was made popular by
Hirt et.al. (1975).

The procedure is as follows. First, the explicit part of the change in momen-
tum is computed, and saved, for each cell of the mesh. Then a test value of the
new {Q^Ui) is obtained using an estimate of the pressure field. The new veloc-
ity is then derived, and estimates of the new (6^) are obtained from the mass
equations. This enables a residual D to be determined by

This residual is then used to compute a change in pressure 6p that drives the
residual toward zero in a point-wise Newton-Raphson fashion. The appropriate
pressure change is

, D \ V2p*
op = — •

in each cell, where

f 1, predictor;
[ 1/2, corrector.

Here f2 is a relaxation coefficient such that 0 < fi < 1, Sj through S4 are the
outward normal surface vectors for the cell, corresponding to Fig. 7, and the
density is

At the beginning of the iteration, the predictor or corrector pressure from
the previous time step can be used as the initial estimate of the pressure in each
of the respective steps. The iteration process is repeated until the residual is of
sufficiently small measure in all cells of the mesh. For a rectangular mesh, fi = 1.0
is the maximum stable relaxation coefficient. As the nonorthogonality increases, fi
must be decreased to maintain a stable iteration. For example, a value of $7 = 0.8
provides a stable relaxation for all of the problems shown in Chapter V.
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Listing of the FORTRAN Computer Code

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

•CD COMD
PARAMETER (MZ»20O0. NF«2, NS'1)

C MZ'MAX ASRAY SIZE INCLUDING BOUNDARY CELLS. NF.NUMBER OF FIELDS
C NS - UNUSED

COMMON /BGNCD/ LC8EGIN(1)

COMMON /MESH1/ NREGNS. N K 8 ) . N2<8). MSZ(8). M0F(8)
COMMON /MESH2/ NPBTS(2.8). NCELH 5 . 2 . 8 ) , X0( 2 . 8 ) . DX(5.2.8)
COMMON /MESH3/ IGEOM, ICELL(6.2.8)
COMMON /MESM4/ rSTRT(8). IEN0V(8). IENDC(8), MSIZV(S). MSIZC(S)
COMMON /MESH5/ IFV(2,8). ICV(4.8), ICL(2.8)
COMMON /MESH6/ ICK2.8), IC2(2.8), IC3(2.8). IC4(2.8)

COMMON /INIT1/ UC0(2S.6.2.8). THO(25.6.8)
COMMON /INIT2/ TKO(25.6.8). T0O(25,6.8)

COMMON /BN1/ IBC(4.6.8).THBC(6.4.8).UBC(6.2.4.8).PBC(4.8).FLO(4.8)
COMMON /BN2/ I1BC(4 . 8). I2BC{4. 8), I3BC(4. 8). IH0L(4,2 ), IOELBCU, 8 )
COMMON /BN3/ IBCT(4,6.8), TKBC<6.4.8). TDBC(6.4.8)

COMMON /PARAM/ IOROER. OMEGA, ITER(2). NTTV. GRAV(2), ITUBB. SD.
1 MAXIT. EPS. R0(6). RNU(6). ALFA. SETA(S). CMU. SIGMAI2), C(4)

COMMON /PARA2/ I0T(3). NTF, TNSK, RKO. EPSTH. I ID, ONOFF

COMMON /MASKS/ MSKGST, MSKLVX. MSKLF1, MSKLF2

COMMON /TIMES/ T. NCYC. TWFIN. NCYCMAX. TWPRNT<10), TWFtLM(10),
1 TWDUMP(10). NRESTART

COMMON /TMSTP/ DTHYDRO. DTO, DTFAC<2), DTMAX, DT(8), DTP(8)

COMMON /TMOUV TPRNT, TFILM. TMOVI . TOUMP.
1 DTMOVI. DTDUMP, NPRNT. NFILM.
COMMON /GRAF1/ TITL(5), SCG(6)

COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMESUO). SEC(20). N0PS(2O)

OTPRNT, OTFILM.
NMOVI. NDUMP

COMMON /THETA / TH(MZ'NF). THN(MZ«NF).
COMMON /THETAU / TU(MZ«2»NF). TUN(MZ«2«NF),
COMMON /DERIVED/ UC(MZ'2-NF). PR(MZ).
COMMON /GEOMETRY/ FN(MZ«4». FA(MZ«2).
1 XC{MZ«2). SRF(MZ),
COMMON /SIDES/ UF(MZ-2-NF). SF(MZ-2-NF)
COMMON /FW0BKWD1/ R M O ) . RP(2)
COMMON /F«0BKW02/ SP(M2«2). SM(MZ«2)
COMMON /GRADS/ GTH(MZ«2). GTU(MZ*4),
COMMON /EXCHANGE/ F1(MZ«2). KIJ(MZ»4)
COMMON /TURB/ TNU(MZ«Nf). TK£(MZ»NF),
1 RS(MZ"8), TKN(MZ«NF),

THX(MZ«NF)
TUX(MZ«2"NF)
PC(MZ)
XV(MZ-2). VOL(MZ).
RAV(MZ). IFLG(MZ)

GU(MZ*8)

TDR(MZ'NF),
TDN(MZ'NF)

COMMON /ENDCD/

C 'CD COMO END

LCEND
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57
58
59 C
SO C
61 C
62 C
63 C
64 C
65 C
66 C
67 c

DK GLOSSARY
SUBROUTINE GLOSSARY

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

68 C
69 C
70 C
71 C
72 C
73 C
74 C
75 C
76 C
77 C
78 C
79 C
80
81
82
63
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100 C
101 C
102 C
103 C
104 z
105 C
106 C
107 C
108 C
109 C
1 10 C
1 1 1 C
1 12 C
113 C
1 1a C
115 C
116 C
117 C
1 18 C
119 C
120 C
121 C
122
123
12d C
125 C
126 C
127 C
128 C
129 C
130 C
13' C
132 C
133 C
134 C
13b C
136 C

C

c

THIS ROUTINE CONTAINS DESCRIPTIONS FOR MOST OF THE
VARIABLES USED IN THE CODE.

THANKS ARE DUE TO JOHN BAUMGARDNER FOR THE BASIC DATA
STRUCTURE USED. AND FOR THE FIGURE BELOU.

INDEXING CONVENTION FOR CELLS. VERTICES. AND FACES.

EACH CELL IS INDEXED BY ITS LOWER LEFT VERTEX. HERE DENOTED AS I.
OFFSETS OF THE OTHER CELL VERTICES ARE INDICATED BELOW. WHERE N1
IS THE NUMBER OF CELLS IN MESH DIRECTION 1. THE VALUES OF THE
OFFSETS ARE A CONSEOUENCE OF THE LAYERS OF "GHOST" CELLS THAT
SURROUND THE PROBLEM DOMAIN.

• I+N1+4

FACEd .2)

VERTEX I •_

AXES:

MESH OIRECTION 2

CELL I

1*1
FACE(1.1)

MESH DIRECTION 1

VARIABLES IN COMMON /MESH1/

NREGNS - NUMBER OF LOGICALLY RECTANGULAR REGIONS IN PROBLEM MESH.
COMPLEX GEOMETRIES CAN BE CONSTRUCTED FROM DISTINCT
BLOCKS (REGIONS) OF LOGICALLY RECTANGULAR MESH THAT
COMMUNICATE VIA THEIR COMMON BOUNDARIES.

N K I R ) - NUMBER OF CELLS IN MESH OIRECTION ONE IN REGION IR.
N2(IR) - NUMBER OF CELLS IN MESH DIRECTION TWO IN REGION IR.
MSZ(IR) - BASIC SCALAR ARRAY DIMENSION FOR REGION IR. EQUAL TO

(N1(IR)+3)-(N2(IR)+3).

MOF(IR) - BEGINNING INDEX OFFSET FOR SCALAR ARRAYS IN REGION IR.

VARIABLES IN COMMON /MESH2/
NPRTSI2.IR) - NUMBER OF PARTS OR SUBDIVISIONS IN EACH MESH DIRECTION

WITHIN REGION IR. THIS FEATURE ALLOWS FOR MULTIPLE
MATERIALS AND/OR INITIAL MESH SPACINGS TO BE SPECIFIED
WITHIN A SINGLE REGION.

NCELL(5.2, - NUMBER OF CELLS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH PART. MESH
IR) DIRECTION. AND REGION. (DIMENSIONS ALLOW UP TO FIVE

DIFFERENT PARTS IN EACH MESH DIRECTION.)
X0(2.IR) - OFFSET RELATIVE TO THE PHYSICAL ORIGIN FOR REGION IR.
DX(5.2.IR) - INITIAL MESH SPACING IN EACH PART. MESH DIRECTION,

AND REGION.

VARIABLES IN COMMON /MESH3/

IGEOM - PARAMETER SPECIFYING GEOMETRY TYPE. IGEOM » 1 IMPLIES
RECTANGULAR MESH; IGEOM - 2 IMPLIES B-Z CYLINDRICAL
MESH: IGEOM N 3 IMPLIES POLAR R-THETA CYLINDRICAL MESM
IGEOM « 4 IMPLIES R-PHI SPHERICAL MESH.

ICELLUP. - INDEX OF FIRST CELL IN PART IP FOR MESH DIRECTION M
M.IRI IN REGION IR.
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c
c
c

137 C
138 C
139 C
140 C
141 C
142 C
143 C
144 C
145 C
146 C
147 C
148
149
150
151 C
152 C
153 C
154 C
155 C
156 C
157 C
158 C
159 C
160 C
161 C
162 C
163 C
164 C
165 C
166 C
167 C
168 C
1S9 C
170 C
171 C
172 C
173 C
174 C
175 C
176 C
177 C
178 C
179 C
180 C
181 C
182 C
183 C
184 C
185 C
186 C
187 C
188 C
189 C
190 C
191 C
192 C
193 C
194
195
196
197 C
198 C
199 C
200
201
202
203
204
205
206

C
C
C

C
C
C
C
c
c
c

207 C
208 C
209 C
210 C
211 C
212 C
213 C
214 C
215 C
216 C

VARIABLES IN COMMON /ME5H4/

ISTRT(IR) - STARTING INDEX FOR MOST DO-LOOPS, EQUAL TO N1 + 5
(SAVES PROCESSING OF LOWER BOUNDARY LAYER OF
ARRAY ELEMENTS IN MESH DIRECTION ONE).

lENDV(IR) - ENDING INDEX FOR MOST DO-LOOPS OVER MESH VERTICES
AND FACES. EQUAL TO (N1+3)-(N2+2) - N1 - 4
(SAVES PROCESSING OF UPPER BOUNDARY LAYER OF ARRAY
ELEMENTS IN MESH DIRECTION ONE).

IENDC(IR) - ENDING INDEX FOR MOST DO-LOOPS OVER CELLS. EQUAL TO
<N1+3)«(N2+1) - N1 - N1 - 8 (SAVES PROCESSING OF
UPPER TWO BOUNDARY LAYERS OF ARRAY ELEMENTS IN MESH
DIRECTION ONE) .

MSIZV(IR) - NET LENGTH OF MOST DO-LOOPS OVER MESH VERTICES AND
FACES. EQUAL TO (N1+3)•(N2+1)-N1-N1-8.

MSIZC(IR) - NET LENGTH OF MOST DO-LOOPS OVER CELLS. EQUAL TO
(N1+3)«N2-3«N1-12.

VARIABLES IN COMMON /MESH5/

IFV12.IR) - OFFSET FROM THE BASE INDEX FOR THE SECOND VERTEX
ASSOCIATED WITH A CELL FACE IN THE TWO MESH DIRECTIONS.

ICV14.IR) - OFFSETS FROM THE BASE INDEX FOR THE FOUR VERTICES
ASSOCIATED WITH A CELL. THE NEGATIVES ARE THE
OFFSETS FROM THE BASE INDEX FOR THE FOUR CELLS
SURROUNOING A VERTEX.

ICLC2.IR) - OFFSET FROM THE BASE INDEX FOR THE CELL ON THE
OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE BASE CELL FACE FOR THE TWO
MESH DIRECTIONS.

VARIABLES IN COMMON /INIT1/
AND IN COMMON /INIT2/

UCO(P.K.M.IR) - INITIAL VELOCITY IN PART P, MATERIAL K. DIRECTION M.
ANO REGION IR.

THO(P.K.IR) - INITIAL VOLUME FRACTION FOR PART P, MATERIAL K.
AND REGION IR.

TKO(P.K.IR) - INITIAL THETA TIMES TURBULENCE ENERGY PER UNIT MASS.
TOO(P.K.IR) - INITIAL THETA TIMES TURB. DECAY RATE PER UNIT MASS.

VARIABLES IN COMMON /BN1/

IBC(4.IR) - INDICES SPECIFYING THE BOUNDARY TYPES FOR THE FOUR
BOUNDARIES OF REGION IR AS FOLLOWS:
IBC
IBC
IBC
IBC
IBC <
IBC .

> 1
• 2
* 3
> 4
> 5
> 6

FREE-SLIP WALL
APPLIED PRESSURE
OUTFLOW
INFLOW
PERIODIC
SPECIFIED VELOCITY WALL

THE ORDER FOR THE FOUR BOUNDARIES IS BOTTOM. TOP.
LEFT, AND RIGHT.

THBC(K.IB.IR)

UBCtK.M.IB.IR)
SIDE

PBC(IB.IR)
FLO(IB.IR)

• BOUNDARY VALUE OF THETA FOR MATERIAL K. ON BOUNDARY IB.
AND REGION IR.

• BOUNDARY VELOCITY VALUE FOR MATERIAL K. DIRECTION M,
IB. REGION IR.
• BOUNDARY PRESSURE.
• TOTAL FLOW PASSING OUTFLOW BOUNDARY IB. USED IN NORMAL-
IZATION OF THE OUTFLOW VELOCITIES. A VALUE OF ZERO MEANS
THAT NORMALIZATION IS NOT PERFORMED, AND A SIMPLE ZERO-
GRADIENT CONDITION ON THE VELOCITY IS IMPRESSED.

VARIABLES IN COMMON /BN2/

I1BCI4.IR) - STARTING INDEX OF THE DO-LOOP OVER THE MESH FOR
EACH OF THE FOUR BOUNDARIES OF REGION IR.

I2BC(4,IR) - ENDING INDEX OF THE DO-LOOP OVER THE MESH FOR EACH
OF THE FOUR BOUNDARIES OF REGION IR.

I3BC(4,IRI - STRIDE OF THE DO-LOOP OVER THE MESH FOR EACH OF
THE BOUNDARIES OF REGION IR.

IDELBC(4.IR>- OFFSETS FOR CELLS ON THE INNER SIDES OF THE FOUR
MESH BOUNDARIES FOR REGION IR.

VARIABLES IN COMMON /BN3/

IBCT14.IR) - INDEX FOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON K AND EPSILON:
IBCT = 1 ZERO-GRADIENT
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217 C
218 C
219 C
220 C
221 C
222 C
223 C
224 C
225 C
226 C
227 C
228 C
229 C
230 C
231 C
232 C
233 C
234 C
235 C
236 C
237 C
238 C
239 C
240 C
241 C
242 C
243 C
244 C
245 C
246 C
247
248 C
249 C
250 C
251 C
252 C
253 C
254 C
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266 C
267 C
268 C
269 C
270 C
271 C
272 C
273 C
274 C
275 C
276 C
277 C
278 C
279 C
280 C
281 C
282 C
283 C
284 C
285 C
286 C
287 c
288 C
289 C
290 C
291 C
292 C
293 C
294 C
295 C
296 C

IBCT
IBCT

SPECIFIED K AND EPSILON
PERIODIC

TKBC(K.IB.IR) - BOUNDARY VALUE OF THETA TIMES THE TURBULENCE ENERGY
PER UNIT MASS FOR MATERIAL K. SIDE IB. REGION IR.

TDBC(K.IB.IR) - BOUNDARY VALUE OF THETA TIMES EPSILON.

VARIABLES IN COMMON /PARAM/

IORDER - -1 FOR FIRST-ORDER, =2 FOR SECOND-ORDER VAN-LEER.
«3 FOR SECOND-ORDER WITH NO GRADIENT LIMITING.

OMEGA - PRESSURE SOLUTION RELAXATION PARAMETER.
ITER(ISTEP) - NUMBER OF ITERATIONS TO CONVERGE IN ISTEP(°1,2).
NTTY - PRINT INTERVAL FOR TELETYPE IN INTERACTIVE CALCULATIONS.
GRAV(M) - GRAVITY VECTOR.
ITURB - SWITCH TO TURN ON/OFF THE K-EPSILON EOUATIONS (1=0N. 0-OFF).
SD - FIXED SIZE SCALE OF THE DISPERSED ENTITIES IN FIELD K«2.
MAXIT(ISTEP) - MAXIMUM ALLOWED ITERATION NUMBER FOR ISTEP.
EPS - CONVERGENCE CRITERIA.
RO(K) - CONSTANT MICROSCOPIC DENSITY OF MATERIAL K.
RNU(K) - CONSTANT MOLECULAR KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OF MATERIAL K.
ALFA - PARAMETER USED IN FLUXING VELOCITY CALCULATION (SEE UFCALC).
BETA(5) - ARRAY OF PARAMETERS APPEARING IN THE MULTIMATERIAL

K-EPSILON MODEL.
CMU - UNIVERSAL CONSTANT APPEARING IN THE TURBULENT VISCOSITY DEFINITION.
SIGMA(2) - STANDARD TURBULENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR K-EPSILON

DIFFUSION TERMS RESPECTIVELY.
C(4) - STILL MORE COEFFICIENTS IN THE MULTIMATERIAL K-EPSILON MODEL.

VARIALBLE IN COMMON /PARA2/

IDT(3) - VALUES OF ZERO OR ONE TO TURN ON RESPECTIVELY THE TIME STEP
LIMITATION ON ADVECTION, VISCOSITY AND GRAVITY.

NUMBER OF TURBULENT FLUIDS (1 OR 2). IF ONLY ONE FLUID IS CONSIDERED
TURBULENT. IT IS THE CONTINUOUS MATERIAL. K«1.
SWITCH TO TURN ON/OFF THE OFF-DIAGONAL PART OF THE MOMENTUM
EXCHANGE TENSOR.
SMALLEST MOMENTUM EXCHANGE COEFFICIENT ALLOWED. THIS IS USED IN
CASES WHERE A LARGE COUPLING IS DESIRED BETWEEN MATERIALS. SO THAT
NON-INTERPENETRATING FLOWS CAN BE COMPUTED.

EPSTH - SMALLEST THETA FOR WHICH REALISTIC VALUES ARE EXPECTED. USED IN
SUBROUTINE DRAGAC.

SWITCH TO INDICATE A ONE-DIMENSIONAL CALCULATION.
SWITCH TO TURN ON/OFF THE INTERPENETRATIONAL CREATION TERM.

NTF -

TNSK -

RKO -

I 1D -
ONOFF

VARIABLES IN COMMON /MASKS/

MSKGST - MASK FOR GHOST CELL.
MSKLVX - MASK FOR LAGRANGIAN VERTEX. (NOT USED.)
MSKLF1 - MASK FOR LAGRANGIAN BOUNDARY ALONG MESH DIRECTION 1.
MSKLF2 - MASK FOR LAGRANGIAN BOUNDARY ALONG MESH DIRECTION 2.

VARIABLES IN COMMON /TIMES/

T - PROBLEM TIME.
NCYC - HYDRO CYCLE NUMBER.
TWFIN - PROBLEM TIME LIMIT.
NCYCMAX - PROBLEM HYORO CYCLE LIMIT.
TWFILM(IO) - SAME AS TWPRNT. EXCEPT FOR GRAPHICS OUTPUT.
TWDUMP(10) - SAME AS TWPRNT. EXCEPT RESTART DUMP ON FILE 0P2D.
N3ESTART - OUMP NUMBER ON FILE RS2D FOR PROBLEM RESTART.

VARIABLES IN COMMON /TMSTP/

DTHYDBO - CURRENT TIME STEP FOR THE HYORO CYCLE.
DTO - INITIAL TIME STEP FOR THE HYDRO CYCLE.
DTMAX - USER SPECIFIED MAXIMUM FOR HYDRO TIME STEP.
DTFAC - FRACTION OF THE ADVECTION AND COURANT TIME STEP

LIMITS ALLOWED FOR HYDRO TIME STEP.
DT(IR) - TIME STEP COMPUTED FOR REGION IR.

VARIABLES IN COMMON /TMOUT/

TPRNT - TIME AT WHICH NEXT CALL TO PRNTOUT IS TO OCCUR.
TFILM - TIME AT WHICH NEXT CALL TO GRAPHICS IS TO OCCUR.
TMOVI - TIME AT WHICH NEXT CALL TO MOVIE IS TO OCCUR.
TDUMP - TIME AT WHICH NEXT CALL TO TAPEWR IS TO OCCUR
DTPRNT - TIME INCREMENT BETWEEN CALLS TO PRNTOUT.
DTFILM - TIME INCREMENT 8ETWEEN CALLS TO GRAPHICS.
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297 C DTMOVI - TIME INCREMENT BETWEEN CALLS TO MOVIE.
298 C DTDUMP - TIME INCREMENT BETWEEN CALLS TO TAPEWR.
299 C NPRNT - NUMBER OF NEXT CALL TO PRNTOUT.
300 C NFILM - NUMBER OF NEXT CALL TO GRAPHICS.
301 C NMOVI - NUMBER OF NEXT CALL TO MOVIE.
302 C NDUMP - NUMBER OF NEXT CALL TO TAPEWR.
303 C
304 C VARIABLES IN COMMON /GRAF1/
305 C
306 C TITL(5) - PROBLEM TITLE
307 C SCG(10) - ARRAY OF SCALING FACTORS FOR GAS-FILE OUTPUT. (SEE ROUTINE
308 C WRGflS . )
309 C
310 C VARIABLES IN COMMON /ACCNT/
311 C
312 C NAMES(20) - SUBROUTINE NAMES USED IN ACCOUNTING ROUTINE TIMING.
313 C SECI20) - CUMULATIVE CPU TIME FOR INDIVIDUAL SUBROUTINES.
314 C N0PS(2O) - CUMULATIVE OPERATION COUNT FOR INDIVIDUAL SUBROUTINES.
315 C
316 C VARIABLES IN COMMON /THETA/
317 C
318 C TH. THN. THX: CURRENT TIME. OLD TIME AND EXPLICIT VALUES OF THETA.
319 C
320 C VARIABLES IN COMMON /THETAU/
321 :
322 C TU. TUN. TUX: CURRENT. OLD AND EXPLICIT VALUES OF THETA TIMES VELOCITY.
323 C
324 C VARIABLES IN COMMON /DERIVED/
325 C
326 C UC. PR. PC: CELL-CENTERED VELOCITY. PRESSURE AND EFFECTIVE PRESSURE.
327 C
328 C VARIABLES IN COMMON /GEOMETRY/
329 C
330 C FN, FA. XV. VOL: FACE-NORMAL. AREA, VERTEX POSITION AND CELL VOLUME.
331 C XC, SRF. RAV, IFLG: CELL-CENTER POSITION. GEOMETRIC PART OF RELAXATION
332 C FACTOR. AVERAGE RADIUS AND CELL FLAG.
333 C
334 C VARIABLES IN COMMON /SIDES/
335 C
336 C UF. SF: CELL-FACE NORMAL VELOCITY AND SWITCH INDICATING FLOW DIRECTION.
337 C BOTH LOADED IN SUBROUTINE UFCALC.
338 C
339 C VARIABLES IN COMMMONS /FWDBKWD1 AND 2/
340 C
341 C RM. RP. SP. SM: SWITCHS USED TO SELECT LOGICAL FORWARD OR LOGICAL
342 C BACKWARD CELL-CENTERED QUANTITIES OF PRESSURE OR
343 C VELOCITY. (SEE ROUTINE SPSM.)
344 C
345 C VARIABLES IN COMMON /GRADS/
346 C
347 C GTH, THU. GU: GRADIENTS IN THETA, THETA'U AND VELOCITY. (ALSO WIDELY
348 C UTILIZED AS WORK ARRAYS.)
349 C
350 C VARIABLES IN COMMON /EXCHANGE/
351 C
352 C F1. Kid: FORCE PER UNIT VOLUME ON MATERIAL K-1 DUE TO MATERIAL K«2. AND
353 C ELEMENTS OF THE MOMENTUM EXCHANGE TENSOR. RESPECTIVELY.
354 C
355 C VARIABLES IN COMMON /TURB/
356 C
357 C TNU, RS: TURBULENT KINEMATIC VISCOSITY AND REYNOLDS STRESS.
358 C TKE, TKN: THETA TIMES TURBULENCE ENERGY PER UNIT MASS (NEW AND OLD TIME).
359 C TDR, TDN: THETA TIMES ENERGY DECAY RATE (NEW AND OLD TIME).
360 C
361 END
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362
363 »DK RUNIT
364 PROGRAM RUNIT(IN2D.TAPE5-IN2D.TAPE6.RS2D.TAPE7-RS2D.
365 1 DP2D.TAPE8»DP2D.TTY,TAPE9«TTY,GDMP.TAPE21«GDMP)
366 C
367 C THIS IS THE DRIVING SUOROUTINE
368 C
369 -CA COMD
370
371 CALL EBM
372
373 CALL RINPUT
374
375 MSZSUM • 0
J76 00 5 IR-1.NREGNS
377 5 MSZSUM » MSZSUM • MSZ(IR)
378 IF(MSZSUM.GT.MZ) THEN
379 WRITE(6.15) MZ. MSZSUM
380 WRITEO.15) MZ. MSZSUM
381 15 FORMAT!' JOB ABORTED--MZ*'.16,' IN PARAMETER STATEMENT IS'.
382 1 ' TOO SMALL.'/' FOR THIS PROBLEM. IT MUST BE AT LEAST',16,'.'
383 STOP
384 END IF
385
386 IF(NRESTART.LE.O) THEN
387 CALL NEWPROB
388 ELSE
389 CALL RESTART
390 ENDIF
391
392 DTN - DTHYDRO
393
394 C . . . BEGIN EXPLICIT TIME INTEGRATION.
395
396 10 NCYC • NCYC + 1
397 T - T • OTHYDRO
398 OTHY • DTMAX
399
400 C . . . LOOP OVER ALL REGIONS IN PROBLEM DOMAIN.
401
402 00 20 IR«1.NREGNS
403
404 C . - . COMPUTE ARRAY OFFSETS FOR REGION IR.
405
406 M1 - MOF(IR) • 1
407 M2 « M0F(IR)»2 + 1
408 M4 • M0F(IR)«4 + 1
409 MB • M0F(IR)>8 + 1
410 MN1 • NF'MOF(IR) + 1
411 MN2 • NF»M0F(IR)-2 + 1
412 MNS1 • (NF-NS)«MOF(IR) + 1
413
414 CALL CPUTIME(CPU1)
4 15 CALL RUNHY(TH(MN1 ).TU(MN2),THN(MN1),TUN(MN2),THX(MN1),TUX(MN2),
416 1 UC(MN2).PR(M1),RAV(M1).XV(M2).XC(M2).V0L(M1).FA(M2).
417 2 FN(M4),SRF(M1),IFLG<M1),UF(MN2).SF(MN2).SP(M2).SM(M2).
418 3 GTH<M2).GTU(M4).PC(M1).GU(M8).F1(M2).KIJ(M4).
419 4 TNU(MN1),RS(M4),TKE(MN1),T0R(MNS1),TKN(MN1),TDN(MNS1),
420 1 MSZ(IR).IR.NF.NS)
421 CALL CPUTIME(CPU2)
422
423 CALL RUN0UT(XV(M2),XC(M2),PC(M1),TH(MN1).UC(MN2),TNU(MN1),
424 1 TKE(MN1).RS(M4),IFLG(M1).GTU(M4),MSZ(IR).IR.NF)
425
426 DTHY • AMINKOTHY.DT(IR))
427 20 CONTINUE
428
429 DTHYDRO • DTHY
430 GRIND • (CPU2-CPU1) / (N1(1)«N2(1))
431 IF(MODINCYC.NTTY).EO.O) THEN
432 WRITEO.100) NCYC.T.ITER( 1 ).ITER(2) .DTN.GRIND
433 100 FORMAT(«NCYC»« . 14, • TIME" . 1PE 10. 4 . • ITER«-.2I5.
434 1 • DT««. 1PE10.4," GRIND" . 1PE10.4)
435 ENDIF
436 DTN = DTHYDRO
437
438 IFIT.LT.TWFIN.AND.NCYC.LT.NCYCMAX) GO TO 10
439
440 CALL TIMING
441 CALL WRGAST
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442
443 CALL EXITA(1)
444 END

445 "OK RUNHV
446 SUBROUTINE RUNHY(TH,TU.THN.TUN.THX,TUX,
447 1 UC.PR,RAV,XV,XC,VOL.FA,FN,
448 2 SRF,IFLG.UF.SF,SP.SM.GTH.GTU,PC,GU.
449 3 F1,KIJ.TNU.RS.TKE,TDR,TKN.TDN.MS.IR.NF.NS)
450 C
451 C THIS ROUTINE ADVANCES THE SOLUTION ONE INCREMENT IN TIME
452 C USING THE PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR SOLUTION ALGORITHM DESCRIBED
453 C IN CHAPTER V.
454 C
455 COMMON /PARAM/ IORDER. OMEGA, ITER12), NTTY, GRAV(2), ITURB, SD.
456 1 MAXIT. EPS. R0(6). RNUI6). ALFA. BETA(5). CMU. SIGMA(2). C M )
457 COMMON /PARA2/ IDT(3). NTF, TNSK. RKO, EPSTH. I1D. ONOFF
458 COMMON /TMSTP/ OTHYDRO. DTO. DTFAC(2), DTMAX. 0T(8). OTF(S)
459 COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20). SEC(20). N0PS120)
460
461 CALL CPUTIME(TIN)
462
463 DTF(IR) • 1.E50
464
465 DO 10 ISTEP-1.2
466
467 CALL SPSM(SP.5M,ISTEP.S.MS.IR)
468 CALL XINIT(THX.TUX,TH.TU.THN.TUN.S.MS.IS.NF)
469 CALL UFCALCtUF.SF.UC.SM.FA.FN,IFLG.MS.IR.NF)
470 CALL ADVECT(TU.TUX,UF.SF.VOL.GTH,2,IFLG,O.S.MS,IR.NF)
471 CALLA0V2(THX.TUX.TH,TU.GTH,GTU.UF,SF.XV.XC.VOL.S.MS.IR,NF)
472 C CALL GRAVITY(TUX.TH.XC.FA,FN.VOL.SM,S.MS.IR.NF)
473 CALL STRESS(TUX.UC.GU.TH.XC.GTH.RAV,FN.FA.VOL.SM.S.MS.IR.NF)
474 CALL KCALCIKIJ.TH.UC.GTU.XC.XV,GU.TKE,TNU.MS,IR.NF)
475 CALL F1CALC(F1,TUX.TH.UC.TKE,TNU,XC.XV.IFLG.
476 1 GTH.KIJ.S.MS,IR.NF.NS)
477 CALL RUNTB(TUX.TNU.TKE.TDR.TKN.TDN.TH.UC.GTH.GTU.GU.RS.
478 1 KIJ.F1.UF.SF.SP.IFLG.XC,XV,VOL.RAV.FN.FA.S.MS.IR.NF,NS)
479
480 ITER(ISTEP) . 0
481 20 IC-0
482 ITER(ISTEP) • ITER(ISTEP) + 1
483
484 CALL PRESAC(TU.TUX,TH,PR,SP.XV,RAV,VOL,GTU,S.MS.IR.NF)
485 CALL GRAVITY(TU.TH.XC.FA,FN,VOL.SM,S.MS.IR.NF)
486 CALL DRAGAC(UC,TU.TH.KIJ,IFLG.S.MS.IR.NF)
487 CALL OERIVE(UC.TH.TU.IFLG.MS.IR.NF)
488 CALL UFCALCtUF.SF.UC.SM,FA,FN,IFLG,MS.IR.NF)
489 CALL ADVECT(TH.THX,UF.SF,VOL.GTH.1.IFLG.1.S.MS.IR.NF)
490 CALL OPCALC(PR.TH.GU.GTU.GTH.SRF.IFLG.S.IC.MS.IR.NF)
491 CALL BNDPR(PR.MS.IR)
492
493 IFdC.GT.O .AND. ITER( ISTEP ). LT . MAXIT ) GOTO 20
494
495 CALL BNDFILL(UC,TH.TU.FN,FA.MS.IR.NF)
496 CALL PCCALC(PC.PR.GU.S.MS.IR)
497
498 10 CONTINUE
499
500 CALL BNDPRIPC.MS.IR)
501 CALL DTCALC(UF,TH.FN.FA,TNU,VOL.RAV.IFLG,GTH,GTU.GU,MS.IR,NTF)
502
503 CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
504 S E C d ) • SECd'l + TOUT - TIN
505 END
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506 -DK RUNTB
507 SUBROUTINE RUNTB(TUX.TNU.TKE.TDR.TKN.TON.TH.UC.WK,WE.GV.RS.
508 1 KIJ.F1.UF.SF.SP.IFLG.XC.XV.VOL.RAV.FN.FA.S.MS.IR.NF.NS)
509 C
510 C THIS ROUTINE DRIVES THE TURBULENCE CALCULATION.
511 C
512 COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(8). IENDV(8). IENDC(8). MSIZVfB). MSIZC(8)
513 COMMON /PARAM/ IORDER. OMEGA, ITER(2). NTTY. GRAV(2), ITURB. SD.
514 1 MAXIT. EPS. R0(6). RNU(6). ALFA. BETA(5>. CMU. SIGMA(2). C(4)
515 COMMON /PARA2/ IDT(3). NTF. TNSK. RKO. EPSTH. I1D. ONOFF
516 COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20). SEC(20). N0PS(2O)
517 DIMENSION TUX< 1 ).TNU( 1 ) ,TKE( 1 ) ,TOR( 1).TKN(1).TDN( i ) .TH( 1).UC< 1 )
518 DIMENSION UF(1). SF(1). RS(1)
519 CALL CPUTIME(TIN)
520
521 IF(ITURB.EO.O) THEN
522 DO 10 I'1,MS-NF
523 TKE(I ) = 0.
524 TNUII) « 0.
525 10 CONTINUE
526 RETURN
527 ENDiF
528
529 CALL STREST(TUX.GV.TNU.TKE.TDR.TH.
530 1 UC.XC.WK.RAV.FN.FA.VOL.SP,S.MS.IR.NTF.O)
531
532 CALL TBUPDKTKE .TDR .TKN.TDN.WK.WE. IFLG. S.MS. IR.NTF )
533
534 CALL TDRDST(WE.RS,GV.UC.XC,SP.TNU.TH.XV.RAV.VOL.MS.IR.NTF)
535
536 CALL TBPROD(TKE,TDR,RS.GV.UC.TH.TNU.
537 1 KId.XC.XV.F1.WK.WE.SP.MS.IB.NTF.0)
538
539 CALL ADVTB(TKE.UF.SF.VOL.WK.MS.IR.NTF)
540 CALL ADVTB(TDR.UF,SF,VOL.WE.MS.IR.NTF)
541
542 CALL TBDIFF(TKE,WK.TH.TNU.GV,XC.XV.FN.FA.VOL,IFLG.SP.MS.IR. 1.NTF )
543 CALL TBDIFF(TDR.WE.TH.TNU.GV,XC.XV.FN,FA,VOL,IFLG.SP.MS.I P.2.NTF)
544
545 CALL TBUPD2ITKE.TDR.TKN.TON.WK,WE.IFLG.S.MS.IR.NTF)
546 CALL BNDKE(TKE.TDR.MS.IR.NTF)
547
548 20 CONTINUE
549
550 CALL CPUTIHE(TOUT)
551 SECM8) • SEC(IB) + TOUT - TIN
552 RETURN
553 END
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554 *DK ADVECT
555 SUBROUTINE ADVECT(CO,COX,UF,SF.VOL,DO.NC.IFLG,IMP.S.MS.IR.NF)
556 C
557 C FIRST-ORDER PART OF THE ADVECTION OPERATOR, ACTING ON THE
558 C QUANTITY*CO.
559 C
560 COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(8). IENDV<8). IENDC(S), MSIZV(8). MSIZC<8)
561 COMMON /MESH5/ IFV(2.8). ICV(4.b). ICL(2,8)
562 COMMON /PARA2/ IDT(3), NTF. TNSK, RKO. EPSTH. I1D. ONOFF
563 COMMON /MASKS/ MSKGST, MSKLVX, MSKLF1, MSKLF2
564 COMMON /TMSTP/ DTHYDRO, DTO. DTFAC(2). DTMAX. DT(B). 0TF(8)
565 COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20). SEC(20). N0PS(20)
566 DIMENSION CO(MS.NC.NF), CQX(MS.NC,NF). DO(MS.NC)
567 DIMENSION UF(MS,2,NF), SF(MS.2.NF), VOL(MS). IFLG(MS)
568 CALL CPUTIME(TIN)
569
570 IF(IDTd).EO.O) RETURN
571
572 SDT * S - DTHYDRO
573
574 DO 10 K«1,NF
575
576 DO 20 J«1,NC
577 DO 20 I»ISTRT(IR),IENDC(IR)
578
579 DO(I.d) - 0.
580
581 20 CONTINUE
582
583 DO 30 J»1.NC
584 DO 30 M-1 ,2
585 MCL ' ICL(M.IR)
586 CDIR$ IVDEP
587 DO 30 I»ISTRT(IR),IENDV(IP.)
588
589 OBAR * SF(I.M.K) • C0(I+MCL.J,K) * (1.-SF(I.M,K )) • CQ(I.J.K)
590
591 DELO - UF(I.M.K) • OBAR
592
593 DO(I.J) • DO(I.J) + DELO
594 DO(I+MCL,J) - DQU+MCL.J) - DELO
595
596 30 CONTINUE
597
598 DO 50 J*1.NC
599 DO 50 I»ISTRT(IR).IENDC(IR)
SOO
601 CO(I.J.K) - CVMGZ(COX(I,J.K)+SDT»DO(I,J)/(VOL(I)+1.E-50).
602 1 CO(I.J.K). AND(IFLGtI).MSKGST))
603
6O4 50 CONTINUE
605
606 IF(IMP.EO.O) THEN
607
606 DO 60 J«1.NC
609 DO 60 I«ISTRT(IR).IENDC(IR)
61C
611 COX(I,J.K) • CO(1.J.K)
612
613 60 CONTINUE
614
615 ENDIF
616
617 10 CONTINUE
618
619 CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
620 SEC(2) - SEC(2) + TOUT - TIN
621 RETURN
622 END
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623 "DK ADVTB
624 SUBROUTINE ADVTBfTQ,UF.SF.VOL.DO.MS.IR.NF )
625 C
626 C ADVECTION OF THE TURBULENCE OUANTITIES (FIRST-ORDER).
617 C
628 COMMON /MESHd/ ISTRT(8). IENDV!8). IENDC(8). MSI2V(8). MSI2C(8)
629 COMMON /MESHS/ IFV(2,a). ICVM.8). ICH2.8)
630 COMMON /PARA2/ IDT(3), NTF. TNSK. RKO. EPSTH. 110. ONOFF
631 COMMON /TMSTP/ DTHYORO. DTO. 0TFAC(2). DTMAX. DT(8 ) . DTF(8)
632 DIMENSION TO(MS.NF). DO(MS.NF)
633 DIMENSION UF(MS.2.NF). SF(MS.2.MF). VOL<MS)
634
635 IF(IDT(1).EQ.O) RETURN
636
637 DO 10 K=1.NF
638
639 DO 30 M=1 .2
640 KCL = ICL(M.IR)
641 CDIRS IVDEP
642 DO 30 I-ISTRT<IR).IENDVIIP)
643
644 OBAR •= SF(I.M.K) - TQU+MCL.K) • ( 1 . - SF ( I . M. K ) ) • TQ(I.K)
645
S46 DELO = UF'I.M.K) - OBAR
647
648 DO(I.K) = DO(I.K) + DTHYDRO • DELO / (VOL(1)+1.E-50)
649 D0< I+MCL.K) ' OOM+MCL.K) - OTHYORO - DELO / ( VOL ( I+MCL ) * 1 . E -50 )
650
651 30 CONTINUE
652
653 10 CONTINUE
654
655 RETURN
656 END
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6S7
6SS
6S9
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
663
6S4
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
71 1
712
713
7 14
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728

°DK ADV2
SUBROUTINE ADV2(THX.TUX.TH.TU.GTH.GTU,UF,SF,XV,XC.VOL.S.MS.IR.NF)

C
C SECOND-ORDER PART OF THE ADVECTION OPERATOR.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(8). IENDV(8), IENDC(8). MSIZV(8). MSIZC(8)
COMMON /MESH5/ IFV(2.8), ICV14.8), ICH2.8)
COMMON /PARAM/ IORDER. OMEGA, ITER(2). NTTY, GRAV(2), ITURB. SD.
1 MAXIT. EPS. R0(6). RNU(6). ALFA. BETA(5), CMU. SIGMA(2). C(4)
COMMON /PARA2/ IDT(3). NTF. TNSK. RKO. EPSTH. 110. ONOFF
COMMON /TMSTP/ DTHYDRO, DTO. DTFAC(2). DTMAX. DT(8). DTF(8)
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20). SECI20). N0PS(2O)
DIMENSION THX(MS.NF), TUX(MS.2.NF). TH(MS.NF), TU(MS.2.NF)
DIMENSION GTH(MS,2). GTU(MS.2.2t

DIMENSION XV(MS.2), XCIMS.2). SF(MS,2.NF). UF(MS.2.NF). VOL(MS)

IF(IDT(1).EO.O .OR. I0RDER.EQ.1) RETURN

CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

SDT » S - DTHYDRO

DO 10 K-1,NF
CALL GRADCIGTH.TH( 1,K ) .XC.XV.1.MS,IR)
CALL GRADC(GTU.TU( 1.1.K ) .XC.XV.2.MS.IR)

DO 20 M«1,2
MFV « IFV(M.IR)
MCL • ICL(M.IR)

CDIRS IVDEP
00 20 I=ISTRT(1R).lENOV(IR)

XS
YS

0.5
0.5

(XV(I,1) + XV(I+MFV.1))
(XV(I ,2) • XVU+MFV.2) )

DXL •> XS - XC(I+MCL. 1 )
DYL •> YS - XCU+MCL.2)

DXR = XS - XC(I , 1 )
DYR o YS - XC(1.2)

OMSF o 1. - SF(I.M.K)

1
SF<I,M.K>

OMSF
(GTH(I+MCL.1)«DXL+GTH(I+MCL.2)«DYL)
(QTH(I.I) ' D X R + G T H d ^ ) -DYR)

PF1=SF<I,M,K)«(GTU(I+MCL,1.1)«DXL+GTU(I+MCL.2,1)»DYL)
1 + OMSF "(GTU(I,1,1) «DXR+GTU(I.2. 1 ) «DYR)
PF2=SF(I,M.K)»(GTU(I+MCL.1 .2 )-DXL + GTU(I+MCL.2.2)«DYL)
1 + OMSF "(GTUd.1,2) -DXR+GTUfI.2.2) »DYR)

SDTR » SDT • UF(I.M.K) / (V0L(I)+1.E-50)
SDTL = SDT • UF(I.M.K) / (VOL(I+MCL)+1.E-50)

THX(I.K) » THX(I.K) + SDTR • RF
TUX(1.1.K) = TUX(I.I.K) + SDTR • PF1
TUX(I.2.K) = TUXU.2.K) + SDTR • PF2

THX(I+MCL.K) - THX(I+MCL.K) - SDTL - RF
TUX (I+MCL. 1 .K) • TUXC+MCL, 1,K) - SOTL • PF1

TUX( I+MCL.2,K) « TUXU+MCL.2.K) - SOTL • PF2

20 CONTINUE

10 CONTINUE

CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
SECI3) - SEC(3) + TOUT - TIN
RETURN
END
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729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
74 1
742
743
744
7«5
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
769
770
77 1
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
78 1
782
783
784
785
786
787
738
789
790
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808

•OK BNDFILL
SUBROUTINE BNDFILL(UC.TH,TU.FN,FA,M5,IR.NF)

C
C FILL THE GHOST CELLS WITH THE APPROPRIATE QUANTITIES.
C

COMMON /MESH1/ NREGNS. NUB). N2(8). MSZ(8). MOF(8)
COMMON /MESH5/ IFV(2,8). ICVU.8). ICL(2.8)
COMMON /BN1/ IBC(4,6,B).THBC(6.4.8).UBC(6,2.A,8).PBC(4.8).FLO(4.8>
COMMON /BN2/ I 1BC< 4 . 8 ), I2BC( 4 . 8 ) . I3BCI 4 . 8 ) . IHOL( 4 , 2 ) , IDELBCU.B)
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20), SEC(20). N0PS(2O>
DIMENSION UC(MS,2.NF). TH(MS.NF). TU(MS.2.NF), FNIMS.2.2)
DIMENSION FA(MS.2)

CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

DO 80 K«1,NF
DO 80 IB=1,4
di • IDELBC(IB.IR)

IF( IBCdB.K. IRj.EO. 1) THEN

REFLECTIVE BOUNDARY:

M
J2

J2IF(MOD(IB.2).EO.O)
CD1R$ IVDEP

DO 10 I=I1BC(IB.IR).I2BC(IB.IR).I3BC(IB.IR)
TH(I.K) • TH(I+J1.K)
UT - UC(I+J1,2.K) - FN(I+J2.M.1) - UC(I+J1.1.K) • FN<I+J2.M,2)
UCd.i.K) ' - UT « FN(I*U2.M,2)
UC(I.2.K) » UT - FN(I+J2.M.1)

TH(I,K) • UC(I.1.K)
TH(I,K) • UC(I.2.K)

,
TU(I.1.K)
TU(I,2.K)

10 CONTINUE

IF(1HOL(IB.2).NE.O) THEN
C THERE IS INFLOW THROUGH A HOLE IN THE WiLL

COIRS 1VDEP
11 - H B C ( I B . I R ) + ( 1 + I H O L d B . O ) • I 3 B C I I B . I R )
1 2 - 1 1 * ( I H 0 L ( I B . 2 ) - 1 ) - I 3 B C C B . I R )
DO 15 I - 1 1 . I 2 , 1 3 B C ( I B . I R )
T H ( I . K ) • THBC(K. IB . IR )

UBC(K.1.IB.IR)
UBCIK.2.IB.1R)
TH(I,K) - UC(I.1,K)
TH(I.K) • UCII.2.K)

15

UC(I . 1 . K )
UC(I .2.K)
TUd . 1 .K)
TU(I.2.K)
CONTINUE

END IF

ELSEHM IBCdB.K. IR) .EO.2) THEN

APPLIED PRESSURE BOUNDARY:

CDIRS IVDEP
00 20 I
TH(I.K)
UC(I
UC(I,2,K)
TU(I.1,K)
TU(I,2.K)

20 CONTINUE

1,K)

1BC(1B,IR).I2BC(IB.IR).I3BC(IB.IR)
TH(I*J1,K)
UC(I*J1.1.K)
UC(I*J1.2,K)

TH(I.K) • UC(I.1.K)
TH(I .K) - UC(I.2.K.)

ELSEIFdBCdB.K.IR).EO.3) THEN

OUTFLOW BOUNDARY:

M - (IB+1>/2
J2 » J1
IF(MOD(IB.2).EO.O) J2=0
SGN » - 1.
IFIMODIIB.2).EO.O) SGN « *1.
MFV « IFV(M.IR)
AA = CVMGT(- 1. .1. ,M.EO. 1)

OUT » 0.
00 35 1 = 1 1BC(IB.IR).12BC(IB. IR). ISBCdB.IR)
UN * UCd+01 . 1 .K) • FNd*J2.M.1) * UC(I*tl1 .2.KI • F N d * J2 , M. 2 )
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876
877
878 C
879 C
880 C
881
882
883
884

886
887
888
889
890
891
893
S93
89<J
89S
896
897
898
899
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
90S
909
910

91 1
912
913
914
915
916
917
919
919
920
92 1
922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932

OK BNDKE

SUBROUTINE BNDKE(TKE.TDR.MS.IR.NF)

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON THE TURBULENCE OUANTITIES.

COMMON /MESH1/ NREGNS, N1IB), N2(8). MSZI8). M0F<8)
COMMON /BN2/ I 1BC(4.8) , I2BC( 4 , 8 ) . I3BC ( 4 . S ) . IH0U4.2) .IDELBC(4.8)
COMMON /BN3/ IBCT(4.6.8). TKBC(6.4.8), TDBC(6.4.8)
DIMENSION TKE(MS.NF). TDR(MS.NF)
DO 30 K=1.NF
DO 30 IB=1 .4
J1 « IDELBC(IB.IR)

IF(IBCTIIB.K.IR).EO.1) THEN

CDIRS IVDEP
DO )0 1 = 1 IBCde. Iff). I2BC( IB. IR). I3BC( IB. IR)
TKE(I.K) » TKE(I+J1,KI
TDR(I .K) " TDR(I + J1.KI

10 CONTINUE

IF(IH0L(IB.2).NE.O) THEN
C THERE IS INFLOW THROUGH A HOLE IN THE WALL

11 = HBC(IB.IR) • ( 1I-IH0L( IB. 1 ) ) - I3BC(IB.IR)
12 = 11 * IIHOL(IB.2)-1) • I3BC(IB.IR)
DO 15 1=11.I2.I3BC(IB.IR)
TKE(I.K) = TKBC(K.IB.IR)
TDR(I,K) = TDBC(K.IB.IR)

15 CONTINUE

END IF

ELScIF(IBCT(IB.K.IR).EO.2) THEN

DO 20 1 = 11BC(IB.IR) .I2BC(IB.IR).I3BC(IB.IR)
TKE(I.K) - TKBC(K.IB.IR )
TDR(I,K) » TDBC(K.IB.IR)

20 CONTINUE

ELSEIF(IBCT(IB.K.IR).EO.5) THEN

JOPP - 01 ' N 2 ( I R )
I F ( 1 B G E . 3 ) JOPP •> J1 • N K I R )

CDIRS IVDEP
DO 50 1=11BC(IB.IR).I2BC(IB.IR).I3BC(IB.IR)
TKE(I.K) = TKE(I+JOPP.K)
TDR(I.K) = TDR(I*JOPP.K)

50 CONTINUE

ENDIF

30 CONTINUE

END
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933 "DK BNDPR
934 SUBROUTINE BNDPR(PR.MS.IR)
935 C
936 C PRESSURE BOUNDARY' CONDITIONS.
937 C
938 COMMON /BN1/ IBC(4.6.8),THBC(6.4.8).UBC(6.2.4.8 ) ,PBC(4 , 8 ).FLO(4,8 )
939 COMMON /BN2/ I1BC(4.8),I2BC(4.8).I3BCI4.8).IHOLl4,2),IDELBC(4.8)
940 COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20). SEC(20). N0PS(2O)
941 DIMENSION PR(MS)
O«2 CALL CPUTIME(TIN)
94 3
944 00 30 IB-1,4
945
946 J1 • IDELBCdB. IR)
947
948 IF(IBC(IB,1.IR).NE.2) THEN
949
950 COIR$ IVDEP
951 00 10 I-11BCCB. IR) . I2BC( IB. IR) . I3BC(IB.IR)
952 PR(I ) • P R U + J1 )
953 10 CONTINUE
954
955 ELSE
956
957 DO 20 I'l 1BC(IB.IR). I2BCIIB.IR),I3BCCIB,IR)
958 PR(I) « PBC(IB.IR)
959 20 CONTINUE
960
96 1 ENDIF
962
963 30 CONTINUE
96 <5
965 CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
966 SEC(4) • S£C(4) • TOUT - TIN
967 END

968 = DK SNDXV
969 SUBROUTINE BNDXV(XV.MS . IK )
970 C
97 1 C SET GHOST CELL GEOMETRY.
972 C
973 REAL XV(MS.2)
974 COMMON /BN2/ 1 1BC(4,8) .I2BC(4,8),I3BC(4,8).IH0L(4.2).IDELBC(4,8)
975
976 DO 30 18=1 ,>3
97"
978 J • 0
979 IF(MOO(IB.2).EO.O) 0 • -IDELBC(IB.IR)
980 J1 • J • IDELBCdB.IR)
981
982 COIRS IVDEP
983 DO 20 1=11BC(IB.IR).I2BC1IB.IR).I3BC(IB.IR)
984 XV(I*j. U » XV(I + J1. 1 I
985 XVd-fJ.2) • XVII + J1.2)
986 20 CONTINUE
987
988 30 CONTINUE
989
990 END
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991
992
993
994
995
996
997
998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
'021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1O27

•OK CELSET
SUBROUTINE CELSET(UC.TH,TU.TKE.TDR,N1,N2.IR.NF)

THIS SUBPROGRAM INITIALIZES THE ARRAYS UC, TH. TU AND PR

REAL UC(0:N1+2.0:N2*2.2.NF), TH< 0 : N1 + 2 , 0 : N2 + 2 . N M
REAL TU(O:N1+2.O:N2*2.2.NF)
REAL TKE(O:N1+2.O:N2+2,NF), TDR(O:N1 + 2,0:N2+2.NF)
COMMON /MESH2/ NPRTS(2.8), NCELL<5.2,8 ). XO<2.8), DX(S.2.S)
COMMON /MESH3/ IGEOM, ICELH6.2.8)
COMMON /INIT1/ UC0(25.6.2,8). THO(25.6.8)
COMMON /INIT2/ TK0(2S.6.8>. TDO(25.6.8)

DO 10 K » 1 . N F
0 0 10 J P R T « 1 , N P R T S ( 2 . I R )
K2 • NPRTSI 1 . 1 R ) « ( J P R T - 1 )
DO 10 I P R T - 1 . N P R T S ( 1 . I R )
M • IPRT * M2

DO 10 J " I C E L L < J P R T . 2 . I R ) . I C E L H JPRT-H . 2 . I R ) - 1
0 0 10 I - I C E L H I P R T . 1 . I R ) . I C E L L ( I P R T * 1 , 1 , I R ) - 1

J . 1 . K >
J . 2 . K )
J . K ) •
J . 1 , K )

. J . 2 . K )

UC(
UC(
TH(
TU(
TU(
T K E d . J . K )
T O R ( I . U . K )

UCOIM.K.1.IR)
UCO(M,K.2.IR)

THO(M.K,IR)
TH(I.d.K) • UC(I.J.I.K)
TM(I.d.K) • U C d . J.2.K)
TKOfM.K.IR)
TOO(M.K.IR)

10 CONTINUE

END

1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
104 1
1042
1043
10-4
1045
1046
104 7
1048

•OK DERIVE
SUBROUTINE DERIVE(UC.TH.TU.IFLG.MS . IR .NF)

C
r. DERIVE THE LATEST VELOCITY.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT18). IENDV(8). IEN0C(8). MSIZV(8), MSIZC(8)
COMMON /MASKS/ MSKGST, MSKLVX. MSKLF1. MSKLF2
COMMON /PARAM/ IORDER. OMEGA. ITER(2). NTTY. GRAV(2). ITURB. SD.
1 MAXIT. EPS. RQ(6). RNU(6). ALFA, BETA(S). CMU, SIGMA(2). C(4)
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMESI20). SEC(JO). N0PS(20)
DIMENSION UC(MS.2.NF), TH(MS.NF). TU(MS.2.NF). IFLG(MS)
CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

IF(NF.GT.1) RETURN

DO 10 I-ISTRT(IR).IENDCIIR)

1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055

IGC • ANDdFLGd l.WSKGS' )

UC(I.
UC(I.

1 )
. 1 )

CVMG2
CVMGZi

. .1. 1, 1)/(TH(I.
j(I.2,1)/(TH(I

1)*1.E-50) ,
1)*1.E-50).

UC( I . 1 . 1 ). IGC )
UC(I.2.1). IGC)

10 CONTINUE

CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
SEC(5) • SEC(5) • TOUT - TIN
RETURN
END
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1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1066
1069
1070
1071
1072
1073
1074
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1 101
1 102
1 103
1 104
1105
1106
1 107
1108
1109
1 1 10
1111
1 1 12
1 1 13
1 1 14
1115
1 1 16
1117

•DK OPCALC
SUBROUTINE DPCALC(PB,TH.THR.THS,D.SRF,IFLG,S.IC.MS.IR,NF)

C
C ADO THE PRESSURE CHANGE TO THE CURRENT PRESSURE THAT WILL
C DRIVE THE RESIDUAL OF 1-TH(1)-TH(2) TO ZERO IN A POINT-WISE
C NEWTON-RAPHSON FASHION.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(8), IENDV(8). IENDC(8). MSIZV<8). MSI2C(8)
COMMON /PARAM/ IORDER, OMEGA, ITER(2), NTTY, GRAV(2), ITURB. SD,
1 MAXIT. EPS. R0(6), RNU(6), ALFA. BETA(5). CMU. SIGMAC2). C(4)
COMMON /MASKS/ MSKGST, MSKLVX. MSKLF1, MSKLF2
COMMON /TMSTP/ OTHYDRO. DTO. DTFAC(2), DTMAX. DT(8), DTF(8)
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20), SEC(20), N0PSI20)
DIMENSION PR(MS). TH(MS.NF), D(MS). SRF(MS). IFLG(MS)
DIMENSION THR(MS), THS(MS)
DATA IDUST / 1 /
CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

DO 10 I-ISTRT(IR),IENDC(IR)

THRU )
THS(I)

• 0.
• 0.

10 CONTINUE

DO 20 K-1.NF
DO 20 I'ISTRT(IR),IENDC(IR)

THRU)
THS(I)

THR(I) * TH(I.K)/RO(K>
THS( I ) + TH(I ,K)

TH(I.K) • CVMGT(1.. TH(I.K)

20 CONTINUE

DTSO • DTHYDRO«DTHYDRO«S-S

DO 30 I«1,MS

IGC • AND(IFLG(I),MSKGST)

D(I) ' CVMG2(1.-THSII), 0.,

TH(I.1) • CVMGT(1.-TH(I.2),
TH(I.2) • CVMGT(1.-TH(I,1),

NF.EO.1)

IGC)

. ) , TH(I.2).LT.0.5)
TH(I,2), TH(I. D.LT.0.5)

DP » - D(I) / ( DTSQ'SRFU )«THR(I)+1 .E-50 )

PR(I) - PRO) + DP • OMEGA

D(I ) • ABS(D(I))

30 CONTINUE

IMAXD • ISMAX(MS.D.1)

IF(D(IMAXD).GT.EPS) IC-1

CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
SEC(6) • SECI6) • TOUT - TIN
RETURN
END
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1 118
1 1 19
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1 126
112?
1 128
1129
1 130
1131
<132
1133
1 134
1 135
1136
113">
l 138
i 139
1 140

114 1
I 142
I 143
i 144
i 145
I 146
I 111
I 148
! 149
H50
1151
1 152
1 153
1 154
1155
1 156
1157
1158
1159
i 160
i 161
1 162
1 163
1 164
1165
1 166
1 167
1168
1169
i 170
1 17 1
1 172
1 173
1 174
1175
1 176
1177
1 178
l 179
i 180
1 1B 1
1 182

•OK DRAGAC
SUBROUTINE DRAGAC(UC.TU.TH.KIJ.IFLG.S.MS.IR.NF)

C
C COMPUTE THE CHANGE IN MOMENTUM OENSITY DUE TO MOMENTUM
C EXCHANGE BETWEEN MATERIALS.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRTI8), IENDV(8). IENDC(B), MS!ZV(8). MSIZC(B)
COMMON /MASKS/ MSKGST. MSKLVX. MSKLF1. MSKLF2
COMMON /PARAM/ IOROER. OMEGA. ITER(2). NTTV, GRAV(2). ITURB. SD.
1 MAXIT. EPS. R0(6). RNU(6). ALFA, BETA(5). CMU, SIGMAI2). C(4)
COMMON /PARA2/ IDT(3). NTF, TNSK. RKO, EPSTH. 110. ONOFF
COMMON /TMSTP/ DTHYDRO. DTO, DTFAC(2), DTMAX. DT(8). DTF(8)
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMESI20). SECI20). N0PS(20)
DIMENSION UC(MS.2.NF). TU(MS.2.NF). TH(MS.NF), IFLG(MS)
REAL KIJ(MS.2.2)
CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

IFINF.LT.2) RETURN

SDT o . DTHYDRO

00 10 I«ISTRT(IR).IENDC(IR)

1GC AND(IFLG(I).MSKGST)

THTST » AMAXMO.. TH( I , 1 )-TH( 1 . 2 ) - EPSTH)

RK » CVMGZIRKO. K1J(I.1.1), THTST)

A 12 =
A21 '
A1 1 =
A22 •

RDET

U1 =
U2 •
UC(I
UC( I
TU(I
TU(I

- RK •
- RK •

1. - A12
1. - A2 1

SDT
SDT

(R0(1)-TH(!,1)*1.E-50)
(R0(2)«TH(I,2)+1.E-50)

1 . / (A1 1 A22 - 1 . )

TU( I.
TU( I .
,1.1)
,1.2)
.1.1)
.1.2)

, 1 ) / ( T H ( 1 , 1 )

,2) / (TH(1.2)
CVMGZI(U1-A22
CVMGZI<U2«A11
UC(I.1.1)
UC(I.1.2)

1.E-50)
1.E-50)
U2-A12)
U1»A21)

TH(I.1)
TH(I.2)

RDET,
RDET.

UC(I,
UC(I

1 ) .
2 ) .

I G O
IGC)

RK » CVMGZ<RKO. Kljll.2.2). THTST)

A12 »
A21 «
A1 1 • 1 .
A22 - 1 .

RK >
RK •
A12
A2 1

SDT / (R0(1)«TH(I,1)*1.E-50)
SDT / (RO(2)«TH(I.2)+1.E-50)

RDET • 1. / (A11 + A22 - 1.)

V1 »
V2 "
UC(I
UC( I
TU( I

TU(I
TU( 1
.2. D
,2.2)
,2. 1 )

TU(I,2.2)

10 CONTINUE

2 , 1 ) / (TH(I.1) + 1.E-50)
2.2) / (TH(1,2) + 1.E-50)
- CVMGZ((V1-A22 - V2«A12)
• CVMGZ((V2«A11 - V1«A21)
• UC(1.2,1) • TH(1.1)
• UC( 1.2.2) • THU.2)

RDET.
RDET .

UC( I
UC(I

1 ).
2) .

IGC)
IGC)

CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
SEC(7) • SEC(7) • TOUT - TIN
RETURN
END
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1 183
1 184
1 185
1186
1 167
1 188
1 189
1 190
1 191
1 192
1 193
1 19<i
1 195
1 196
1 197
1 198
1 199
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
1209
1210
121 1
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226
1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
123:
1234
1235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
124 1
1242
1243
1244
1245
1246
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
1259

•DK OTCALC
SUBROUTINE DTCALCIUF.TH,FN.FA.TNU.VOL.RAV.IFLG.RDT.W1,W2.MS.IR.NF)

C
C COMPUTE THE TIME STEP.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(8). IENDV(B), IENDC<8). MSIZV(8). MSIZC(8)
COMMON /MESH5/ IFV(2.8). ICV(4.8). ICLI2.8)
COMMON /PARAM/ IUROER. OMEGA. ITER(2). NTTV, GRAV(2), ITURB, SO.
1 MAXIT. EPS. R0(6). RNU<6). ALFA. BETA(S). CMU. SIGMA(2). C(4)
COMMON /PARA2/ IDT(3). NTF. TNSK. RKO. EPSTH. 11D. ONOFF
COMMON /MASKS/ MSKGST, MSKLVX. MSKLF1, MSKLF2
COMMON /TMSTP/ DTHVDRO. DTO. DTFACI2), DTMAX, DT(8). DTF(8)
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20). SEC(20>. N0PS(2O)
DIMENSION UFIMS.2.NF). FA(MS.2), VOL(MS), IFLG(MS)
DIMENSION TH(MS.NF). RDT(MS). TNU(MS.NF), W1(MS). W2(MS)
DIMENSION RAV(MS)
DIMENSION FN(MS.2.2)

CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

DTG • 1.05 • OTHYDRD

DO 5 K=1.NF

DO 10 I»1.MS
RDT(I ) » 0.
W K I ) = O.
W2(I) = 0.

10 CONTINUE

DO 20 M»1.2
MCL » ICL(M.IR)

CDIRS IVDEP
DO 20 I-ISTRT(IR),IENDV(IR)

ABUF • ABS(UF(I,M,K))
RDT(I ) • RDT(I ) + ABUF
RDTd+MCL) = RDT(I+MCL) + ABUF

W K I ) • W K I ) + (RNU(K)+TNU(I ,K) )-FA(I .M)-«2
WKI+MCL) » WKI+MCL) • (RNU(K)+TNU( I+MCL.K) )»FA(I ,M)-»2

GF • ABS(GRAV(1)°FN(I,M.1)+GRAV(2)»FN<I,M.2))
W2(I) = W2(I) + GF.FA(I.M)
W2U+MCL) « W2(I+MCL) + GF«FA(I,M)

20 CONTINUE

CDIRS IVOEP
DO 30 I»1.MS

VOR « VOL(I) / (RAV(I) + 1.E-50)
RDT1 is RDT(I) / (V0R+1.E-50)
RDT2 = 2.0 • W K I ) / (V0R--2+1.E-5O)

RDT3 = S0RT(AB5(W2(I)/(V0R+1.E-50)) • 1.E-S0)

SUM = 0.5 - (IDT(1).RDT1 • I0T(2).R0T2 • IDT(3)-RDT3)

RDT(II = CVMGZ(SU.Jl, O. , AND* IFLG( I ). MSKGST ))

30 CONTINUE

IMN = ISMAXtMS.RDT.1)

IF(R0T(IMN).NE.O.) DTX = DTFAC(1)/RDT(IMN)

D T F J R ) •= AMIN1(DTF( IR) .DTX)

5 CONTINUE

OT(IR) » AMINKDTS. DTF(IR), DTMAX)
CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
SEC(B) = SECI8) + TOUT
RETURN
END

TIN
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1260
1261
1262
1263
1264
1265
1266
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275
1276
1277
1278
1279
1280
128 1
1282
1283
1284
1285
1288
1287
1288
1289
1290
1291
12911

1293
1294
1295
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300
13O1
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1310
131 1
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
131B
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324
1325
1326

•DK F1CALC
SUBROUTINE F 1CALCIF 1 . til. TH. UC . TKE .TNU.XC.XV. IFLG.
1 G021.Kid,S.MS,IR.NF.NS)

C
C COMPUTE THE FORCE ON MATERIAL 1 DUE TC MATERIAL 2, AND
C PERFORM THE EXPLICIT PART OF THE ACCELERATION DUE TO THE
C FORCE.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT18), IENDV(8). IENDC(8). MS12V(8). MSIZC(S)
COMMON /PARAM/ IDRDER, OMEGA. ITER(2). NTTY. GRAV<2 ) , ITURB. SD
1 MAXIT. EPS. R0(6). RNU<6). ALFA, BETA<5). CMU, SIGMA12), C U )
COMMON /MASKS/ MSKGST, MSKLVX. MSKLF1. MSKLF2
COMMON /TMSTP/ DTHYDRO. DTO. DTFAC(2). DTMAX, DT(8 ) . DTF(8)
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20). SEC(20). N0PS12OI
DIMENSION F K M S . 2 ) . TH(MS.MF), UCIMS.2.NF). TKE(MS.NF)
OIMENSION TLHMS.2.NF ) . TNUiMS.NF)
DIMENSION G02KMS.2)
REAL KlJIMS.2.2I
DIMENSION XCIMSI. XVI M S ) . IFLGIMS)
CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

IFINF.LT.2) RETURN

T3 n 2. / 3.

DO 20 1-1.IENDVlIR)

f i l l . i l = T3 . (TKE (
1 -TKEI

. 2 > / ( T H ( I . 2 | » i . E - S O t

. 1 I / (TH( I . i 1*1 . E - 5 0 ) )

20 CONTINUE

CALL GRADCIGQ21.F1 ( 1. l ).XC.XV. '.MS.IR)

SOT = S • DTHYDRO

00 30 ToJSTRT(IR).IENDC(IR)

ROSTAR •> (TH{ I . 1 l-ROl 1 ) • TH( I ,2 )«R0(2) ) • TH( I . 1 ) • T H U . 2 )

UR1 = UC(I. 1.2) - UC(I. 1.1 I
UR2 » UC(I.2.2) - UC(I.2.1)

F1(1,1) = KIdd.i.2> • UR2 - BETA(5) • ROSTAR • G021(I.1)
F i d . 2 ) = KIJC.2.1) - UR1 - BETA(5) • ROSTAR • G02 1 ( I . 2 )

Dui 1 •> SOT • F1( I . 1 ) / R0( 1 )
DU21 - SDT • F1(I .2 ) / R0( U
DU12 » - SDT . (=1(1,1) / «0(2 )
DU22 = - SDT - F1(I,2) / R012)

IGC = AND! IFLG(I I.MSKGST)

Till I . 1 . 1 ) - C V M G Z ( T U < I . ' . i |*L».111 . T U I I . 1 . 1 ) .
T U C I . 2 . 1 ) - CVMGZ(TU( I .2. 1 I<-Dun . T U d . 2 . 1 ) ,
TU(I.1.2) •• CVMGZ(TU( I . 1 . 2 )*DU12. TU(I.i.2).
T u U . 2 . 2 ) "> CVMGZ(TU( I .2.2 )*DU22. T U d . 2 . 2 ) .

F K I . 1 ) = n(I,1l • K U ( I . 1 . I ) • UR1
F K I . 2 ) - F K I . 2 ) • KIJ(I.2.2) • UR2

30 CONTINUE

CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
SEC(9) = S E C O ) + TOUT - TIN
RETURN
END

IGC)
IGC)
IGC)
IGC)
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1327
1328
1329
1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1335
133G
1337
1338
1339
1340
134 1
1342
1343
1344
1345
1346
1347
1348
1349
1350
1351
1352
1353
1354
1355
1356

•OK FLAGSET
SUBROUTINE FLAGSET(IFLG,IR)

THIS SUBPROGRAM GENERATES THE FLAG ARRAY IFLG.

1358
1359
1360
1361
1362
1363
1364
1365
1366
1367
1368
1369
1370
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375
1376
1377
1378

DIMENSION IFLG(1)
COMMON /MESH1/ NREGNS. N1(8), N2(8). MSZ(8). M0F(8)
COMMON /MESH2/ NPRTS(2.8). NCELH5.2.8). X0(2.8), DX(5,2.8)
COMMON /MESH3/ IGEOM. ICELLI6.2.8)
COMMON /8N1/ IBC(4.6.8),THBC(6,4.8),UBC(6,2.4.8).PBC(4.8).FL0(4.8>
COMMON /BN2/ I1BC(4,8).12BC(4,8).13BC(4,8).IHOL(4.2).IDELBC(4.8)
COMMON /MASKS/ MSKGST, MSKLVX. MSKLF1. MSKLF2
DATA MSKGST/ 20B/, MSKLVX/ 40B/,
1 MSKLF1/ 10OB/. MSKLF2/ 200B/

00 10 I-1.MSZUR)
IFLG(I) • 1

10 CONTINUE

C FLAG GHOST CELLS.

DO 20 IB* 1,4
J1 • 0
IF(M0D(IB.2).EO.O) J1 - -IDELBC(IB.IR)

CDIRS IVOEP
DO 20 I-I1BCUB. IR) , I2BCIIB. IR) , I3BCUB. IR)
IFLGU) • O
IFLGd+JI) • 0
IFLGU) •OR(IFLGU) .MSKGST)
IFLG(I*J1) • 0R(IFLG<I*J1).MSKGST)

20 CONTINUE

DO 40 IB-1.4

C FLAG VERTICES AND CELL FACES ON MESH BOUNDARIES.

M - (IB+O/2
IF(M.EO.1) MSK - MSKLF1
IF(M.E0.2) MSK • MSKLF2
J - O
IF(M0D(IB.2).E0.1) J - IDELBC(IB.IR)
DO 30 2-I1BCUB.IR), I2BCIIB.IR) . I3BCI IB. IR)
IFLGdHJ) • OR(IFLG<I+d).MSKLVX)
IFLGU+J) • OR(IFLG(I+J).MSK)

30 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

END
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1 379
1380
138 1
1382
1383
1384
1385
1386
'387

•OK GEOM
SUBROUTINE GEOM( FN.FA.VOl.SRF.RAV.XC.XV.MS.IR >

THIS SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES VARIOUS GEOMETRICAL QUANTITIES.

1389
'390
•39'
•392
1393
'394
'395
'396
•39"
•396
•399

140C
140'
'402
1403
1404
1405
1406

140T

1408
1409
14 10
14 1"
1412
1413
14 14

'416
1417

1418
14 '9
1420

1422
1423
1424
1425
1426

142"
1426
'429
1430
1431
1432
'433
1434

1435
1436
1437

1438
1439
1440
144 •
1442
1443
1444
1445
1446
1447

1448
1449
1450
1451
14 = 2
1453
1434
1455
1456

1458

FAfMS.2). VOL('). SRF('). RAV<1J
REAL XV
LOGICAL
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON

• MAXIT.
COMMON
CALL

IC'L
MCV '
MCV2
MCV3
MCV4
NCV
NCV2
NCV3
NCV4

(MS.2I
IC/L
'M£SH3/
'MESM4.'
/MESH5/
-'PA9AM/

XCIMS.2 <

IGEOM. ICEc.L<6,2,8>
I S T S T ( B ) . I E N D V I 8 ) . I E N D C I 8 ) . M S I Z V ( B ) . M S I Z C O )
I ^ V I 2 , 8 ) . I C V I 4 . B ) . I C L l 2 . 8 )
I O R D E S . O M E G A . I T E R ( 2 > . N T T ' . G R A V ( 2 ) . I T u R E . S D .

EPS. R 0 I 6 ) . 9 N U I 6 J . A L F A . E E T A I 5 ) . C MU. S I G M A 1 2 ) . CI4J
- A C C N - ' N A M E S I 2 0 ) . S E C ( 2 0 ) . N 0 P S ( 2 0 >

' . /6
TGEOM
ICVI•.
ICVI2.
ICvl 3.
ICV(4.
ICVI•.
ICVI2.
:cv(3.
I C V I 4 .

EG.2
IB )
19 I
IB )
IB)
IS I -
IR) -
IR) -
IS) -

OS. IGEOM.EQ 4

ICVI 3. IR)
I C V O . IR)
ICV(3.IR)
I C V O , IR)

COMPUTE "ACE AREAS AND UNIT VECTORS NORMAL TC THE C E L L FACES
THE UNIT NORMAL VECTORS POINT IN THE POSITIVE MESH DIRECTIONS
OR TOWARD THE INSIDE OF THE REFERENCE CELL.

NOP • 50-IENDVI IR)
00 30 M«i.2
AA • CVMGTI- 1. . i .M.EO. i)
MFV » IFV(M.IR)
DO 10 I«i.IENDVIIR)
FN(I.M.1) AA-(XV( I*MFV,2 ) - XVII.2M

AA»( XV( I . 1 I - XVI
SORT!FN(I,M.')..2

.M)

. M . 1 )

F N ( I . M . 2 ) « - 2 ) • i . E - 1 0 0
RA
F N ( I . M . ' )
F N I I . M . 2 ) • R A ' C H j l I . M . 2 )

1 0 C O N T I N U E

IF( I C V L I T H E N

DO 2C I«*.IENDv(IRI

20 CONTINUE
NOP • NCP • 3-IENDVI IP.)

30 CONTINUf

FIND THE COORDINATES OF THE CELL CENTER B* AVERAGING
THE COORDINATES OF I*S FQuR VERTICES.

XVI I*MFV. 1 ) )-FA( I .M •

DC 4 0 I " . IENDVI IR >
X C I I . " ) • 0 . 2 5 ' < X V ( I » M C V i . 1 ) •

1 • XV(I*MCV4.1) )
X C < I . 2 ) • O . 2 5 » ( X V f I * « C V 1 . 2 I •

1 • XV(I*MCV4.2) )
4 0 CONTINUE

NOP • NOP • 8 - IENDV( iC)

XV( I i

r.V( I*MCV2.2)

xvl I»l»cv3 . 1 I

X V ( I * M C V 3 . 2 J

COMPUTE CELL VOLUME AND AVERAGE RADIUS.

DC 5 0 1 - 1 . l E N D V f I R I
H r R • C V M G T ( X V I I * M C V 2 . 1 I - X V I
RSL ' CVMGTI XVI I - M C V . 1 I->XV< I * M C V 2 .
fiTR > ( X V I I * M C V 4 . 1 ) - X V ( I » M C V 3 . 1 ) .

(XVI I*MCV4.2 I xvlI*MCV3.2)t
4BL * ( XV( I-»MCV2. 1 ) - XVl I-MCV1 . 1 ) I

1 - I XVI I»MCV2.2 / - XV(I*MCV1.2 I )•
VOLlZ l * SIXTM«|RTR«ATR • RBL"ABL )
RAVI I ) = VC'.I I 1 / ( 0 . 5 - 1 ATR • A B D •

5 0 CONTINUE
NOP • hlD" • 2 6 - I E N D V I I R )

) * X V ( I » M C V 4 . ' I . 3 . I C V L )
) » X V ( I * M C V 4 . • I . 3 . . I C » L )
( X V I 1 * M C V 2 . 2 ) - x v l I » M C v ? . 2 i i
(XVII*
(XV(I*MCV

. ' ) - XVl

.2) - xv(
• M C V 4 . 1 1 -

E-100)

- M C V 3 . • I )
•MCV . 2 f i
• M C v i . : ) i
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1459
1460
1461
1462
1463
1464
1465
1466
1467
1466
1469
1470
147 1
1472
1473
1474
1475 C
1476

11
J1

IFV(1,IR)
IFVI2.IR)

DO 60 I-ISTRTUR).IENDC(IR)

SRL = FA<I,2)»FN<I,2.1)-FA<I+I1.2)«FN<I+I1.2.1)
1 • FA(I.2)«FN(I ,2,2)»FA<1+I 1.2).FNU*I1 .2,2)

STS • FA(I.1)«FN(I.1.1)«FA(I*J1,1)*FN(I+d1,1.1)
1 + FA(I.1)-FN(I.1,2)»FA(I+J1,1)«FN(I+J1.1,2)

SRF(I) • 4.0 • (SRL+STB) / <VOI_(I)--2*1.E-5O)

60 CONTINUE

CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
SEC(13) • SEC(13) + TOUT - TIN
END
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1477
1478
1479
1480
1481
1482
1483
1484
1485
1486
1487
1488
1489
1490
1491
1492
1493
1494
1495
1496
1497
1498
1499
15OO
1501
1502
1503
1504
1505
1506
1507
1508
1509
1510
151 1
1512
1513
1514
1515
1516
1517
1518
1519
1520
1521
1522
1523
1524
1525
1526
1527
1528
1529
1530
1531
1532
1533
1534
1535
1536
1537
1538
1539
1540
154 1
1542
1543
1544
1545
1546
1547
1548
1549
1550
1551
1552
1553
1554
1555
1556

•OK GRAOC
SUBROUTINE GRADC(GV.V.XC,XV.NC.MS.IR)

C
C CALCULATE CELL-CENTERED GRADIENTS IN THE QUANTITY
C THE NUMBER OF COMPONENTS OF V. -1 FOR A SCALAR. 2
C

COMMON /MESH1/ NREGNS. N K 8 ) . N2(8), MSZ(B),
COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(B). !ENDV(8). IENDC<8),
COMMON /MESH5/ IFV(2.8). I C V U . 8 ) . ICL(2.8)

I C K 2 . 8 ) . IC2I2.8). IC3(2.B),
IOROER. OMEGA. ITER(2). NTTY.

V. (NC IS
FOR A VECTOR.)

COMMON /HESH6/
COMMON /PARAM/

M0F(8)
MSIZVI8).

IC4(2.8)
"3RAV(2

MSIZC(B)

ITURB. SD.
1 MAXIT. EPS. R 0 ( 6 ) . R N U I 6 ) , ALFA. B E T A I 5 ) . CMU. S!GMA(2). C(4)
DIMENSION G V ( M S , 2 . N C ) . V ( M S . N C ) , X U M S . 2 ) . XV(MS.2)

11 = I C H 1 . I R )
12 - IC2(1.IR)
13 * IC3I2.IR)
14 u IC4(2.IR I

DO 20 d=i .NC
DO 20 I « I S T R T < I R ) . I E N D C I I R )

DX1
D Y 1
DV1
DX2
DY2
DV2 •

= XC(
= XC(
• vr
= XC(

xc(
V(

1*12,
I + I2.
1*12.
1*14.
1*14.
1*14.

-. )
2)
J)
1 )
2 )
J)

- XC(
- xc(
- v(
- xc<
- xcr

V(

I* i 1 .
1 * 1 1 .
i
i
I
I

*i i.
•13.
•13.
•13.

1 )
2)
J)
1 )
2)
J)

DETI = DX1-DY2 - DY1-DX2
GVJ1 = DV1«DY2 - DY1-DV2
GVJ2 « DX1«DV2 - 0V1-DX2

RDETI • 1. / (DETI+1.E-50)

GV(I.1.J) - GVJ1 • ROETI
GV(I.2.J) • GVJ2 • RDETI

20 CONTINUE

IF(I0RDER.E0.3) RETURN

11
12
13
14
15

ICV(1.IR)
ICV(2.IR)
ICV(3.IR)
ICVU.1R)
N1(IR) • 2

IFiNC.EO.•) THEN

DO 50 J-1.NC
CDIRS IVDEP

DO 50 I»ISTRT( IR) .IENDCUR)

FIND THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUE OF V WITHIN CELL I.

GX
GY
VO
V1
V2
V3
V4
VMAX
VMIN

GV(I.1.J)
GV(I.2.J)
((V(I.J)
( ( VO
( (VO
((VO
((VO

GX-XC(I.
GX-XVII+I1.
GX«XV<I+I2.
GX"XV(I+I3.
GX"XV<1*14,

AMAX1(V1.V2.V3.V4)
AMINKV1 .V2.V3.V4)

1 ))
1 ) )
1 ))
1))
D)

GY-XCU .2))
GY-XV(I+I1.2))
GY«XV(1*12.2))
GY«XV(1+13.2))
GY^XV(1+14,2))

FIND THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM V AMONG THE EIGHT
CELLS THAT SHARE A VERTEX WITH CELL I.

VNMA* • A M A X K V( 1-12. J) . V( I + I2. J) . VI I-I2. Jl . V( I + I3. J) .
1 V(I-I4.J).VfI+I4.J).V(I-I5.JI.V(I+I5.J)l
VNMIN • A M I N K V( I-I2. J I . V( 1*12. J) . V( I-I3. J» . V( I+I2. J) .

1 V<I-I4.J).V(I+I4.J).V(I-I5.J).V(I+IS.J)>

COMPARE THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM WITHIN CELL 1 WITH THE MAXIMUM
AND MINIMUM OF THE NEIGHBORING CELLS AND CALCULATE A LIMITING
FACTOR ALF (0<ALF<1) MULTIPLYING THE TRIAL GRADIENT SUCH THAT
INTERNAL VALUES LIE WITHIN THE RANGE OF THE NEIGHBORING CELLS.

ALFi = (VNMAX-AMIN1(V(I .J).VNMAX) J/AMAX1( 1 .E- 100.VMAX-V( I ,J) I
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1557
1558
1559
1560
1561
1562
1563
1564
1565
1566
1567
1S6B
1569
1570
1571
1572
1573
1574
1575
1576
1577
1578
1579
1580
1581
1582
1583
1584
1585
1586
1587
1588
1589
1590
1591
1592
1593
1594
1595
1596
1597
1598
1599
1600
1601
1602
1603
1604
1605
1606
1607
1608
1609
1610
161 1
1612
1613
1614
1615
1616
1617
1618
1619
1620
1621
1622
1623
1624
1625
1626
1627

ALF2 • (VNMlN-AMAXHVd , J) ,VNMIN)J/AM1N1<- 1.E-100.VMIN-V(I , J))
A'.r • AMAXHO. .AMINK 1 . ,ALF1 ,ALF2))

GV(I,1.J)
GV(I,2.J)

ALF-GX
ALF-GY

50 CONTINUE
NOP • NOP + 58»NC

ELSEIF(NC.EO 2) THEN

CDIRS IVOEP
00 60 !• ISTRTIIR).IENDC(IR)

FIND THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUE OF DOT PRODUCT IN CELL I.

VX
VY
GXX
GYX
VOX
GXY
GYY
VOY
D1

1

D2
1
D3

1
D4

1
OMAX
OMIN

V( I , 1 )
V( I ,2 )
GV(I.1
GV(I.2
((VX -
GVd . 1
GV( I ,2
((VV -
( (VOX
((VOY

((vox
((VOY
((VOX
((VOY
((vox
((VOY

1 I

1 )

GXX-XCd.
2)
2)
GXY«XC(I.
GXX-XV(I
GXY-XV(I
GXX-XV(I
GXY»XV(I
GXX-XV(I
GXY-XV(1
GXX-XVI I
GXY"XV( I

AMAXKD1 .D2.D3.
AMINKD1 .D2.D3,

1 ) ) - GYX-XCI1,2))

- GYY«XC(1.2))
I 1
11
12
12
13
13
14
24

D4)
D4)

1))
1))
1))
1))
1))
D)
1 ) )
1 >)

GYX-XV(I+I1
GYY>XV(I+I1
GYX-XVlI+I2,
GYY'XVII+I2,
GYX«XV(I+I3,
GYY>XV(1*13.
GYX-XVlI+I4

2 ) ) - V X
2 ) ) - V Y
2 ) ) - V X
2 ) ) - V Y
2 ) ) - V X
2 ) ) - V Y
2 ) ) > V X

G Y Y - X V ( 1 * 1 A , 2 ) ) » V Y

FIND THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM DOT PRODUCT AMONG THE EIGHT
CELLS THAT SHARE A VERTEX WITH CELL I.

D1
D2
D3
D4
05
06
D7
08

VU-I2
V(I+I2

1 )"VX
1 )-VX

V(I-13.1)'VX
VII+I3.1)-VX
V(I-14.1)-VX
V(1+14.1)-VX
V(I-I5.1)-VX
V(I+I5.1)"VX

V(I-I2.2)"VY
V(I*I2,2)«VV
V(I-I3,2)«VY
V(I+I3,2)-VY
V(1-14,2)«VY
V(I+I4.2)»VY
V(I-IS.2)«VY
V(I+I5.2)«VY

DNMAX • AMAXKD1 .D2.D3.D4.D5.D6.D7.D8)
DNMIN « AMINKD1 .D2.D3.D4.D5.D6.D7.D8)

COMPARE THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM WITHIN CELL I WITH THE MAXIMUM
AND MINIMUM OF THE NEIGHBORING CELLS AND CALCULATE A LIMITING
FACTOR ALF (0<ALF<1) MULTIPLYING THE TRIAL GRADIENT SUCH THAT
INTERNAL VALUES LIE WITHIN THE RANGE OF THE NEIGHBORING CELLS.

VSO • VX««2 • VY««2
ALF1 • (DNMAX-AMINK VSO, DNMAX) )/AMAX1( 1 . E - 100. OMAX-VSO )
ALF2 • (DNMIN-AMAXK VSO.DNMIN) )/AMIN1 (-1 .E-100.DMIN-VSO)
ALF • AMAX1(0. . AMINK 1 . . ALF 1 . ALF2 ) )

GV(1.1.1) • ALF-GV(1.1,1)
GVU.2. 1 ) • ALF«GV(I,2. 1 )
GV(I. 1.2) • ALF»GVd, 1.2)
GVU.2.2) • ALF»GV(I ,2,2)

60 CONTINUE
NOP • NOP • 111
END IF

RETURN
END
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1628
1629
1630
1631
1632
1633
1634
1635
1636
1637
1638
1639
1640
1641
1642
1643
1644
1645
1646
1647
1648
1649
1650
1651
1652
1653
1654
1655
1655
J657
1658
1659
1660
1661
1662
1663
1664
1665
1666
1667
1668
1669
1670
167'
1672
1673
1674
1675
1676
1677
1678
1679
1680
1681
1682
1683
1684
1685

MSIZV(B). MSIZC(8)

•OK GRADF
SUBROUTINE GRAOF(SF,CO.XC.NC.SM,MS.IR)

C
C COMPUTE THE FACE-CENTERED GRADIENT IN CO.
C

COMMON /MESH*/ I5TRT(8). IENDV(B). IENDC(8)
COMMON /MESH5/ IFVI2.8). ICV(4,8). ICU2.8)
COMMON /MESH6/ ICK2.8). IC2(2.8). IC3C2.8)
COMMON /PARAM/ IORDER. OMEGA. ITERI2). NTTY
1 MAXIT. EPS. R0(6), RNU(6). AUFA, BETA(5). CMU. SIGMA12).
COMMON /PARA2/ IDT(3). NTF, TNSK, RKO. EPSTH. I1D, ONOFF
COMMON /FW0BKW01/ RM(2). RP(2)
DIMENSION GF(MS,2.2.NC). CO(MS.NC). XC(MS.2). SM(MS,2)

DO 20 M-1,2

IC4(2.8)
GRAV(2). ITURB. SD.

C(4)

MC1
MC2
MC3
MC4

ICKM. IR)
IC2IM,IR)
IC3(M,IR)
IC4(M. IR)

IFIM.EO.
MC12
MC34

ELSE
MC12
MC34

END IF

) THEN
ICL(M.IR)
0

ICL(M.IR)

DO 20 J«1.NC
DO 20 I«ISTRT(IR).lENDV(IR)

11 - MC1 * (1-SMtI.M))>MC12
12 - MC2 • ( 1-SMd ,M) )-MC12
13 • MC3 • (1-SMII,M))«MC34
14 « MC4 • (1-SM(I,M))»MC34

0X1
DV1
DX2
DY2
DIM
DU2

KC(I+I2.
X C U + I2,
XC(I+14,
XC(I+I4.
C0(I+I2

1 ;
2)
1)
2)
J)

X C ( I * I t .
X C ( I * M
X C ( I * I 3 ,
X C ( I * I 3 ,
cod+n

1 )
2)
1)
2)
J)

COfK-14. J) - C0U + I3. J)

DETM • DX1-DY2 - DY1-DX2
GFJ1 » DU<»DY2 - DY1«DU2
GFJ2 • DX1-DU2 - DU1-DX2

RDETM • 1. / (0ETM*1 .E-50)

GF(I.M. 1 .J) • GFJ1 • RDETM
GF(I.M.2.J) • GFJ2 • RDETM

20 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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1686
1687
1688
1689
1690
1691
1692
1693
1694
1695
1696
1697
1698
1699
1700
1701
1702
1703
1704
1705
1706
1707
1708
1709
1710
1711
1712
1713
1714
1715
1716
1717
1718
1719
1720
1721
1722
1723
1724
1725
1726
1727
1728
1729
1730
1731
1732
1733
1734
1735
1736
1737
1738
1739
1740
1741
1742
1743
1744
1745
1746

•DK GRAVITY
SUBROUTINE GRAVITY(TUX,TH.XC.FA,FN,VOL.SM,S.MS.IR.NF)

: PERFORM THE GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION.

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT<8), IENDV(8). IENDC(8). MSIZV(8), MSIZC(8)
COMMON /MESH5/ IFV(2.8), ICV(4,8). ICL(2.8)
COMMON /PARAM/ IOROER. OMEGA, ITER(2). NTTY. GRAV(2). ITURB, SO,
1 MAXIT. EPS. R0(6), RNIM6), ALFA. BETA(5). CMU. SI3MA(2), C(4)
COMMON /PARA2/ IDT(3), NTF, TNSK. RKO, EPSTH, 110. ONOFF
COMMON /TMSTP/ DTHYDRO. DTO, DTFAC(2), DTMAX, DT(8). DTF(8)
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20). SEC(20), N0PS120)
DIMENSION TUX(MS.2.NF), TH(MS.NF)
DIMENSION XC(MS,2). 5MIMS.2), FA(MS.2), FN(MS,2,2). VOL(MS)
CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

IF(GRAV(1).E0.0. .AND. GRAV(2).EO.0.) RETURN

SOT • S • DTHYDRO

IF(HD.EO.O) THEN

DO 10 K«1,NF
DO 10 M-1,2
MCL * ICL(M.IR)
DO 10 I-ISTRT(IR).IENDVdR)

PHIR
PHIL

GRAV(1)»XC(I ,1)
GRAV(1)-XC(I+MCL,1)

GRAV(2)»XC(I .2)
GRAV(2)'XC(I*MCL.2)

PHI • SM(I.M)-PHIR + (1.-SM(I.M))»PHIL

PHI 1
PHI2

PHI
PHI

FN(I,M.1)
FN(I.M.2)

FA(I,M)
FA(I,M)

SDTR • SOT . TH(I.K) / <VOL(I)+1.E-50)
SDTL • SDT . THU+MCL.K) / < VOL ( H-MCL )+1 . E-50 )

TUXU.1.K) - TUX(I,1.K) - SDTR«PHI1
TUX(I.2.K) • TUXU.2.K) - SDTR-PHI2
TUX(I+MCL.1.K) • TUXd+MCL, 1 ,K) + SDTL'PHH
TUX(I+MCL.2.K) • TUXU+MCL.2.K) + SDTL«PHI2

10 CONTINUE

ELSE

DO 20 K«1,NF
DO 20 I-ISTRT(IR),IENDC(IR)

TUX(I,1,K) • TUX(I,1,K) + SDT •
TUX(I,2.K) • TUX(I,2,K> + SDT •

20 CONTINUE

ENDIF

CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
SEC(11) - SEC(11) + TOUT - TIN
RETURN
END

TH(I.K)
TH(I,K)

GRAV(1)
QRAV(2)
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1747
1748
1749
1750
1751
1752
1753
1754
1755
1756
1757
1758
1759
1760
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765
1766
1767
1768
1769
1770
177 1
1772
1773
1774
1--75
1776
1777
1778
1779
17B0
1781
1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
17B9
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
4812

•OK KCALC
SUSROUTINE KCALC(KIJ.TH.UC,U,XC.XV,GU.TKE.TNU.MS.IR.NF)

C
C COMPUTE THE MOMENTUM EXCHANGE TENSOR.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(8>. IENDV(S). JENDC(8). MSIZV(B), MSIZC(8)
COMMON /PARAM/ IORDER. OMEGA. ITER(2). NTTY, GRAV(2). ITURB. SD .
1 MAXIT, EPS. R0(6). RNU(6). ALFA. BETA(5), CMU. SIGMA(2). C(4)
COMMON /PARA2/ I0T(3), NTF, TNSK. RKO. EPSTH. I1D, ONOFF
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20i. SEC(20). N0PS(2O)
DIMENSION THlMS.NF), UC(MS.2.NF), UIMS.2), TKE(MS.NF)
DIMENSION TNU(MS.NF)
REAL K ; J ( M S . 2 , 2 )
DIMENSION GU(MS.2.2). XC(MS). XV(MS)
CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

IFINF.LT.2) RETURN

DO 10 1-1.IENDVtIR)

U( I . 1 )
UU.2)

TH(I.1)»UC(I.1.1)
TH(I.1)-UC(I.2.11

TH(I.2)'UC( 1.1.2)
TH(I.2)-UC( 1.2,2)

10 CONTINUE

CALL GRADC(GU.U.XC,XV.2.MS.IR)

T3 • 2. / 3.

DO 30 I«ISTRT(IR),IENDC(IR)

0 5 1 • A M A X M O . . T3 • T K E d , 1 > / < T H < I . 1 ) • 1 . E - 5 0 > )

0 5 2 - A M A X i l O . . T3 • T K E t I . 2 ) / ( T M ( I . 2 ) • 1 . E - 5 0 ) )

GAMMA • R0(2)/R0(1) • TKE(I.2 )/(TKE(I, 1)•1.E-50)

FRAC • R0(2) / (GAMMA>R0(1) * R0(2))
UR 1 - UC ( I , 1 . 2 ) - UC ( I . 1 . 1 )
UR2 - U C d ,2,2) - U C d .2, 1 )
URMG • S0RTIUR1--2 + UR2"-2 + 1.E-50)

THTH • AMAXKO., TH( I . 1 )«TH( I . 2 ) ) + 1 . E - 50
RNUBKT « T H d , 1 )-RNU< 1 ) + TH(I.2>-RNU( 2)
REP - URMG • 2.«SD / (RNUBKT * 1.E-50)
CDV • 24./<REP+1.E-50)
CDS • FRAC/SORTITHTH)
1 • SORT(TH(I,1)"0S1 • TH(I.2)«0S2) / (URMG • 1.E-50)
CDT • CMU«(TM( I, 1 )-R0( 1 )-TNUd . 1 ) • TH( I , 2 )-R0( 2 )-TNU( I . 2 ) )
1 / (URMG'SD • 1.E-50)
BKT - 3/8.-THTH«(RO(1)-CDV + R0(1)«DETA(1)-CDS • BETA(2)-CDT)

BKT • URMG / SO
BKT • URMG / SD

KIJ(1.1.1)
KIJ(1.2.2)

KIJd.1,1) • KIJ( 1.1,1) • TN?* • BKT • GUd.1.1)
KIJd.2.2) • K U d . 2 . 2 ) + TNSK • BKT . GU(I.2.2)
KIJd.2,1) • TNSK • BKT • GUI I. 1.2)
KIJd.1,2) • TNSK • BKT • GUd.2.1)

30 CONTINUE

CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
SECM7) • SEC(17) • TOUT - TIN
RETURN
END
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1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1B18
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1B53
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869

•DK MESHGEN
SUBROUTINE MESHGEMXV.N1 ,N2,MS,IR)

THIS SUBPROGRAM GENERATES THE COMPUTATIONAL MESH.

DIMENSION XV(O:N1+2.O:N2+2,2)
COMMON /MESH2/ NPRTS(2.8), NCELL(5.2.8). XO12.8). 0X(5,2.8)
COMMON /MESH3/ IGEOM. ICELL(6,2,8)
COMMON /BN1/ IBC(4.6.8).THBC(6.4.8).UBC(6.2.4.8).PBC(4.8).FL0(4.8)

DO 10 K»1.2
ICELLt1.K.IR) = 1
DO 10 1*1.NPRTSfK.IR)
ICELLd-M.K. IR) • ICELL(I.K.IR) + NCELH I .K. IR )

10 CONTINUE

X1AX « 0.
IF(IGEOM.GE.3) X1AX • 1.E-10»DX(1.1.IR)
A1 • 3.1415926535898/180.
X2 • X0(2.IR) - 0X(1,2.IR)
DO 60 JPRT-1,NPRTS(2.IR)
J1 « 1
1F(JPRT.GT.1) U1 • ICELL(JPRT.2.IR) + 1
DO 60 J«J1.ICELLiJPRT+1.2,IR)
X2 » X2 • DX(JPRT.2.IR)
X1 • X0(1.IR) - DX(1.1.IR) + X1AX
DO 60 IPRT-1.NPRTSI1.IR)
I 1 • 1
IF( IPRT.GT. 1 ) 11 • ICELH IPRT. 1 . IR) + 1

IFUGE0M.LE.2) THEN

GENERATE RECTANGULAR OR R-Z CYLINDRICAL MESH.

DO 30 I - I 1.ICELL(IPRT+1, 1.IR)
X1 • X1 + DX(IPRT,1.IR)
XV(I,J,1 ) « X1
XV(I.J.2) • X2

30 CONTINUE

ELSEIFdGEOM.LE.4) THEN

GENERATE POLAR R-THETA CYLINDRICAL OR SPHERICAL MESH.

DO 40
X1

1.ICELLIIPRT+1.1.IR)
.

X1 * DX(IPRT,1.IR)
XV(I.J,1) • X1-C0S(A1«X2)
XVd.J.2) « X1«SIN(A1-X2)

40 CONTINUE
END IF

60 CONTINUE

END
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1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1936
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1'962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
196!,
19o9
'970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

•DK NEWPROB
SUBROUTINE NEWPROB

: THIS SUBPROGRAM PERFORMS THE SETUP FOR A NEW PROBLEM.

>.«...............» c....,

•CA COMD
0>TA NCYC /O/
DATA IPRES / 1 /

: INITIALIZE GRAPHICS.

CALL GRPHINIT

: LOAD MAIN HYDRO ARRAYS.

DO 10 IR • 1.NREGNS

Ml - MOF(IR) + 1
M2 • M0F(IR)-2 + 1
M4 • M0F(IR)-4 + 1
MN1 • NF-MOF(IR) • 1
MN2 • NF-MOF(IR)«2 + 1
MNS1 • (NF-NS)'MOF(IR) • 1

CALL NEIGHBRS(N1(IR).N2(IR).MSZ(IR).IR)

CALL MESHGEN(XV(M2).N1(IR).N2(IR).MSZ(I»),IR)

CALL BNDXV(XV(M2),MSZ(IR), IR)

CALL GE0M(FN(M4),FA(M2).VOL(M1).SRF(M1),RAV(M1),XC(M2),XV(M2).
1 MSZ(IR).IR.NF)

CALL CELSET<UC(MN2),TH(MN1).TUIMN2),TKE(MN1),TDR(MNS1).
1 N1(IR).N2(IR).IR.NF)

IFdPRES.EO. 1 ) CALL PRESSET( PR(M1 ) . TH(MN1 ) , XC(M2 ) . MSZ( IR ), IR )

CALL FLAGSET(IFLG(MI).IR)

CALL BNDFILL(UC(MN2),TH<MN1).TU(MN2).FN(M4).FA(M2).
1 MSZ(IR),IR.NF)

IF(ITURB.GT.O) THEN

CALL BNDKE(TKE,TDR,MSZ(IR).IR,NF)

ENDIF

10 CONTINUE

END
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1988 «0K PCCALC
1989 SUBROUTINE PCC*LC(PC.PR.OP.S.MS.IR)
1990 C
1991 C COMPUTE THE EFFECTIVE FACE PRESSURE. AND AVERAGE TO THE
1992 C CELL-CENTER FOR PLOTTING PURPOSES ONLY.
1993 C
1994 COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(8). IENDV<8), IENDC(8), MSIZV(8). MSIZC(B)
1995 COMMON /MESH5/ IFVI2.8). ICVM.8). ICLI2.8)
1996 COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20). SEC(20). N0PS(2O)
1997 DIMENSION PC(MS) PR(MS). OP(MS)
1998 CALL CPUTIME(TIN)
1999
2000 C COMPUTE THE EFFECTIVE CELL-CENTERED PRESSURE
2001
2002 00 10 I-ISTRT(IR),IENDC(IR)
2003
2004 DP(I) • 0.
2005
2006 10 CONTINUE
2007
2008 DO 20 M.1.2
2003 MCL-ICL(M.!R)
2010 COIRS IVDEP
2011 DO 20 I-ISTRT(1R).IENDV(IR)
2012
2013 PF • 0.5 • (PR(I) + PRII+MCD)
2014
2015 DP(I ) • DPI I) • PF
2016 DP(I*MCL) • DPII'MCL) • PF
2017
2018 20 CONTINUE
2019
2020 OMS • 1 . - S
202 1
2022 DO 30 I-ISTRT(IR).IENDC(IR)
2023
2024 PCI I) - S • 0.25 • DPI I) + OMS • PCI I)
2025
2026 30 CONTINUE
2027
2028 CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
2029 SEC! 15) • SEC! 15) • TOUT - TIN
2030 RETURN
2031 END
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2032
2033
2030
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
204 1
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070
207 1
2072
2073
2074
2075
2076
2077
2O7B
2079
2080
2081
2082
2083
2084
2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2090
2091
2092

>DK PRESAC
SUBROUTINE PRESAC(TU.TUX.TH.PR.SP.XV,RAV,VOL.DP.S.MS.IR.NF)

C
C PERFORM THE PRESSURE ACCELERATION.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(8). IENDV(8). IENDC(U). MSIZV(8). MSIZC(8)
COMMON /MESH5/ IFVI2.8). ICV(4.8). ICLI2.8)
COMMON /PARAM/ IOROER. OMEGA. ITER(2). NTTY. GRAV(2), ITURB, SD
1 MAXIT. EPS. R0(6). RNU(6). ALFA. BETA(5). CMU. SIGMA(2). C(4)
COMMON /TMSTP/ OTHYORO. DTO. DTFAC(2). OTMAX, DT(8 ) . DTF(8)
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAME 3(20). SEC(2O), NOPS(2O)
DIMENSION TU(MS.2.NF). TUXfMS.2.NF), TH(MS.NF), PR(MS). SP(MS,2)
1 XV(MS,2). RAV(MS). VOL(MS)
DIMENSION OPIMS.2)
CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

DO 20 1-ISTRT(IR).IENDC(IR)

DPI I.1 ) •
DP(1.2) •

20 CONTINUE

0.
0.

DO 30 M« 1 .2
MCL • ICL(M.IR)
MFV • IFV(M.IR)
AA • CVMGT(- 1. .1. ,M.EQ. 1 )

COIRS IVDEP
DO 20 1«ISTRT(IR).IENDV(IR)

PF • SP(I.M).PR(I*MCL) • (1. .M))

DP1 • <XV(I*MFV,2) - XV(I.2))-AA • PF
0P2 --(XVd+MFV. 1 ) - XV(I.1))«AA • PF

DP(1.1) • DP(1.1) • DP1
DP(1.2) • 0P(I.2) • DP2
DPU+MCL.1) • DP(I*MCL.1) - DP1
0PU+MCL.2) • DPU+MCL.2) - DP2

30 CONTINUE

DO 10 K«1.NF

SDT « S • DTHYDRO / RO<K)

DO 40 I-ISTRTUR).IENDC(IR)

TDT • TH(I.K) . SDT • RAV{I)/(VOL(I

TIMI.1.K) • TUX(I.I.K) • TOT • DP(I,1)
TU(1.2,K) • TUX(I,2.K) • TDT • DP(I,2)

40 CONTINUE

10 CONTINUE

CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
SEC(12) • SEC(12) • TOUT - TIN
RETURN
END

.E-50)
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2093
2094
2095
2096

2098
2099
2100
2101
2102
2 103
2101
2105
2106
210T
2108
2109
2110
2111
2112
21 13
21 14

•OK PRESET
SUBROUTINE PRESSET(PR.TH.XC.MS.IR)

C INITIALIZE THE PRESSURE FIELD TO THE HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
C FOR PROBLEMS INVOLVING GRAVITY.

COMrtON /MESH4/ ISTRT(B). IENDV(8). IEN0C(8). MSIZVI8). MSIZC(8)
COMMON /PARAM/ IORDER. OMEGA. ITEBI2). NTTY. GRAV12). ITURB. SD.
1 MAXIT EPS R0<6). RWJv6), ALF/,. BETAI5). CMU. SIGMA< 2) . C(4)
DIMENSION PR(MS). TH(MS.2). "CtMS.2)

DO 10 I«ISTRT(IR).IENDC(IR)

ROBKT « TH(I,1)-R0(D * TH(I.2)-R0(2)

BR(I ) - ROBKT • (GRAV(1>-XC<I.1) • GRAV(2)»XC(I.2) )

10 CONTINUE

CALL BNDPR(PR.MS.IR)
RETURN
END

2115
21 16
2117
2118
2119
2120
2121
2122
2123
2124
2125
2126
2127
2128
2129
2130
2131
2132
2133
2134
2135
2136
2137
2138
2139
2140
2141
2142
2143
2144
2145

•DK RESTART
SUBROUTINE RESTART

C READ RESTART DUMP FROM FILE RS2D AND SET UP ARRAYS NEEDED FOR
C RESUMPTION OF CALCULATION.

•CA COMD

REAO DUMP NUMBER NOMPRSRT FP.OM FILE RS20.

CALL TAPERD
NDUMP • NDUMP 1

READ NEW INPUT PARAMETERS.

REWIND 5
REWIND 6
CALL RINPUT
CALL GRPHINIT

WRITE OUMP INFORMATION TO PRINTED AND TTY OUTPUT.

WRITE(6.10) NDUMP-1.T.NCYC
WRITEO.10) NDUMP-1 .T.NCYC

10 FORMATC RESTARTING FROM TO'. 13.' T« ' . 1PE 12 . 5 . •

END

CYCLE'.15)
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2306 DO 70 IR'2.8
2307 MOFdR) • MOFUR-1) * MSZ(IR-i)
2308 70 CONTINUE
2309
2310 END
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25*7
2S4B
2549
2550
2551
2552

END IF

10 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

2553
2554
2555
2556 C>
2557
2558 C
2559
2560 C-
2561
2563
2563
2564
2565
2566
2567
2568
2569
2570
2571 C
2572 C
2573
2574
2575
2576
2577
2578
2579
2580
2581
2582
2583 C
2584
2585
2586
2587
2588
2589
2590
2591
2592
2593
2594
2595
2596
2597
2598
2599
2600
2601
2602
2603

DK TAPERD
SUBROUTINE TAPERD

THIS SUBPROGRAM READS DUMP NRESTART FROM FILE RS2D.

COMMON /BGNCD/ LCBESIM 1)
COMMON /TIMES/ T, NCYC. TWFIN. NCYCMAX. TWPRNT(10). TWFILMdO),
1 TWDUMP(10). NRESTART
COMMON /TMOUT/ TPRNT. TFILM. TMOVI, TDUMP. DTPRNT. OTFILM.
1 OTMOVI. OTDUMP. NPRNT. NFILM. NMOVI. NOUKP
COMMON /ENOCD/ LCEND

NWCOMO • LOCF(LCEND) - LOCFtLCBEGIN) + 1

READ ONE RECORD FROM TAPE AND TEST TO DETERMINE WHETHER
NDUMP OF RECORD EOUALS NRESTART.

NOUMPSAV • NRESTART
10 READ(7) (LCBEGIN(N). N-1.NWC0MD)

NRESTART • NOUMPSAV
IF(E0F(7) .EO. 0) THEN
IF(NDUMP .EO. NRESTART) RETURN
GO TO 10

ELSE

OUMP NRESTART WAS NOT FOUND.

WRITE(6.2O) NRESTART
WRITE(9,20) NRESTART

20 FORMAT( IX.-WRONG OUMP NUMBER: DUMP'. 14. " NOT FOUND")
CALL EXITA (101)

END IF

RETURN

ENTRY TAPEWR

NWCOMD • LOCF(LCENO) - LOCF(LCBEGIN) * 1
WRITE(B) (LCBESINd). 1-1.NWCOMO)

WRITE(6.30) NDUMP, T. NCYC
WRITE(9.30) NDUMP. T. NCYC

30 F0RMAT(1X," TAPE DUMP",13.- AT T«",1PE12.5." CYCLE"",15)

ENO
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2604
2605
2606
2607
2608
2609
2610
2611
2612
2613
2614
2615
2616
2617
2618
2619
2620
2621
2622
2623
2624
2625
2626
2627
2628
2629
2630
2631
2632
2633
2634
2635
2636
2637
2638
2639
2640
2641
2642
2643
2644
2645

•DK TBDIFF
SUBROUTINE T8DIFF ( TQ.WQ.TH.TNU,GF,XC.XV.FN.FA.VOL.IFLG.SM.
1 MS.IR.NQ.NF)

C
C THE TURBULENT DIFFUSION OPERATOR.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(8). IENDV(8>. IENOC(B). MSIZVIB), MSIZC(S)
COMMON /MESH5/ IFV(2.8). ICV(4,8). ICU2.8)
COMMON /PARAM/ IORDER. OMEGA. ITERI2). NTTV. GRAV(2). ITURB. SO,
i MAXIT, EPS, R0(6), RNU(6). ALFA. BETAC5). CMU. SIGMA12). C(4)
COMMON /MASKS/ MSKGST, MSKLVX. MSKLFi. MSKLF2
COMMON /TMSTP/ DTHYORO. DTO. DTFAC(2). DTMAX. DT(8). DTF(8)
DIMENSION TO(MS.NF). WQ(MS.NF). TNU(MS.NF). GF(MS.2.2). SMIMS.2)
DIMENSION XC(MS.2). XV(MS.2). FNCMS.2.2). FA(MS,2). VOL(MS)
DIMENSION IFLG(MS). TH(MS.NF)

DO 5 K«1.NF

CALL GRADF(GF.TO(1.K).XC.1.SM.MS.IR)

DO 10 M«1.2
MCL - ICL(M.IR)
MFV • IFV(M.IR)

CDIRJ IVDEP
DO 10 1»1STRT(IR).IENDV(IR)

TNF • ((1-SM(I.M))»TNU(I.K) • SMC I,M)-TNU{I+MCL.K)) / SIGMA(NO)

DFtf • (TNF * RNU(K))
1 - (GF(I.M.1)«FN(I.M.1) •» 6F(I.M.2)*FN(I.M.2)> • FA(I.M)

DFO • CVMGZ(OFO. O.. AND(IFLG(I).MSKGST))

WO(I.K) 'WO(I.K) -DTHYDRO / (VOL(I) +1.E-5O)"0F0
WO(I+MCL.K)»W0(I+MCL.K)-DTHYDR0 / (VOL(I+MCL)+1.E-5O)«DF0

10 CONTINUE

5 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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2723
2724
2725
2726
2727
2728
2729
2730
2731
2732
2733
2734
2735
2736
2737
2738
2739
2740
2741
2742
2743
2744
2745
2746
2747
2748
2749
2750
2751
2752

•OK TBUPD1
SUBROUTINE TBUPO1(TKE.TDR.TKN,TON.WK.WE,IFLG.S.MS.IR.NF)

C
C INITIALIZE THE TURBULENCE OUANTITIES FOR THIS TIME STEP.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(S), IENDVI8), IENDCI8). MSIZVI8), MSIZC(8)
COMMON /MASKS/ MSKGST. MSKLVX. MSKLF1. W3KLF2
COMMON /TMSTP/ DTHYDRO. DTO. DTFAC(2). DTMAX, DT(8). 0TF(8)
DIMENSION TKE(MS.NF). TDR(MS.NF), TKN(MS.NF). TON(MS.NF)
DIMENSION WK(MS.NF). WE(MS.NF)
DIMENSION IFLG(MS)

DO 10 K»1,NF
DO 10 I»1.«S
WK(I,K) « 0.
WE(I.K) - 0.

10 CONTINUE

IF(S.NE.1.0) RETURN

DO 20 K«1.NF
DO 20 I•1,MS

TKN(I.K)
TDNtI.K)

20 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

TKE(I.K)
TDRII,K)
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2753
2754
2755
2756
2757
2758
2759
2760
2761
2762
2763
2764
2765
2766
2767
2768
2769
2770
2771
2772
2773
2774
2775
2776
2777
2776
2779
2780
2781
2782
2783
2784
2785
2786
2787
2788
2789
2790
2791
2792
2793
2794
2795
2796
2797
2798
2799
2800
2801

•DK T8UPD2
SUBROUTINE TBUP02(TKE ,TDR .TKN.TDN,WK.WE.IFLG,S,MS.IR,NF)

C
C UPDATE TKE AND TDR.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(8). IENDV(8), IENDC(8). MSIZV(8). MSIZC(B)
COMMON /MASKS/ MSKGST. MSKLVX, MSKLF1. MSKLF2
COMMON /TMSTP/ DTHYDRO. OTO, DTFAC(2). DTMAX, DT(8). DTF(8)
DIMENSION TKE(MS.NF). TDR(MS.NF), TKN(MS.NF), TDN(MS.NF)
DIMENSION WK(MS.NF). WE(MS.NF)
DIMENSION IFLG(MS)

QMS 1. - S

00 30 K«1.NF
DO 30 I«ISTRT(1R).IENDC(IR)

TKE(I.K) - S • TKE(I.K) + OMS • TKN(I.K) + S • WK(I.K)
TOR(I.K) • S - TDR(I.K) + QMS - TDN(I.K) • S • VIE(I.K)

30 CONTINUE

IFfS.EQ.1.0) RETURN

DO 50 K«1,NF
DO -0 I»1.HS

RDTK • ABS(WK(I.K)/(DTHYDR0«TKE(I.K)+1.E-5O))
RDTE - ABS(MEU.K)/(0THYDR0-TDR(I.K)-M.E-5O))

IGC • AND(IFLGd).MSttGST)

TKN(I.K) » CVMGZCRDTK. 0., IGC)
TDN(I.K) • CVMGZCRDTE. 0.. IGC)

40 CONTINUE

IK « ISMAX(MS.TKN(1.K).1)
IE • ISMAX(MS.TDN(1.K), 1)

IF(TKN(IK.K).NE.O. ) CTK - DTFAC(2)/TKN(IK,K )
IF(TDN(IE.K-).NE.O. ) DTE « DTFACf 2 )/TDN( IE ,K)

DTF(IR) • AMINKDTK.DTE.DTF(IR))

50 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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2BB2
2B83
288*

RETURN
END

2885
2886
2887
2888
2889
2890
2891
2892
2893
2894
2895
2896
2597
2898
2899
2900
2901
2902
2903
2904
2905
2906
2907
2908
2909
2910
2911
2912
2913
2914
2915
2916
2917

•OK TKEDST
SUBROUTINE TKEDST(WK,TKE , XC.XV.TH.0.GO.MS. IR . NF)

C
C THIS ROUTINE IS UNUSED.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(8). IEN0V(8). IEUDC(8). MSIZVC8). MSIZC(B)
COMMON /PARAM/ IORDER. OMEGA. ITERI2). NTTY . GRAVI2). ITURB. SD.
1 MAXIT. EPS. R0(6). RNUI6). ALFA. BETA(5). CMU. SIGMA(2). C(4)
COMMON /TMSTP/ DTHYDRO. DTO. DTFAC(2). DTMAX. 0T(8). DTF<8)
DIMENSION WK(MS.NF). TKE(MS.NF). XC(MS). XV(MS). TH(MS.NF). O(MS)
DIMENSION GQ(MS.2)

DO 5 K-1.NF

DO 10 1*1.MS
0(1) - SORTUBS(TKEII.K)))

10 CONTINUE

CALL GRAOCIGO.Q.XC.XV.1.MS.IR)

00 20 flSTRT(IR) .IENOC(IB)

GQS • G0U.U--2 + GQU.2)--2

RNTH • (RNUd)-TH(l. O*RNU(2)»TH(I.2)) > TH(I.K)

WK(I.K ) •

20 CONTINUE

5 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENO

WK(I.K) + DTHYORO • 2.0 • RNTH - GQS
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2919
2920
2921
2922 C
2923
2924 C
2925 C
2926
2927 C
2928
2929
2930
2931
2932
2933
2934
2935
2S36
2937
2938
2939
2940
2941
2942
2943
2944
2945
2946
2947
2948
2949
2950
2951
2952
2953
2954
29SS
2956
2957
2958
2959
2960
2961
2962
2963
2964
2965
2966
2967

OK TIMING
SUBROUTINE TIMING

THIS SUBPROGRAM OUTPUTS THE TIMING INFORMATION ACCUMULATED
IN THE ARRAYS 'SEC* AND "NOPS".

COMMON /MESH1/ NREGNS. N1(8). N2(8). MSZ(8). M0F(8)
COMMON /TIMES/ T. NCYC. TWFIN. NCYCMAX, TWPRNT(IO). TWFILM(10)
1 TWDUMP(IO). NRESTART
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20). SEC(20). NOPS(20)
REAL FMFL0PS(20)

"ADVECT
•DRAGAC

"."BNOS
•."FCALC
•."UFCALC

"DERIVE
"XXXXX
"MISC

DATA NAMES/"RUNHY "."ADVECT ","A0V2
1 "DPCALC "."DRAGAC ","DTCALC
2 "GRAVITY " , -PRESAC "."STRESS
3 "RUNOUT ".-KCALC "."RUNTB

DATA S E C / 2 0 * 0 . / . NOPS/20-0/

NSUBR • 18

DO 10 1-1.NSUBR
I F ( S E C ( I l . G T . O . ) THEN

FMFLOPS(I) • 1 .E -6»N0PS( I ) /SEC( I )
ELSE

FMFLOPS(I) • 0 .
END IF

10 CONTINUE
FMFLOPSd) • 0 .
NCELL • 0
00 15 IR-1.NREGNS
NCELL « NCELL + N 1 ( I R ) * N 2 ( I R )

15 CONTINUE
TGRIND • SEC(1)/(NCELL-NCYC)«1.E6

WRITE (6 .20)
WRITE (6.30) (NAMES(I).SEC(I).FMFLOPS(I).1-1.NSUBR)
WRITE (6 .40) TGRIND
WRITE (9.20)
WRITE (9.30) (NAMES(I).SEC(I).FMFLOPSd).1-1.NSUBR)
WRITE (9,40! TGRIND

20 FORMAT (/9X.-CPU SECONDS USED AND MEGAFLOPS"/)
30 FORMAT (10X.A8.2F1O.3)
40 FORMAT (/3X."HV0R0 REQUIRED" ,F6.1. " MICROSECONOS/CELL/CYCLE"/)

END
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2968 -OK UFCALC
2969 SUBROUTINE UFCALCIUF,SF.UC.SM.FA, FN. IFLG.MS.IR.NF)
2970 C
2971 C COMPUTE THE FACE-NORMAL VELOCITY USED IN FLUXING

C QUANTITIES.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(S). IENDV(8). IENDCI8), M5IZV(8). MSIZC(8)
COMMON /MESH5/ IFV(2.8). ICV(4,B). ICL(2.8)
COMMON /MASKS/ MSKGST. MSKLVX, MSKLF1. MSKLF2
COMMON /PARAM/ IOROER. OMEGA, ITER(2), NTTY, GRAVI2). ITURB, SO.
1 MAXIT, EPS. R0<6). RNU<6). ALFA, BETA(5). CMU, SIGHA(2), C(4)
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20), SEC(20). N0PSI2O)
DIMENSION UF(MS.2.NF). SF(MS.2.NF). UC(MS.2.NF)
DIMENSION FA(MS.2). FN(MS,2.2). SM(MS,2)
DIMENSION IFLG(MS)
CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

2972
2973
2974
2975
2976
2977
2978
2979
2980
2981
2982
2983
2984
2985
2986
2987
2988
2989
2990
2991
2992
2993
2994
2995
2996
2997
2998
2999
3000
3001
3002
3003
3004
3005
3006
3007
3008
3009
3010

DO 10 K«1,NF
DO 10 M«1.2
MCL • ICL(M.IR)
IF(M.E0.1) MSK • MSKLF1
IF(M.E0.2) MSK • MSKLF2
DO 10 1«ISTBT(IR).IENDV(IR)

UNR
UNL

AL
AL

UCU.1.K)
UC(I*MCL.1 K)

FNII.M.1)
FNd.M, 1)

UC(I.2.K)
L'C(I+MCL.2.K)

FN(I.M,2)
FN(I.M.2)

CVMGT(ALFA, 0..
CVMGZULFA, 1.,

UNR.LT.UNL)
AND(lFLGd).MSK))

UF(I.M.K) • (1.-AL) • 0.5 • (UNL+UNR)
AL SM(I.M)-UNL + (1.-SM(I.M))*UNR

UF(I.M.K) • UF(I.M.K) - FA(I.M)

SF(I.M.K) • 0.5 + SIGM0.5. UF(I.M.K))

10 CONTINUE

CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
SEC(14) « SEC(14) • TOUT - TIN
RETURN
END
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3011
3012
3013
3014
3015
3016
3017
3018
3019
3020
3021
3022
3023
3024
3025
3026
3027
3028
3029
3030
3031
3032
3033
3034
3035
3036
3037
3038
3039
3040
3041
3042
3043
3044
3045
3046
3047
3048
3049

•DK XINIT
SUBROUTINE XINIT(THX.TUX.TH.TU.THN,TUN.S.MS.IR.NF )

C
C INITIAUIZE THE X ARRAVS.
C

COMMON /MESH4/ ISTRT(8). lENOV(B). IENDC(S). MSIZV(B). MSIZCI8)
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20). SECI20). N0PSC2O)
DIMENSION THX(MS.NF). THIMS.NF), THN(MS.NF)
DIMENSION TUX(MS,2.NF), TU(MS.2.NF). TUN(MS.2.NF)
CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

IF(S.£O.1.0) THEN

DO 10 K-1.NF
00 10 I-ISTRT(IR).IENDCIIR)

THN(I.K) • THU ,K)
TUN(I.I.K) « TUd.1 ,K)
TUNC2.K) - TUC.2.K)

10 CONTINUE

ENOIF

OMS 1 . - 5

00 20 K-1.NF
DO 20 I«ISTRT(IR).IENDC(IR)

THX(I.K) • S»THN(I.K) • OMS-TH(I.K)
TUXU.1.K) • S«TUN(I.1.K) + OMS-TU(I. 1.K)
TUX(I.2.K) • S-TUN(1.2.K) + OMS«TU(I.2.K)

20 CONTINUE

CALL CPUTIMEfTOUT)
SEC(15) • SEC(1S) + TOUT - TIN
RETURN
END
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3050
3051
3052
3053 C
3054
3055 C
3056 C
3057
30SS C
3059 C
3060 C
3061 C
3062 C
3063
30S4
3065
3066
3067
3068
3069
3070
3071
3072
3073
3074
3075 C.
3076
3077
3078 C
3079
3080
3081
3OB2
3083
3084
3085
3086
3087
3088
3089
3090
3091 C
3092
3093
3094
3095
3096
3097
3098
3099
3100
3101
3102
3103
3104
3105
3106
310"
3106 C
3109
3110
3111
3112
3113
3114
3115
3116
3117
3118
3119
3120
3121
3122
3123
3124
3125
3126

•DK RUNOUT
SUBROUTINE RUNOUTUV . XC . PC . TH.UC. TNU.TKE ,RS . IFLG. WK.MS. IR.NF )

THIS SUBPROGRAM PROVIDES GRAPHICAL. PRINTED, AND TAPE OUTPUT AT
TIMES SPECIFIED BY THE INPUT ARRAYS TWFILM, TWPRNT, AND TWDUMP.

THE OUTPUT IS A DATA FILE DESIGNED TO BE READ BY THE
GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM (GAS) UTILITY.

DIMENSION WK(1), UC(MS.2,NF). TNU(MS.NF). TKE(MS.NF)
COMMON /MESHV NREGNS. N1(B). N2(8). MSZ(8). M0F(8)
COMMON /TIMES/ T. NCYC, TWFIN, NCYCMAX, TWPRNT(10). TWFILM(10),
1 TWDUMP(IO). NRESTART
COMMON /TMOUT/ TPRNT, TFILM, TMOVI. TOUMP, OTPRNT, DTFILM,
1 DTMOVI. DTDUMP, NPRNT. N^ILM, NMOVI. NDUMP
COMMON /GRAF1/ T I T U 5 ) . SCG(6)
COMMON /ACCNT/ NAMES(20). SEC(20). N0PS(2O)
DATA NFILM. NPRNT. NDUMP /I. 1, 1/
CALL CPUTIME(TIN)

TIME TO PRINT ?

IF (T .GE. TPRNT) THEN
CALL PRNTOUT
IFdR.EQ.NREGNS) THEN

NPRNT • NPRNT • 1
IF(DTPRNT .GT. 0.0 .AND. T

TPRNT - TPRNT + DTPRNT
ELSEIF(NPRNT .LE. 10) THEN

TPRNT • TWPRNT(NPRNT)
ELSE

TPRNT • 1.E30
ENDIF

ENOIF
ENDIF

LT. TWPRNTU)) THEN

TIME FOR 2-D PLOTS 7

IF (T .GE. TFILM) THEN
CALL WRGAS(XV.XC.PC,TH.UC.UC(1 ,1 .NF ) ,TNU.TNU( 1 ,NF),

1 TKE.TKE(I.NF).ES.IFLG.WK.IR)
IFdR.EQ.NREGNS) THEN

NFILM • NFILM + 1
1F(DTFILM .GT. 0.0 .AND. T .LT. TWFILM(2)) THEN

TFILM - TFILM + DTFILM
ELSEIF(NFILM .LE. 10) THEN

TFILM - TWFILM(NFILM)
ELSE

TFILM • 1.E30
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDIF

TIME FOR TAPE DUMP ?

IF (T .GE. TDUMP) THEN
CALL TAPEWW
IF(IR.EO.NREGNS) THEN

NDUMP • NDUMP + 1
IF(DTDUMP .GT. 0.0 .AND. T

TDUMP « TDUMP + OTDUMP
ELSEIF(NDUMP .LE. 10) THEN

TDUMP • TWDUMP(NDUMP)
ELSE

TOUMP - 1.E30
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDIF

CALL CPUTIME(TOUT)
SEC(16) » SECM6) + TOUT - TIN
END

LT. TWOUMP(2 )) THEN
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31J7 *DK
3128
3129 C
3130 C—
3131
3132 C
3133-
3134 C«"
3135 C
3136
3137
3138
3139
3140
3141
3142
3143
3144
3145
314S C
3147
3148
3149
3150
3151
3152
3153
3154
3155
3156
3157
3158
3159
3160
3161
3162
3163
3164
3165
3166
3167
3166
3169
3170
3171
3172
3173
3174
3175
3176
3177
3178

QBPHINIT
SUBROUTINE GRPHtNIT

THIS SUBPROGRAM INITIALIZES THE GRAPHICS ROUTINES.

COMMON /MESH1/ NREONS. N K 8 ) , N 2 ( 8 ) . MSZ(8) . M0F(8)
COMMON /MESH2/ NPRTS(2.B) . N C E L H 5 . 2 . B ) , X 0 ( 2 , 8 ) , 0 X ( 5 . 2 . 8 )
COMMON /MESH3/ IGEOM, ICELL(6 ,2 ,8 )
COMMON /TIMES/ T, NCYC. TWFIN. NCVCMAX. TWPRNT(IO). TWFILMdO).

TW>UMP(10). NRESTART
COMMON /TMOUT/ TPRNT. TFILM, TMOVI. TDUMP.

1 DTMOVI. OTDUMP. NPRNT. NFILM,
COMMON /GRAF1/ T I T U 5 ) , SCG(6)
DATA OTFILM.DTPRNT.OTOUMP/0. . 0 . . 0 . /

OTPRNT. DTFIUM.
NMOVI, NDUMP

SET TIMING PARAMETERS FOR PRINTED. FILM. AND TAPE OUTPUT.

IF (TWPRNTO) .LE. TWPRNT(2)) THEN
OTPRNT « TWPRNTO)
TPRNT • AMAXKT.TWPRNT(U) + 1.E-5«DTPRNT

ELSEIF (NPRNT .LE. 10) THEN
TPRNT • TWPRNT(NPRNT)
DTPRNT • -1.0

ELSE
TPRNT • 1.E30

END IF

IF (TWFILMO) .LE. TWFILM(2)) THEN
DTFILM • TWFILMO)
TFILM - AMAX1(T.T«FILM(1)) + 1.E-5»DTFILM

ELSEIF (NFILM .LE. 10) THEN
TFILM • TWFILM(NFILM)
OTFILM • -1.0

ELSE
TFILM • 1.E30

END IF

IF (TWOUMPO) .LE. TWJUMP(2)) THEN
OTDUMP • TWDUMPO)
TDUMP • AM*X1(T.TWDUMP(1)) + 1.E-5»DTDUMP

ELSEIF (NDUMP .LE. 10) THEN
TDUMP - TWDUMP(NDUMP)
DTDUMP - -1.0

ELSE
TDUMP • 1.E30

END IF

END
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3179
3180
3181
3182
3183 C"
318*
3185 C
3186 C
3187 C
3188 C
3189 C
3190
3191 C
3192
3193 C<
3194
3195
3196
3197
3198
3199
3200
3201
3202
3203
3204
3205
3206
3207 C
3208 C
3209
3210
3211
3212
3213
3214
3215
3216
3217
3218
3219
3220
3221
3222
3223
3224
3225
3226
3227
3228
3229
3230
3231
3232
3233
3234
3235
3236
3237
3238
3239
3240
3241
3242
3243
3244
3245
3246
3247
3248
3249
3250
3251
3252
3253
3254
3255
3256
3257
3258

DK WRGAS
SUBROUTINE WRGAS(XV.XC.PC.TH.U1.U2.TNU1.TNU2,
1 TK1.TK2.RS.IFLG.IWK.IR)

THIS SUBPROGRAM OIRECTS THE WRITING OF A RESTART DUMP AND
HANDLES :

1) THE WRITING OF THE MASTER DIRECTORY
2) THE FAMILYING OF GAS FILES (IF NECESSARY)
3) THE TRUNCATION OF THE GAS FILE

---WITH THANKS TO HAROLD TRgASE. X7

PARAMETER (NWDIR • 512)
COMMON /MESH1/ NREGNS. N1(8). N2(8). MSZ(8). M0F{8)
COMMON /TIMES/ T. NCYC. TWFIN. NCYCMAX. TWPRNT(10>, TWFILMf10),
1 TWDUMP(10). NRESTART
COMMON /GRAM/ TITL(5). SCG(6)
COMMON /WRGAS/ IPSTART. LUNP. IGASNAME. IFNGAS. IGASNUM.
1 NDUMPP, IAOP. NWPZP. NMVAR
DATA IPSTART/O/. LUNP/31/, IGASNAME/- GASDUMP-/
DATA IGASNUM/O/, NDUMPP/O/. NWPZP/5/. NMVAR/14/
DIMENSION IDIRK3). IDIR2(2). XDIR2( 1 )
EQUIVALENCE (IDIR2, XDIR2)

NWPZP • NUMBER OF GAS FILE WORDS PER ZONE
NMVAR - NUMBER OF VARIABLES ON GAS FILE FOR EACH ZONE

IGASLEN
IGASMAX

1OOOOOO
((NWDIR-3)/2)

IF(IPSTART.EQ-O) THEN
CALL OESTROY( LUNP. IGASNAME.O.IERR)
CALL ASSIGN(LUNP.IGASNAME.0)
CALL FAMSIZUUNP, IGASLEN)
IPSTART • 1
IFNGAS ' IGASNAME
IADP • NWDIR

END IF
IADS • IADP

CALL WRGASHXV.XC.PC.TH.U1 .U2.TNU1 .TNU2 . TK1, TK2 .RS,
1 IFLG. IWK,N1( IR) .N2( IR) ,T ,LUNP. IADP)

NDUMPP • NDUMPP + 1
IDIRKD
IDIRU2)
I0IRK3)

NWDIR
NDUMPP
IADP -

CALL WDISK(LUNP.IDIR1,3.0)
XDIR2(1) • T
IDIR2(2) • IADS
IDXDUMP « 1 + 2*NDUMPP
CALL WDISK(LUNP.IDIR2.2,IDXDUMP)
IF(UNIT(LUNP)) 20. 10. 10

10 STOP 10
20 CONTINUE

IAD1 ' IADP + IADP - IADS + 1
IF(IAD1.GE.IGASLEN.OR.NDUMPP.GE.IGASMAX) THEN

IADT • IADP + 20
IFUADT.GT. IGASLEN) IADT • IGASLEN
CALL FTRUN(LUNP.IAOT.IERR)
IGASNUM • IGASNUM + 1
IF(IGASNUM.EO.IO) THEN

IFNGAS • IFNGAS - 8 + 4008
IGASNUM < O

ELSE
IFNGAS • IFNGAS + 1

END IF
NDUMPP « 0
IADP « NWDIR - 1
CALL DESTROYUUNP. IFNGAS.O.IERR)
CALL ASSIGN!LUNP.IFNGAS.O)
CALL FAMSIZ(LUNP.IGASLEN)

END IF

30 CONTINUE
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3259
3260 RETURN
3261
3262 C THIS ENTRY IS USED TO TRUNCATE THE LAST GAS MOVIE DUMP.
3263
3264 ENTRY WRQAST
3265
3266 IADT • IADP + 30O
3267 IF(IADT.GT.IGASLEN) 1ADT • IGASLEN
3268 CALL FTRUN(LUNP,IADT.IERR)
3269 IPSTART • 0
3270 WR1TE(6,4O) IFNGAS.IADT
3271 40 FORMAT("THE GAS FILE: ".AS." WAS TRUNCATED TO ".IB." WORDS")
3272
3273 END
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•DK327*
3275
3276
3277
3278 C-
3279
3280 C
3281
32B2 C-
3283
3284
3265
3286
3287
3288
3289
3290
3291
3292
3293
3294
3295
3296
3297
3298
3299
3300
3301
3302
3303
3304
3305
3306
3307
3308
3309
3310
3311
3312
3313
3314
3315
3316
3317
3318
3319
3320
3321
3322
3323
3324
3325
3326
3327
3323
3329
3330
3331
3332
3333 C
3334 C
3335 C
3336
3337
3338
3339
3340
3341
3342
3343
3344
3345
3346
3347
3348
3349
3350
3351
3352
3353

WRGAS1
SUBROUTINE WRGAS1(XV.XC,PC.TH.U1.U2.TNU1.TNU2.TK1.TK2.RS.
1 IFIG.IWK.N1.N2.T.LUNW.IADW)

THIS SUBPROGRAM WHITES THE GAS DUMP FILE.

COMMON /GRAF1/ TITL(5), SCG(6)
COMMON /WRGAS/ IPSTART. LUNP. IGASNAME. IFNQAS, IGASNUM.
1 NDUMPP, IADP, NWPZP. NMVAR
DIMENSION XV(O:N1+2,O:N2+2,2). XC(0:N1+2,0:N2+2,2)
DIMENSION PC(O:N1+2.O:N2+2). TH(0:N1+2.O:N2+2)
DIMENSION U1(O:N1+2.O:N2+2.2), U2(0:N1+2.0:N2+2,2)
DIMENSION TNU1(O:NH-2.O:N2+2). TNU2(0:N1+2.O:N2+2)
DIMENSION TK1(0:N1+2.0:N2+2). TK2(0:N1+2.O:N2+2)
DIMENSION RS(O:N1+2,O:N2*2.2,2). IFLG(O:N1*2,O:N2+2)
PARAMETER (NWVBDIR1 • 100. NWVBDIR2 • 14}
DIMENSION IVARM(NWVBOIRI). XVARM(1). IWK(1)
EQUIVALENCE (IVARM. XVARM)

DO 10 11 '
IVARM(11)

10 CONTINUE
XVARM(1)
IVARM(2)
IVARM(3)
IVARM(5)
IVARM(6)
IVARM(10)
IVARM(11)

1.NUVBDIR1
• 0

T • SCG(1)
N1 • 1
N2 + 1
NWPZP
3
15
5

ENC0DE(40,20.IVARM(8O) (TITL(L). L-1 .5)
2O FORMAT(SAB)

CALL DATEH(IOATE)
CALL TIMEH(ITIME)
IVARM(86)
IV*RM(87)
IVARMtBB)
IVARM(89)
IVARM(90)
IVARM(91)
IVARM(92)
IVARMO3)
IVARM(94)

IDATE
IT I ME
8H
82
8HH2DV3
8H
8HGASDUMP
1
1

CALL WDISKlLUNW.IVASM.NWVBDIR1.IADW)
IF(UNITILUNW)) 40. 30. 30

30 STOP 30
40 CONTINUE

IADW • IADW + NWVBDIR1

INDXBLK - O
MASKMAT • 17B

DO 100 J«1,N2*1
00 100 I«1.N1+1

IMT - AND(IFLG<I.d).MASKMAT)

MAT«O IN GHOST CELL, BUT PUT FLAG MATERIAL ID ON DUMP

IF(IMT.EO.O)
IPOS - 1
IVARM(IPOS)
IPOS • IPOS
XVARM(IPOS)
IPOS • IPOS
XVARM(IPOS)
IPOS • IPOS
XVARM(IPOS)
IPOS - IPOS
XVARM(IPOS)
IPOS • IPOS
XVARM(IPOS)
IPOS = IPOS
XVARM(IPOS)
IPOS • IPOS
XVARM(IPOS)
IPOS - IPOS

IMT-9999

IMT
1
XVd.J. 1) - SCGI2)
1
XVd.J,2) - SCG12)
1
XC<I.J.1) • SCG(2)
1
XC(I.J.2) - SCG(2)
1
PC(I.d) • SCG(3)
1
TH(I.J)
1

U1d. J. 1) - SCG(4)
1
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3354
3355
33S6
33S7
3358
3359
3360
3361
33S2
3363
3364
3365
3366
3367
3*«S
2369
3370
3371
3372
3373
3374
3375
3376
3377
3378
3379
3380
3381
3382
3383
3384
3385
3386
3387
3388
33B9
3390
3391

50

60
70

100

110
120

XVARM(IPOS) >
IPOS • IPOS H
XVARM(IPOS) •
IP05 • IPOS i
XVARM(IPOS)

IPOS • IPOS <
XVARM(IPQS)
IPOS • IPOS •
XVARM(IPOS)
IPQS • IPOS
XVARM(IPOS!

UKI.0.2) • SCG(4)
h 1

• U2U.J.1) • SCG(4)
>• 1

• U2(I.J,2) • scat4)
• 1
• TNUId.J) • *C.i;<3)
>• 1

• tNU2d .j; • SCG(5)
y i

' iaS(U2(I.J.2)-U1(I.J.2))

IVSSMM) " IC0NV(IVARM(1).20.0)
DO SO IIM * 2.NMVAR
IVARM(IIM) • ICONVdVARMdIM),20.5)
CONTINUE
CALL PACKM(IVARM(1).IWK(INDXBLK + O.NMVAR)

INOXBLK • INOXBLK • NWPZP
IFUINDXBLK • NWPZP).GT.(N1*1)-(N2*1)) THEN

CALL WDISK(LUNW.IWK.INDXBLK.UDW)
IF(UNIT<LUN»)) 70. 60. 60
STOP 60
CONTINUE
IADW • IADW + INOXBLK
INOXBLK • 0

END IF
CONTINUE

IF(INOXBLK.GT.O) THEN
CALL WOISK(LUNW.IWK.INOXBLK.IAOW)
IF<UNIT(LUN¥)) 120. 110. 110
STOP 110
CONTINUE
IADW • IAOW + INDXBLK

END IF

END
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3392
3393
3394 C
3395 C
3396 C
3397 C
3398 C
3399 C
3400
3401
3402
3403 C
3404 C
3405 C
3406
3407
3408
3409
3410 C
3411 C
3412 C
3413
3414
3415
3416
3417
341B
3419
3420 C
3421
3422
3423 C
3424 C
3425 C
3426
3427
3428 C
3429
3430
3431 C
3432
3433 C
3434

OK ICONV
FUNCTION ICONV(X.NBITS.NEXPB)

TAKE 64 BIT NUMBER X (FLOATING POINT OR INTEGER) AND MASK
EXPONENT AND FRACTION TO FORM A NEW WORD OF UENGTH-NBITS.
NEXPB IS NUMBER OF EXPONENT BITS IN NEW WORD.

ICONV • 0
IF (X.EO.O) RETURN
IF (NEXPB.NE.O) GO TO 10

INTEGER

I WORD
ICONV

SHIFTR(MASK(NBITS),64-NBITS)
X.AND.IWORD

RETURN

FLOATING POINT NUMBER

10 NFRACB
NMASK
NMASK
ISHFT
I SMALL
I LARGE
MASKS

NBITS - NEXPB
40001B - 2--(NEXPB - 1)
SHIFTL(NMASK.NFRACB)
48 - NFRACB
2«»(NFRACB-1)
2"NBITS - 1
I LARGE - 1

ISIGN • 0
IF (X.LT.O) ISIGN • 1

ADJUST EXPONENT SO THAT 1.0*40001.4B IS IN MIDDLE OF 5 BIT
EXPONENT RANGE (20-4B)
JS • SHIFTR(ABliU). ISHFT) - NMASK
IF (JS.LT.ISMALL) RETURN

IF (JS.GT.ILARGE) JS • ILARGE
JS - (JS.AND.MASKS) .OR. ISIGN

ICONV

END

JS
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343S
3436
3437
3438
3439
3440
3441
3442
3443
3444
3445
3446
3447
3448
3449
3450
3451
3452
3453
3454
3455
3456
3457
3458
3459
3460
3461
3462
3463

•OK

C
C
c
c

PACKM
SUBROUTINE PACKMUIN,AOUT.NWDS)

SUBPROGRAM TO TAKE 20-BIT RIGHT-JUSTIFIED ZERO-FILLED WORDS
AND PACK THEM 3 PER WORD.

DIMENSION *IN(60), A0UT(20)
EQUIVALENCE (ZERO.IZERO)

ZERO OUT UNUSED WORDS

ISTART • NWDS+1
00 10 I • I START,60
AINU) > 0.0

10 CONTINUE

PACK THE AOUT ARRAY

J • 1
00 20 I - 1.NW0S.3
IZERO • O
PART1 - SHIFTL(AIN(I).4O)
PART2 - SHIFTL<AIN(I+1).2O)
PART3 • AINU+2)
AOUT(J) • ZERO .OR. PART1 .OR. PART2 .OR. PART3
J • J+1

20 CONTINUE

END



Appendix D

Program for Solution
of the Sedimentation Problem

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

PROGRAM SOLVIi(TTY,TAPE 1«TTY,INSOLV.TAPE2»INSOLV)
DIMENSION TH'2), TDR(2). TKE(2). TNU(2). RNU(2). R0(2)
DIMENSION C(4), BETA(4)
DATA G. MAXIT / 980., 1000 /

NAMELIST /INPUT/ OMEGA., BETA. C. CMU. RO. RNU. SO, UO. RE
1 .CASE

READ(2.INPUT)
WRITEC 1,1)

I FORMAT(« INPUT THETA -)
READ( 1 .-) TH(1)
TH(2) • 1.0 - TH(1)
READ(1.-) TH(2)
TH(1)
U • UO
F » G «
TKE(1)
TKE(2)
TDR(1)
TDR(2)
ROBKT >
RMUBKT
RNUBKT

1.0 - TH(2)

(R0(2)-R0(1)) - TH(1) • TH(2)
CMU • UO
CMU • UO
CMU • UO
CMU • UO

TH(1)-RO(1) + TH(2)«R0(2)
TH(1)*R0(1)«RNU(1) + TH(2)*R0(2)*RNU(2)
TH(1)«RNU(1) + TH(2)»RNU<2)

vo
VC «

ITER
10 ITER

051 -
052 «

2./9. • G «(R0C2)-R0(1))-SD««2 / (R0(1 )»RNU(1))

V0-(1. - 3./B.«TH(1)«TH(2)*BETA(2)-(C(2)/C(3))«-2)

' 0
• ITER + 1

AMAXKO., 2-/3.
AMAXKO.. 2./3.

TKE(1)
TKE(2) / TH(2))

GAMMA « R0(2)/R0(1) - TKE(2)/TKE( 1)
FRAC « R0(2) / (GAMMA-RO(1)+R0(2))
FRAC « AMINMFRAC, 0.9999999)
P1 « FRAC « F«U / R0(1 )
P2 • (1.-FRAC) • F*U / R0(2)

TDR(1)
TDR(2)

TIN1
TIN2

TKE(1)
TKE(2)

TNU(1)
TNU(2)

P1
P2

CMU •
CMU '

U/SD
U/SD

SORT(FRAC)
SORT( 1.-FRAC)

C(2)-TDR(1)*-2.
C(2)-TDR(2)--2.

(TIN1-(C(3)-P1+C(4)«EO)
(TIN2«(C(3)-P2+C(4)*E2))

CMU
CMU

TKE(i)--2
TKE(2)««2

(TH(1)»TOR(1)
(TH(2)-TDR(2)

1.E-50)
1.E-50)

REP ' 2.*SD«U/RNUBKT
CDV * 24. / REP
GFAC • 1. / SQRT(TH(1)»TH(2))
CDS ' FRAC « GFAC* S0RT(TH(1)«
TMUBKT « TH(1)-R0(1)»TNU(1) +
CDT * CMU - TMUBKT / (R0(1)"U'

QS1+TH(2)-QS2)/U
TH(2)-R0(2)-TNU(2)
SD)

CD2 =CDV + BETA(1)-CDS + BETA(2)*CDT
COEFK = 3./8.«TH(1)-TH(2)-R0(1)-CD2-U/SD
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64
65
66
67
68 C
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
&5
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

0U * F/COEFK - U

U = U + OMEGA • DU

WRITE(1,2O) ITER, U

IF (ABS(DU).GT.1.E-6-U0 .AND. ITER.LT.MAXIT ) GOTO 10
WRITE(1,20) ITER. U

WRITE(1.4) CASE
WRITE(1.5) REP, VO, VC. AL0G1O(VC)
WRITE(1.30) TH(1). AL0G1O(TH(1)), U. AL0G10(TH(1)-U)
WRITE(1.40) TKE. TOR. TNU
WRITE(1,50) RO. RNU. SD
WRITE(1.60) CMU. C
WRITEH.70) BETA
WRI?E(1.80) C02. COV, COS, CDT

WRITE(1,90) QS1, 0S2
WRITE(1.100) GAMMA. FRAC

4 FORMAT(»CASE« *.1PE11.3)
5 FORMAT(*REP. VO. VC.LOGTHU- '.1P4E11.3)

20 F0RMAT(0PI6. F10.5)
30 FORMAT(•THETA.U- «.4F7.3)
40 FORMAT(»TKE.TOR.TNU» «,1P6E11.3)
50 FORMAT(«R0,RNU.SD« •.OP2F7.3.1P3E11.3)
60 FORMAT(«CMU.C» *,0P5F7.3)
70 FORMAT(»BETA« -.4F9.5)
80 F0RMAT(«CD2.CDV.CDS,CDT« •, 1P.4E11.3)
90 FORMAT(« QS1. 0S2- *,1P2E11.3)
100 FORMAT(* GAMMA, FRAC= ".1P2E11.3)

STOP
END

1 $INPUT
2 SD-400.E-4, RO-1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

BETA«0.306
CMU-0
OMEGA'

CASE«1. ,
CASE-2 . ,
CA5E=3.,
CASE-4 . ,
CASE»5..
CASE«6. ,

SD--400.E-4.

0900
•0 .50

R0=2
R0°2
RO-2
R0»1
R0»1
R0»1
R0«1

225E-3.2.7, RNU-O.145.0.. UO-100.,
1.333.
C-1.440,1.920,1.000,
$

745,2.976. RNU-6.7OE-3.O.. SD=5.15E-2, U0=2.48.
170,2.623. RNU-7.43E-3.0.
.170,2.923, RNU-7.43E-3.0.
,001.1.058, RNU»1.53E-2.0.
.208.2.923. RNU'S.13E-1.0.
.034,1.058. RNU»2.O1E-1,0.

SD«1. 15E-2,
SD»4.80E-3.
SD-9.05E-3.
SD-4.80E-3.
SD=9.05E-3,

.225E-3.2.7, RNU«O-145,0. . U0»100..

U0=0.6525.
UO»3.O2E-2.
U0"6.64E-2.
U0=1.39E-2.
U0-2.06E-3,


